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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
I n our day-to-day lives, we are exposed to a constant torrent ofmicroscopic par-ticles rainingdownonus. This never-ending streamof electrons, neutrinos,muons
andmany other particles is the debris fromcollisions between charged particles from
distant astronomical sources andmolecules inEarth’s atmosphere. These chargedpar-
ticles are what we call cosmic rays. The most energetic cosmic rays have energies far
beyond the reach of current accelerator experiments.
Eventhoughtheirexistencehasbeenknownformorethanacentury, thenatureandori-
ginof cosmic raysof thehighest energies remainselusive. Themysteriesofhigh-energy
cosmic rays can be captured in four fundamental questions:
– What are the sources of high-energy cosmic rays?
– Bywhich processes are they accelerated?
– Howdo they propagate towards Earth?
– What are the laws governing their interactions in Earth’s atmosphere?
The most important obstacle in conclusively answering these questions is the pres-
ence of (inter)galacticmagnetic fields, which influence the trajectory of the particles
on their way towards Earth. Because of the deflection in these fields, it is difficult – if
not impossible – to point backmeasured cosmic rays towards their sources. Figure 1.1
summarizes the four fundamental questions and their interrelations.
Asof yet, only fewof themanyproposed solutions to these four fundamental questions
have been verified experimentally. The key to unravel the questions is to understand
cosmicray composition. Ifwehaveknowledgeabout theprimaryparticle type, andthere-
fore its charge, we might be able to create sub-sets of measured cosmic rays that are
less affected by the magnetic fields, such as protons. These could direct us towards
the sources of cosmic rays, which in turn will teach us about their acceleration and
1
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Figure 1.1: The four fundamental questions in the field of high-energy cosmic rays. De-
flection by (inter)galactic magnetic fields hinders a direct observation of
their sources, whichmight provide us with information about the acceler-
ationmechanisms. At the same time, the physics underlying the first inter-
actions in Earth’s atmosphere is uncertain because they occur at energies
beyond the reach of collider experiments.
propagation. The goal of this thesis, therefore, is not to answer one of the fundamental
questions directly, but to develop experimental techniques to be able to determine the
composition of high-energy cosmic rays.
The debris from the collision of the cosmic raywith an atmosphericmolecule that ar-
rives at the earth’s surface is the tail of a cascade of interactions and decays: the air
shower. A schematic representation of an air shower can be seen in figure 1.2. In this
thesiswewill focusontheradiopulsesemittedbythechargedparticles intheairshower
as they travel downward. More specifically, wewill investigatewhich properties of the
air shower and the cosmic ray we can derive from the frequency content of the radio
pulse. Ultimately, we will deduce information about air shower development, from
whichwe can infer the composition of the cosmic ray.
In chapter 2 of this thesis, we outline the general theoretical framework of cosmic rays,
air showersandradioemission. The fundamentalquestionsofhigh-energycosmic rays
and their possible solutions are also addressed inmore depth in this chapter. After this
general theory, we investigate the dependence of the frequency spectrumof the radio
pulse on air shower parameters using simulations in chapter 3. This investigation has
resulted in amethod to extract information about air shower development through a
parameterization of the spectral index.
To experimentally verify ourmethodwehaveuseddata from thePierreAugerObserva-
tory in Argentina, which is described in chapter 4. The quality of this data is discussed
in chapter 5, which also details selection procedures to enhance the quality of the data
2
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of a cosmic ray induced air shower above a detec-
tor plane filledwith several types of detectors and a cow.
set. Chapter 6 stipulates several calibration and cleaningmethodswe have performed
on the radio data.
Westudy thedependenceof themeasuredspectral index fromthecalibrateddataonair
showerparameters in chapter 7. Here,we also test theparameterizationof the spectral
indexwe developed earlier. This has resulted inmeasurements of the composition of
air showers using radio data, which are discussed in chapter 8. This last chapter also
contains several recommendations for future improvements of radio observatories for
cosmic rays.
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CHAPTER 2
Theory of cosmic rays
T he nature and origin of cosmic rays have occupied and mystified scientistsformore than one hundred years. At the dawnof the twentieth century, both the
ionizationofairandradioactivitywereknown. Itwas thought thatdecayingradioactive
isotopes in the earth’s crustwere responsible for the ionization of air and the charges
thatwere readilymeasurable by electroscopes.
It was the Austrian Victor Hess, however, who demonstrated in 1912 that whenmov-
ing further from the earth’s surface, the amount of ionizing radiation was increasing
instead of decreasing, which would have been expected if the source of the ionizing
radiationwas the earth [1]. Hemeasured this in a series of daring balloon flights,where
he reached altitudes of up to five kilometers. His conclusionwas that the earthwas not
the dominant source of the radiation, and that itmust originate fromabove (he already
excluded the Sun in a balloon flight during a solar eclipse). This discovery essentially
started the field of cosmic rays, andwonHess theNobel prize in 1936.
In the course of the 1920s and 1930s it became clear that themeasured “cosmic” rays
were actually part of cascades of secondary particles originating fromone primary cos-
mic ray interacting with the particles in the atmosphere: extensive air showers. It was
Pierre Victor Auger who confirmed their existence by measuring coincident events
between twoGeiger counters positioned 300mapart [2]. Furthermore, he estimated
that the primary cosmic ray energy that produces this kind of showersmust be at least
1015 eV.
2.1 Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays
More than 75 years after Auger’s energy estimate, a cosmic ray energy spectrumcover-
ingmore than eleven decades in energy has beenmeasured. Themeasurements range
froma fewGeVup to an energy ofmore than 1020 eV. The energy distribution asmea-
5
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sured by a combination of several experiments is plotted in figure 2.1. The differential
flux J of cosmic rays as a function of energyE can be described using a power law:
J ∝ E−γ, (2.1)
where the spectral index γ is energy-dependent and has a value close to 3. At low ener-
gies –up to about1014 eV– the fluxof cosmic rays is still high enough to allow fordirect
detection by relatively small experiments carried to high altitudes using satellites or
balloons. Examples of direct detection experiments include pamela [3] and bess [4],
but also theVoyager satellite [5].
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Figure 2.1: Cosmic ray energy spectrum spanning 11 orders ofmagnitude. The dashed
line follows a power lawwith a constant slope. This emphasizes themain
features in the spectrum,which are indicated by arrows and are discussed
in section 2.1.1 (adapted from [6]).
Athigherenergies, thefluxbecomestoolowtoeffectivelydetectcosmicrayswithdirect
measurement experiments, which typically have an aperture of not muchmore than
1m. Instead, we have to rely on ground-based observatorieswhichmeasure the exten-
sive air showers produced by high-energy cosmic rays. Haverah Park [7], agasa [8],
Yakutsk [9] andHiRes [10] are just some examples of cosmic ray observatories. Above
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1018 eV we enter the realm of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays [11]. Cosmic rays of these
energies become exceedingly rare, and at 1020 eV the flux has decreased to one particle
per km2 per century. Thismeans that enormous experimentswith huge apertures are
needed to be able to probe the properties of cosmic rays at these energies.
Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays present an enigma to the science community. There
are only few types of astronomical sources that would be able to accelerate particles
to these energies, but at the same time there are limitations on the distance charged
particles of these energies can travel through the universe. Yet, up to now it has been
impossible to identify actual sources, and various theories exist about themechanisms
to accelerate these particles. By studying the cosmic ray properties accessible to us
on earth, their energy, composition and arrival direction, we can attempt to unravel
the fundamental and interconnected questions about the sources, acceleration and
propagation of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays.
2.1.1 Energy spectrum
Several kinks canbeobserved in the otherwise smooth energy spectrumof cosmic rays.
These features,which are indicated in figure 2.1, are related to the sources and accelera-
tion of cosmic rays aswell as their propagation towardsEarth. For example, it has been
proposed that the knee at∼1015 eV might be the result of subsequent energy cutoffs
of individual elements in galactic sources [12]. The tail of the energy distribution as
measured by the Pierre AugerObservatory is displayed in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Energy spectrum at the highest energies asmeasured by the Pierre Auger
Observatory, fitted by a flux model above the ankle energy [13]. The sys-
tematic uncertainty on the energy scale is 14%. The numbers indicate the
number of events thatwere used to calculate each data point.
This provides a closer look at the ankle region of the spectrum around ∼3 × 1018 eV.
The ankle is thought to represent the transition of cosmic rays from galactic sources
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to primarily extragalactic sources, as the galacticmagnetic field cannot effectively trap
particles above this energy (see e.g. [14, 15]). Additional explanations of the knee in-
clude photodisintegration of nuclei near the sources of cosmic rays [16], and amodifi-
cation of the cosmic proton flux at the location of the ankle is predicted because of a
dip in the pair production cross section [17].
Another remarkable feature of the spectrum at the highest energies is the strong sup-
pression of the flux at energies higher than ∼3 × 1019 eV. The cause of this cutoff is
still under debate. A probable scenario is that it is produced by a combination of the in-
ability of the sources to accelerate cosmic rays to even higher energies, and limitations
imposed by the propagation through intergalactic space (see e.g. [18]).
2.1.2 Sources, acceleration mechanisms and propagation
The primary mechanism by which cosmic rays acquire their extremely high energies
is believed to be Fermi acceleration. Proposed by Enrico Fermi in 1949, thismodel de-
scribes how charged particles statistically gain energy bymultiple collisionswith the
shockwaves ina turbulentmagnetic field [19]. This formofaccelerationnaturally leads
to an energy spectrum following an inverse power law. Although the rate of energy gain
is initially very slow, it is capable of reaching very high energies, given sufficiently large
sources to contain the particles.
We can get an idea of the size of the sources by assuming that the Larmor radiusRL of a
particle of chargenumberZ andenergyEneeds tobe containedwithin the acceleration
region of the sourcewithmagnetic fieldB and plasma velocity βc [20]:
(
E
1018eV)
<
Zβ
2 (
RL
kpc)(
B
μG)
. (2.2)
Thisequationprovidesanupper limitof theenergytowhichparticlesofacertaincharge
can be accelerated, given the size of a source and itsmagnetic field. For cosmic rays of
the highest energies, exceedingly vast sources or extremely powerfulmagnetic fields
are required to accelerate them. Particles with higher charge are easier to confine in
themagnetic fields, so they can be accelerated to higher energies, which supports the
explanation of the knee in the cosmic ray energy spectrum. With equation (2.2), it is
possible to construct theHillas plot: an overviewof potential astronomical sources of
cosmic rays, which can be seen in figure 2.3.
The energy of cosmic rays is not just limited by the ability of the sources to accelerate
them. On their way towards Earth, the cosmic rays can be subjected to several differ-
ent types of interactions and decays, limiting the range of particles with the highest
energies. Greisen, Zatsepin andKuzmin have predicted that cosmic ray protonswould
interactwithphotonsof the cosmicmicrowavebackground(cmb) via theΔ-resonance,
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Figure 2.3:Hillas plotwith several different astronomical sources of cosmic rays and
diagonal lines illustrating theminimumsize andmagnetic field of cosmic
rays of 1020 eV, assuming β = 1 (adapted from [20]).
producing a pion [21, 22]:
p + γCMB ⟶ Δ
+ ⟶ n + π+,
⟶ p + π0. (2.3)
This process has a significant cross-section for cosmic ray protons with an energy of
the order of 1020 eV, which impairs their ability to travel large distances. Several other
processesmay further increase the rate of attenuation of cosmic rays (see [23] for an
overview). These include electron-positron pair production, interactionswith the in-
fraredbackground radiation, andphotodisintegration in the caseofheaviernuclei. Sev-
eral processes and their associated attenuation lengths as a function of energy for dif-
ferent particles can be seen in figure 2.4. Because of these limitations it is likely that
the sources of cosmic rays of the highest energies are not very far away on intergalactic
distance scales.
In addition to background photons, the space between us and the cosmic ray sources
is filled with galactic and intergalactic magnetic fields by which the cosmic rays are
deflected. It is thereforedifficult todirectly point cosmic rayswith knownarrival direc-
tions back to their sources, depending on their charge and the strength of themagnetic
fields. The Larmor radius of a particle with charge number Z and energy E in a mag-
9
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Figure 2.4: Attenuation of cosmic rays resulting fromvarious processes for different
particle types as a function of energy [23]. Left: proton; right: several spe-
cific nuclei, where the lower curves are due to photodisintegration and the
upper curves are due to pair production. Note the different scale on the
vertical axes.
netic field of strength B is given by RL = E/ZeB, with which we can approximate the
deflection angle α of a particlemoving over a distance d asα ≈ d/RL. By virtue of their
charge, it is obvious that iron nuclei aremuchmore affected bymagnetic deflections
than protons. Although the nature of the extragalactic magnetic fields is not exactly
known, theyareassumedtobestructuredwitha typical sizeofaboutoneMpc, andtheir
typical strength is assumed to be in the order of one nG (see e.g. [24]). It is believed
that cosmic protons of the highest energiesmight therefore point back towards their
sources.
Thepreceding treatment of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays illustrates that the key toun-
derstanding their origin ismeasuring their composition. Acceleration, attenuationand
magnetic deflection all depend on the composition of the particles, so in order to dif-
ferentiate between all the different candidate sourceswe need to distinguish between
the different particles. Unfortunately, the composition is not a directly accessible pa-
rameter in indirectmeasurements concerning extensive air showers, and can only be
inferred from shower development, aswe shall see in the next section.
2.2 Extensive air showers
When a cosmic ray enters the earth’s atmosphere it will collide with an atmospheric
nucleus. This collision creates secondary particles which themselves collide with at-
mospheric nuclei or initiate a cascade of decay productswhich togethermove towards
the earth’s surface: the air shower. An overview of the primary interactions in the air
shower and its components can be seen in figure 2.5. The interactions and components
will be discussed inmore depth in this section.
10
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2.2.1 Shower development and components
The initial collision creates a host of hadrons,mostly pions but also kaons and baryons,
and depending on the composition of the primary cosmic ray, secondary nuclear frag-
ments. This part of the shower is called the hadronic component.
cosmic ray
atmospheric nucleus
π+π
0
μ+ν
γ
γ
e− e+
K−
μ−ν
p
K+π−
e+
e−
γe−
muonic component
neutrinos
hadronic
component
electromagnetic
component
Figure 2.5: Schematic overviewof the primary interactions in an extensive air shower
and the division into components.
Neutral pions have a life time of just∼10−16 s, andwill therefore almost immediately
decay into two gamma rays:
π0 ⟶ γγ. (2.4)
These photons initiate sub-cascades of electrons, positrons and photons through pair
production, bremsstrahlung, ionization andCompton scattering. This electromagnetic
component of the air shower will continue to grow until the energy of the electrons
falls below the critical value necessary for radiative processes, at which point theywill
mostly ionize the surrounding air and the component starts to die out. The charged
pions have a longer decay time than the neutral pions, andwill either interactwith the
atmosphere to createmore secondary particles, or decay intomuons:
π± ⟶ μ± + ν. (2.5)
Themuonshave long life timesandsmall cross-sections, andwill therefore travel to the
ground almost unimpeded. They constitute themuonic component of the shower. The
remainderof thehadronic componentwill continue to interact anddecay and feed into
11
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themuonic and electromagnetic components of the shower. For example, the kaons
can decay into pions or straight intomuons:
K± ⟶ π± + π0,
⟶ μ± + ν. (2.6)
Once the shower reaches ground level, thehadronic componenthas almost completely
been converted into the other two components. Because the three different kinds of
pions are created in roughly the same abundance in hadronic interactions, about one
third of the available energywill be converted into the electromagnetic component at
each hadronic interaction, and only a small fraction of the charged pions are converted
intomuons at high energy. As a consequence, the electromagnetic component carries
the bulk of the available energy of the air shower. An example of the energy flow in the
different shower components in a shower simulation can be seen in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Energy flow in a 1019 eV proton shower simulated by the corsikaMonte
Carlo code as a function of atmospheric depthX (see equation (2.7)). The
fraction of energy stored in the different components is shown, including
the sumof all the energy stored in particles, with the rest released into the
air. The total number of electrons and positrons is indicated in orange and
displayed on the right-hand scale (adapted from [25]).
Because of the huge number of particles involved in the interactions and the stochas-
tic nature of the interaction processes,MonteCarlo simulations are used to study the
properties of air showers, which take into account all interactions and decays. Exam-
ples of fullMonteCarlo codes to study air shower characteristics are corsika [26] and
aires [27]. The energies necessary to determine the cross-sections of the first interac-
tions of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays have not been reached by collider experiments,
whichmeans they have to be extrapolated (see e.g. [28]).
12
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2.2.2 Longitudinal shower profile
Since the interaction lengths in theair shower are a functionof theamountof traversed
air, shower development is usually expressed as a function of atmospheric depth X
instead of height:
X(h) =
∫
∞
h
ρ(h′)dh′, (2.7)
whereh is the vertical height in the atmosphere, andρ is thedensity,which is integrated
from h to the top of the atmosphere along the axis of the shower.
Even though a full characterization of the developing air shower requiresMonteCarlo
simulations, a simple toymodel can already help us to gain some insight into themain
properties of the air shower as a function of the energy and composition of the primary
cosmic ray. The Heitler model of air showers [29] considers a primary particle with
energy E0, which splits into two secondary particles after traversing an amount of at-
mosphere λ, and repeats this process thereafter. At atmospheric depthX, the cascade
has evolved intoN(X) = 2X/λ particles, each carrying an energy of E(X) = E0/N(X).
At some point, the particles will have reached the critical energy Ec at which they are
unlikely to interact any further, and themaximumnumber of particlesNmax is reached.
This number and its associated atmospheric depthXmax are then:
Nmax = E0/Ec, (2.8)
Xmax = λ/ ln 2 ⋅ ln(E0/Ec). (2.9)
Thisdemonstratesthat themaximumnumberofparticlesaswellas thedepthofshower
maximum is dependent on the energy of the primary particle. To illustrate the effect
of a primary cosmic ray of mass A, we can assume a superposition of A independent
particles of energy EA = E0/A. Using the same logic as above, we can again calculate
themaximumnumber of particles and the depth of showermaximum:
Nmax = A ⋅ EA/Ec = E0/Ec, (2.10)
Xmax = λ/ ln 2 ⋅ ln(E0/AEc). (2.11)
We can therefore predict that the maximum number of particles stays the same for
primaries of differentmass, butXmax has a logarithmic dependence on the number of
nucleons.
These results can be comparedwith the longitudinal shower profiles from fullMonte
Carlo simulations, such as the ones displayed in figure 2.7. These shower profiles show
the same qualitative behavior as predicted by the Heitler model: themaximumnum-
ber of particles is the same in all showerswith the same energy, and a heavier primary
cosmic rayproduces a showerwhich generally has a smaller depthof showermaximum
Xmax.
13
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Figure 2.7: Several individual longitudinalshowerprofilessimulatedwiththecorsika
Monte Carlo code [25]. The proton and iron primary cosmic rays with an
energyof1019 eVresult indifferentlydevelopingshowers, expressedbythe
number of charged particlesN.
The longitudinal shower profile is furthermore shapedby the depth of first interaction,
which also depends on the cross-section and therefore on the composition of the pri-
mary cosmic ray. The position of shower maximum Xmax can be fitted to the profile
using theGaisser-Hillas function [30]:
N(X) = Nmax(
X − X0
Xmax − X0)
Xmax−X
λ
exp
(
Xmax − X
λ )
, (2.12)
whereλ andX0 are both shapeparameters,with the former related to the characteristic
decay length of the particles and the latter to the initial interaction point.
2.2.3 Primary cosmic ray composition
The average value ofXmax is a composition-sensitive parameter, and so are its shower-
to-shower fluctuations, aswas alreadyvisible in the simulationsof figure 2.7,where the
spread inXmax is much larger for the proton-induced showers than the iron-induced
showers. Theaverageand the standarddeviationofXmax as a functionof energyasmea-
sured by the Pierre AugerObservatory are plotted in figure 2.8. The lines in these plots
indicate the values for pure iron and proton primaries predicted by various simulation
codesusingdifferent interactionmodels. Basedon these results it seems that the trend
ismoving towards heavier primaries at the highest energies, but the interpretation of
these results strongly depends on the results from interactionmodels. Themeasure-
mentsof the averagedepthof showermaximumfromthePierreAugerObservatory are
in agreementwith the results the TelescopeArray Project [31, 32].
Inadditiontothedepthofshowermaximum,severalotherparametersof theairshower
are sensitive to the composition of the primary cosmic ray. One of them is themuon
14
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Figure 2.8: Average and standard deviation of the depth of showermaximumXmax as
a function of energy asmeasured by the Pierre AugerObservatory [33].
number. Themuonic component of the shower originates in the hadronic component
of the shower only, and is correlatedwith themass of the primary particle. The compo-
sition of the primary cosmic ray can therefore be deduced bymeasuring the number of
muons at ground level, either in inclined showers in which the electromagnetic com-
ponent has died out or with special muon-counters (see e.g. [34, 35] and references
therein).
2.3 Radio emission from extensive air showers
Charge creation and acceleration in the air shower induces radio emission, a pheno-
menonwhich follows directly from their description using classical electrodynamics.
In the 1960s, it wasmeasured for the first time [36], and at around the same time the
principal processes bywhich the radio emission is producedwere already identified.
2.3.1 Emission mechanisms
The primary process by which radio emission is produced is the geomagneticmecha-
nism, described byKahn andLerche in 1966 [37]. The electrons andpositrons in the air
shower are accelerated in opposite directions under the influence of the geomagnetic
field. This acceleration is along the direction of the Lorentz force vector v × B, where
v is the direction ofmovement of the shower andB the geomagnetic field. The result-
ing transverse current produces radio emissionwhich is linearly polarized in the v × B
direction. The strength of the geomagnetic component of the radio emission during
shower development depends on the change in the amount of charge carriers in the
shower, and therefore scales roughlywith the derivative of the total number of shower
particlesN.
In addition to the geomagneticmechanism, the charge-excessmechanism also contri-
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butes to the radio emission of air showers. The charge-excess or Askaryanmechanism
was proposed as early as 1961 by Gurgan Askaryan [38]. In this process, charged par-
ticles in the air shower knock electrons from airmolecules, whichwill travel with the
particle front, leaving ionizedmolecules behind. This results in the build-up of a net
negatively charged particle front, with a positively charged region behind it, creating a
dipole along the shower axis which produces radio emission. Schematic illustrations
of both emissionmechanisms can be seen in figure 2.9.
v
e−
e−
e+e+
⊗
B
v
e−
e−
e−e−
e+
e+
e+
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Figure 2.9: Schematic illustration of the two leading mechanisms of radio emission.
Left: geomagneticmechanism; right: charge-excessmechanism. The total
measurable radio emission is a superposition of these two contributions.
Both mechanisms lead to coherent radio emission in the MHz regime, which can be
measured as radio pulses which are a superposition of both effects. Measuring radio
emission from extensive air showers with multiple antenna stations in coincidence
is experimentally challenging, especially in the analogue era before the dawn of fast
computers. The geomagnetic emissionmechanism, however, was already experimen-
tally verified in the 1960s [39]. It took until the revival in interest in radio detection of
air showers in the 2000s, with experiments such as codalema [40], lopes [41] and
finally aera until the charge-excess emissionmechanismwas finally demonstrated by
experiment [42]. The two emissionmechanisms produce a characteristic polarization
signature in themeasured radiation by which they can be distinguished. This will be
further discussed in chapter 3.
2.3.2 Modeling radio emission from air showers
In order to help to interpret themeasurements of air shower induced radio pulses, sev-
eralmodels describing the radio emission from air showers have been developed. To
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simulate theradiopulsesmeasuredat thepositionofanobserver, the radiation induced
by ahugenumberof chargeparticles in the air showerneeds tobe considered. Amacro-
scopic approach to this problem is to consider general features of the air shower, such
as currents and net charges. This approach leads to fast computer simulations, but has
the disadvantage that assumptions need to bemade, for example about the charge dis-
tribution inside the shower. Examples ofmacroscopicmodels includemgmr [43] and
eva [44].
Adifferent approach is tomicroscopicallymodel the radioemissionbyusing fullMonte
Carlo air shower particle simulationswith a certain degree of thinning (usually parti-
cles created belowadefined energy threshold are grouped into one average particle) as
input for radio simulationswhich calculate the emission along the individual particle
tracks. The final radio pulse is then given by the superposition of all emission contribu-
tions from the particles. Two examples of simulation packages inwhich thismethod is
applied are coreas (based on corsika) [45] and zhaires (based on aires) [46].
Thesemicroscopicmodelsdirectlyderivetheemissionfromtheelectrodynamicsofthe
particles involved, and are therefore independent of assumptions about the emission
mechanismsintheshower. Inbothexamplemodels, thevectorpotential resultingfrom
the charged particles is derived from the Liénard-Wiechert potentials (see e.g. [47]):
Φ(r, t) =
1
4πε0n2 [
q
|1 − nβ ⋅ n|R]
ret
, (2.13)
A(r, t) = n2βΦ(r, t)/c, (2.14)
where q is the charge of the particlewith relativistic velocity β = v/c at distanceR from
the observer, evaluated in retarded times. The time derivative of the vector potential
gives the electric field generated by the particle.
In coreas, the particle tracks are divided into straight segments, with kinks inwhich
the velocity changes instantaneously. At each track, the particles are accelerated from
standstill to theiractual speed, andthendeceleratedagainat theendof thetrack. This is
the “end-point formalism” [48], inwhich the emission resulting fromtheaccelerations
and decelerations cancel each other, except for themomentumchange of the particle
at the boundary of the tracks. Fromeach particle track, the electric field is calculated,
and the radiation received at the observer position is the superposition of the fields
generated in all particle tracks. This approach is different fromtheoneused in zhaires,
in which the “zhs-formula” [49] is used to calculate the emission. Here, the vector
potentials of the tracks are added at the observer position, where one time derivative
will produce the total electric field.
Bothmicroscopicmodels produce similar results [50], but no large-scale systematic
comparisonshavebeenperformed. Thedifferent approximationsused in the twomod-
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els do produce different results, which can become significant under specific circum-
stances, for example close to the Cherenkov cone of individual particle tracks [51].
Therefore, comparisons on a case-by-case basis should bemade to estimate the uncer-
tainties in themodel results (see e.g. [52] for a comparison in theuhf range specifically
for the anita experiment). Wewill revisit this point at the end of chapter 3.
2.3.3 Radio emission and air shower parameters
An important attribute of the radio emission of the air shower is that it travels slower
than the particle front, which traverses the atmospherewith the speed of light. The ve-
locityof theradioemission isgovernedbytherefractive indexof theatmosphere,which
is≈1.003 at sea level, and drops to unity at the top of the atmosphere as the density de-
creases. This means that emission originating from different regions of the shower
might arrive at an observer at the same time, resulting in a strongly compressed pulse.
The locationswhere the emission contributions from the shower sumconstructively
form a ring around the shower axis, located at theCherenkov radius (see e.g. [53]). We
will look at this effect inmore detail in chapter 3.
Theeffectof therefractive indexwill, incombinationwiththe locationoftheradioemis-
sion regions of the shower, result in a hyperbolic radio wave front symmetric around
the shower axis [54]. Using a fit of the pulse arrival times on the ground to an assumed
radiowave front shapewe are able to reconstruct the arrival direction of the air shower.
The lateral distribution of the signal strength of the radio pulse is dependent on the
locationof the emission region in the shower and the air shower energy. By performing
a parameterized fit of this distribution, the energy of the primary cosmic ray aswell as
the shower geometry can be reconstructed [55, 56].
In addition to arrival direction and cosmic ray energy, considerable effort has been
made to develop methods to derive composition-sensitive information from the air
shower induced radio signals. Most of thesemethods assume that the location of the
radio emission region is related to shower development in general, and therefore sen-
sitive to the composition of the primary cosmic ray. For example, the radiowave front
shape can be used to derivewhere the emission originates [57, 58]. The location of the
emission region also has an effect on the lateral distribution of the signal strength of
the radio pulse, which can either be fittedwith a fullMonteCarlo simulation to derive
thecomposition [59], or canbeparameterized ina similarwayaswasdone toderive the
energy [60]. Finally, the radio pulse shape itself and its degree of compression due to
effects of the variable refractive index contains information about the location of the
emission region [61], aswill be demonstrated in the next chapter.
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Method: Composition signatures in the
radio pulse shape
T he exact shape of an air shower induced radio pulse depends strongly on theshower geometry. More specifically, on the position of an observer relative to the
emission region of the shower. Thismakes the radio pulse shape a parameterwhich is
sensitive to shower development, provided that the remainder of the geometry of the
shower is fully determined. In [61], the geometrical dependencies of the pulse shape
were scrutinized, and the feasibility of studying shower development using the pulse
shapewas proven. In this chapter, wewill continue this effort by considering a detailed
study and parameterization of the geometrical dependencies of the pulse shape and its
derived quantity, the spectral index, using a large set of simulated air showers.
3.1 The radio pulse shape
The dependence of the radio pulse shape on the shower geometry can be described by
the path length difference of radio emission traveling towards anobserver fromdifferent
regions of the air shower, including the propagation of the shower through the atmo-
sphere. A schematic drawing of this effect can be seen in figure 3.1. A shower which
penetratesmore deeply into the atmospherewill have its emission region closer to the
observer. If a shower develops lower in the atmosphere (figure 3.1, left), the difference
between the path from the start of the emission region towards the observer and the
path following the shower axis until the end of the emission region and then traveling
towards the observerwill be larger than for a shower developing higher up in the atmo-
sphere (figure 3.1, right). Because of this larger path length difference, the radiation
emitted in the showerwill be smeared out over a longer period of timewhen recorded
at the observer position, and thus result in awider pulse.
Not just the interaction depth of the shower determines the duration of the recorded
radio pulse. Any aspect of the shower geometrywith respect to the observer position
influences thepulse length, such as thedistance to the shower axis and the zenith angle
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Xmax
Xmax
Figure 3.1: The change in path length difference between the orange and blue paths for
two differently developing showers. The shower on the left has a larger
path length difference, which will result in a longer pulse recorded at the
observer position.
of the shower. In figure 3.2(a), an air shower simulated with coreas was sampled at
different distances from the shower axis. As wemove away from the shower axis, the
path length difference increases and therefore also the recorded pulse becomes longer.
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Figure 3.2: Truncated pulses and spectra resulting froma simulated proton shower of
0.47EeV sampled at 5000Msps at different distances d from the shower
axis using coreas.
The full pulse shape can be probed through the frequency spectrum of the pulse. In
figure 3.2(b) the frequency spectra corresponding to the pulses shown in figure 3.2(a)
are drawn. A short pulse results in a flat spectrum,while in a longer pulse the lower fre-
quencies are relativelymore important. The longer thepulse, the stronger thedecrease
in amplitude as a function of increasing frequency in the spectrum.
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In addition to the size of the emission region and its location relative to the observer,
the pulse length at the observer position is determined by the propagation velocity
of the radiation through the atmosphere. Asmentioned in section 2.3.3, the radiation
propagateswith the local speed of light in the atmosphere. The propagation velocity is
c/n, withn the index of refraction,which is a function of atmospheric depth. Predicting
the exact pulse length is therefore not trivial.
We can illustrate some of the effects that result from the variable index of refraction of
the atmospherewith a simple one-dimensional toymodel. Thismodel assumes a ver-
tical air showerwhich emits radiation along a line of arbitrary lengthL around shower
maximumXmax, as can be seen in figure 3.3(a). We can propagate signals from the start
and end of this emission region to an observer, using amodel of the atmosphere to cal-
culate the index of refraction. In this case theUS standard atmosphere [26, 62] is used.
For an observer at distance d from the shower axis, the pulse length is given by the dif-
ference in arrival times |t2 − t1| of radiation originating from points x1 and x2 on the
shower axis, separated by emission lengthL:
|t2 − t1| =
1
c
|d1 ̄n1 − (d2 ̄n2 + L)|, (3.1)
where ̄n1,2 is the average refractive index of the atmosphere along the path d1,2 from
x1,2 to the observer.
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(a) Simple showermodel.
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Figure 3.3: Simple one-dimensional model to estimate the pulse length for vertical
showers with an emission region around Xmax. The distance Dmax is the
projectiononto the showeraxisof thedistance fromXmax toanobserverpo-
sitioned at distance d from the shower axis. The dashed line in figure 3.3(b)
indicates the sensitivity region to temporal features of the aera detector
stations at 20 ns (see section 3.3.4).
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For an emission length L of 5 km, we have calculated the pulse length as a function of
Dmax, the distance from the observer toXmax projected on the shower axis, for several
different observer positions relative to the shower axis. The pulse lengths at four of
these observer positions are plotted in figure 3.3(b). It is obvious that showerswhich
interact close to the observer position produce longer pulses. The most striking fea-
tures of these plots are the singularities for distances close to the shower axis. These
are points on theCherenkov cone, where the radiation from the start of the emission
regionarrives at the same instanceof timeas the radiation fromtheendof theemission
region.
Although theone-dimensional emissionalonga line is amuch toosimplistic viewof the
air shower, thismodel will be helpful to explain some of the features wewill see later
on in the simulation study. To get a more realistic representation of the radio pulse
shape resulting from a cosmic ray induced air shower, wewill use a set of coreas simu-
lations to derive and geometrical dependencies of the pulse shape. A parameterization
of these dependencies will enable us tomake statements about shower development
usingmeasurements of just one radio station.
3.2 The spectral index
Wewill probe the radiopulse shapebymeansof thedecrease in amplitude as a function
of frequency in the spectrumof the pulse. In [63], it has been shown that the spectrum
in our frequency band can be described by an exponential function. Wewill therefore
follow the same approach as in [61], and fit the following exponential function to the
data to approximate the general shape of the frequency spectrum S(ν):
S(ν) = A ⋅ 10b(ν−ν0), (3.2)
where b, the spectral index, is sensitive to the slope of the spectrum, and A is a scale
parameter. A constant frequencyoffset ν0 is added tomakeAproportional to the signal
power in our frequency band, and its value is set at 60.0MHz.
As discussed in chapter 2, the electric field recorded by one antenna station is a super-
position of emissions produced by the geomagneticmechanism and the charge-excess
mechanism. They stem from different regions in the air shower [63], and therefore
should be treated separately in a parameterization. In order to decompose the signal
into these contributions it is insightful tomove our frame of reference to the shower
plane in such away that the axes alignwith thev,v×B andv× (v×B)directions,where
v is the direction ofmovement of the shower andB the geomagnetic field. The geomag-
netic componentwill alwaysbepointed in the−v×Bdirection,while thecharge-excess
component is pointed inward towards the shower core. Fieldsnotperpendicular to the
direction ofmotion of the air shower vwill not be considered. The addition of the two
components forms the total fieldmeasuredby the antenna, as is illustrated in figure 3.4.
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We will define the observer angle Φobs as the position of the antenna relative to the
v × B-axis in the (v × B, v × (v × B))-plane.
core
d
Φobs
v × B
v
×
(v
×
B
)
geomagnetic
charge-excess
total field
Figure 3.4: Decomposition of the signals into the different emission contributions to
the total electric field at several radio stations, denoted by crosses, in the
shower reference frame. The direction ofmovement of the shower v is per-
pendicular to the figure plane and pointing inwards.
Ifweneglect the phase component of the frequency spectrum,we can approximate the
shape of a total spectrum ST(ν)withmixed contributions of the geomagnetic emission
SG(ν) and the charge-excess emission SC(ν) as:
ST(ν) = SG(ν) + f (Φobs)SC(ν)
AT ⋅ 10
bT(ν−ν0) = AG ⋅ 10
bG(ν−ν0) + f (Φobs)AC ⋅ 10
bC(ν−ν0), (3.3)
where f (Φobs) describes the fraction of charge-excess emission as function of observer
angle. If we consider the electric field along the−v × B direction, this function is given
by:
f−v×B(Φobs) = cosΦobs. (3.4)
Therefore, there is maximum constructive interference atΦobs = 0° andmaximum
destructive interferenceatΦobs = 180°. Since theexponential functionsof the formof
equation (3.2) are not additive, equation (3.3) is generally not valid. However, we can
approximate it assuming that it is valid at the lower limit ν− and the upper limit ν+ of
the frequency bandwe consider. In this case, the set of equationswe solve is:
AT ⋅ 10
bT(ν−−ν0) = AG ⋅ 10
bG(ν−−ν0) + f (Φobs)AC ⋅ 10
bC(ν−−ν0)
AT ⋅ 10
bT(ν+−ν0) = AG ⋅ 10
bG(ν+−ν0) + f (Φobs)AC ⋅ 10
bC(ν+−ν0), (3.5)
from which follows that the spectral index bT of the pulse with mixed contributions
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can be approximated by:
bT =
1
ν+ − ν−
log
10 [
10bG(ν+−ν0) + f (Φobs)R ⋅ 10
bC(ν+−ν0)
10bG(ν−−ν0) + f (Φobs)R ⋅ 10bC(ν−−ν0) ]
, (3.6)
whereR = AC/AG is the ratio between the scale parameters belonging to both emission
mechanisms. We assume that, even though mathematically inexact, the functional
description obtained is a good approximation of the true spectral behavior.
3.3 Simulation data set
3.3.1 Simulation setup
As part of an earlier study into the shape of the lateral signal power distribution in re-
lation to the cosmic ray energy [56, 64], an extensive library of shower simulations
was created in which the radio emission was analyzed using a star-shaped antenna
alignment in the shower reference frame. These simulations were performed using
corsika 7.400with fluka 2011.2b [65] andqgsjetii.04 95 [66], including the coreas
plug-in to generate the radio emission. The star shape allows us to disentangle the
contributions of the different emissionmechanisms and study the two-dimensional
properties of the signal. This setup is therefore alsowell suited to study the geometric
dependencies of the spectral index of the radio emission frequency spectrum.
25m
0°
Φobs = 90°
180°
270°
v × B
v
×
(v
×
B
)
Figure 3.5: Star-shaped antenna arrangement in the shower reference framewhich is
used to sample the radio signals in the simulations. The distance between
the antennas along the principal axes is 25m.
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The star-shaped antenna grid is centered around the shower axis and the antenna po-
sitions are projected in the shower plane along 4 principal axes onwhich the antennas
are placed using a 25mspacing, to amaximumdistance of 500m. An overview of the
setup is drawn in figure 3.5. One axis aligns with the v × B direction and onewith the
v× (v×B)direction. Thisway, lines of antennas are locatedwheremaximumconstruc-
tive interference between the two emissionmechanisms happens (whereΦobs = 0°),
and maximum destructive interference occurs (atΦobs = 180°). At the lines along
Φobs = 90° andΦobs = 270° the two emission contributions can be completely sepa-
rated.
3.3.2 Initial conditions
Wewill use two sets of proton simulations: one setwith initial conditions closely repre-
senting the distribution of arrival directions and energiesmeasured by aera, and one
with a set of discrete initial conditions. The non-discrete simulation set has an energy
range between 1 × 1017 eV (the lower energy limit of the sd infill array [67], see also
section 4.1) and 1 × 1020 eV, and covers zenith angles θ up to 60° and the full range of
azimuthϕ. A total of 149unique initial conditionswereused, and thesewere simulated
up to 5 times. For every condition, these produced up to 5 different showerswith dif-
ferent values forXmax. For a variety of reasons, 122 simulationshave failed to complete,
andwere not rerun because a significant part of this set consists of earlier simulations
from the lateral signal power distribution study (see section 2.3.3). A total of 623 simu-
lated showerswith non-discrete initial conditions is available, and the distributions of
the initial conditions are displayed in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Input parameters of the non-discrete set of simulations in terms of energy,
zenith angle θ and azimuthϕ. The same unique parameterswere repeated
up to 5 times.
For the discrete initial conditions, air showerswith azimuthϕ = {0°, 45°, 90°, …, 315°}
andzenithangleθ={30°,40°,50°,60°}weresimulatedat twodifferentshowerenergies:
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5 × 1017 eV and 1 × 1018 eV. Similar as before, these were run up to 5 times. In total
4 failed to complete. Therefore, 316 showerswere added to the set, bringing the total
number of simulated showers available for this analysis to 939. The distribution of all
values ofXmax of these showers is displayed in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of depth of showermaximumXmax of all 939 showers in the
simulation data set.
3.3.3 Post-processing
The time-dependent electric field of the radio emission produced in the simulated
showers is recorded at the antenna positions with a sampling rate of 5000Msps in all
three dimensions. To better represent the data recorded by the aera antenna stations,
the time traceswill bebandpassedbetween30.0MHzand80.0MHzanddownsampled
to 200Msps. The effects of these two post-processing steps are shown in figure 3.8.
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(a)Original time trace at 5000Msps.
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(b)Bandpassed and downsampled time trace.
Figure 3.8: Processing of traces by bandpassing between 30.0MHz and 80.0MHz and
downsampling to 200Msps, before rotation to the shower reference frame.
The traces were recorded at a distance d = 175m at Φobs = 90° of a
0.27EeV shower. Filter delayswere not taken into account.
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As a final processing step we will convert the time traces from the standard corsika
coordinate system,which is reminiscent of the actual antenna alignment of aera – par-
allel to the ground and one axis parallel to the geomagnetic field (see section 4.3.2) – to
a rotated coordinate systemalong the v, the v × B and the v × (v × B) vectors. Thisway
the traces are also aligned in the shower reference frame, enabling us to separate the
different emission contributions. Examples of the Fourier transforms of the rotated
traces are visible in figure 3.9. Wewill fit equation (3.2) only to the traces parallel to the
v×Bandv×(v×B)directions, becausealong thevdirection the field isnegligibly small,
except for the close vicinity of the shower axis. Tomake the results compatible with
the limitations posed by the narrowband sources at the aera site (see section 6.1.3)we
will fit the obtained spectra between 40.0MHz and 75.0MHz.
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Figure 3.9: Spectra of the same simulated shower as in figure 3.8 after rotation to the
shower reference frame, recorded at d = 175m. The v × (v × B) contribu-
tion vanishes atΦobs = 0° andΦobs = 180° as expected, while the two
contributions are completely separated atΦobs = 90° andΦobs = 270°.
AtΦobs = 0°, there is constructive interference between the geomagnetic
and charge-excess emission contributions, while atΦobs = 180° there is
destructive interference. The spectra are fittedwith equation (3.2).
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3.3.4 Limitations and coherence
Since we have limited the spectra to the range between 40.0MHz and 75.0MHz, we
aremost sensitive to temporal features in the pulse of approximately 20 ns. We have
marked this duration with a dashed line in figure 3.3(b). If the temporal features be-
comemuch longer or much shorter than this duration, our sensitivity is diminished.
Eventhoughthenumerical valuesof thepulse length inourone-dimensional toymodel
should be treated with caution, we can derive from figure 3.3(b) that showers with a
deep showermaximumwill have pulseswhich are toowide to be properlymeasured by
antenna stations far away from the shower axis. In otherwords: ifDmax is small and the
distance to the shower axis d is large, most of the signal power will be in frequencies
belowour bandwidth.
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Figure 3.10:Unfiltered spectra of a 0.47EeV vertical proton shower at Φobs = 90°,
with themeasurement bandwidth of aera (see chapter 4)marked by the
hatched area.
Effects that play a role at high frequencies are incoherence of the radio signal and un-
physical effects caused by the thinning level of the simulations [46]. This is illustrated
in figure 3.10, in which the unfiltered spectra at three distances from the shower axis
d are plotted. Ourmeasurement bandwidth ismarked by the hatched area. It is clear
that aswemove away fromthe shower axis, thedefining features of the spectrummove
out of themeasurable band and the incoherent and “noisy” regimewill becomemore
important. Fits of the spectrum in this incoherent regime are unreliable, and the pa-
rameter space in which it occurs has to be rejected from the analysis. Because of the
complex interplay of all of the aforementioned effectswewill a posteriori determine an
incoherence cutoff as a function of d andDmax from the fitted spectra of the simulated
showers.
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3.4 Parameterization of the spectral index
First, wewill consider the spectral indices of both radio emission contributions sepa-
rately. After parameterizing theirmaindependencies,wewill attempt to combineboth
contributions using equation (3.6).
3.4.1 Separate radio emission contributions
At the simulated antenna positions with observer angles of 90° and 270° the geomag-
netic and charge-excess components are exactly perpendicular, and thus can be sepa-
rated. Theaverage spectral indicesof the twocontributionsmeasuredat these antenna
positions are plotted in figure 3.11, out to a geometrical distance to showermaximum
Dmax of 14 km.
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Figure 3.11: Average spectral indexof the separate contributions for all distances to the
showeraxisd asa functionof thedistance fromtheantenna toshowermax-
imumprojectedon the shower axis,Dmax. Thedashedwhite linemarks the
cutoff beyondwhich incoherence is dominant, the solidwhite linemarks
theCherenkov radiuswhere the spectral index approaches zero.
When examining the geomagnetic contribution in figure 3.11(a), we see that the spec-
tral indexapproacheszeroatdistancesd close to the showeraxis. This is the locationof
theCherenkov cone,where the radiopulsebecomesvery short andproduces analmost
flat spectrum. Inside this cone, the spectral index as a function ofDmax ismore or less
flat, aswas also impliedby thepulse lengthsof the simplemodel in figure 3.3(b). As this
implies a lack of sensitivity of our measurement to the shower development, we will
reject this region from the analysis.
We can determine themaxima of the spectral index distribution as a function of d and
Dmax andfit thesewitha linear functiontoestimate thesizeof theCherenkovcone. The
resulting line is plotted as a solidwhite line in figure 3.11(a) and the fit values are listed
in table 3.1. Interestingly, this feature isnot aspronounced in the charge-excess compo-
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nent, although a flattening of theDmax-dependence can be observed at small distances
to the shower axis. This likely points towards a difference in height of the emission
regions of both contributions, with the geomagnetic emission regionmore or less cen-
tered aroundXmax, and the charge-excess building up and continuously emitting along
the shower axis [53].
Table 3.1: Linear functions best fitting the coherence cutoff andCherenkov cone:
Dmax × 10
−3 = a0 + a1d.
fit a0 [km] a1 (×10
−2)
Cherenkov cone 0.0 7.21
Geomagnetic coherence cutoff −5.99 3.00
Charge-excess coherence cutoff −5.28 3.20
Aswemove away fromthe shower axis, the spectral indexdecreases until a certainmin-
imum is reached, afterwhich the spectral index increases again. Thisminimum is the
cutoff between coherent and incoherent regions of the shower, and the increase in the
spectral index is caused by flat “noise” spectrawhich start to dominate the underlying
distributions, aswas demonstrated in figure 3.10. In similar fashion to theCherenkov
cone,wedeterminetheminimaof thespectral indexofbothcontributions, andfit them
with a linear function to estimate the cutoff. The cutoffs of geomagnetic and charge-
excess emission are plotted as dashed lines in figure 3.11, and the fit values are listed in
table 3.1. The difference between the cutoffs of the two emissionmechanisms is also
likely to be caused by differences in the emission height.
In the remainder of this analysis, we will only consider the coherent region outside
of the Cherenkov cone, limiting ourselves mostly to distances to the shower axis be-
tween100mand350m. Coincidentally, thiscorresponds to the typical spacingofaera
antenna stations (see section 4.3). We will now parameterize the spectral index as a
function ofDmax for each ring of antennas in the star-shaped patternwith distance d to
the shower axis. Within the region of interest defined by values in table 3.1, we fit the
following functionwith scale parameter β and exponent γ:
b × 102 =
β
1 + exp(−γ ⋅ Dmax/1km)
− β. (3.7)
In figure 3.12, the spectral index of both emission contributions as function ofDmax is
plotted for twodistances to the shower axis d. These plots include fits of equation (3.7)
to the spectral index of each of the emission contributions.
The scale parameter β and exponent γ of the fit are plotted as a function of distance
to shower axis d in figure 3.13 for both emission contributions. A strong dependence
on d is visible, andwe parameterize this dependence by fitting the scale parameter and
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Figure 3.12: Average spectral index as function of Dmax at two distances from the
shower axis, including a fit of equation (3.7). The hatched areasmark the
rejected regions defined in table 3.1. The error bars indicate one standard
deviation of the average values.
exponent,whichisalsodrawninfigure 3.13. Thedependenceonbofthescaleparameter
β has been fittedwith polynomials of the third degree. The results of this fit for each of
the emission contributions are listed in table 3.2. A product of a linear function and an
exponential decay function has been fitted to the exponent γ. The results are given in
table 3.3.
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Figure 3.13: Fit parameters of equation (3.7) as function of distance to shower axis d,
which themselves have been fitted by the functions described in tables 3.2
and 3.3.
With these fits, we have created a full parameterization of the spectral index as a func-
tion of d and Dmax of the pure geomagnetic and pure charge-excess emission contri-
butions. It should be noted that the fit-functions are ad-hoc descriptions, and are not
inspired by physics considerations.
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Table 3.2: Polynomial fits of form b0 + b1d + b2d
2 + b3d
3 to scale parameter β for both
emission contributions.
contribution b0 b1 b2 b3
geomagnetic −2.73 × 10−1 1.34 × 10−2 1.79 × 10−5 a 0.0
charge-excess 1.12 −8.37 × 10−3 1.64 × 10−4 −2.66 × 10−7
a parameter fixed
Table 3.3: Fits of form g0 + g1x ⋅ exp(−x/g2) to exponent γ for both emission contribu-
tions.
contribution g0 g1 g2
geomagnetic 1.55 × 10−1 1.65 × 10−2 68.3
charge-excess 1.91 × 10−2 4.43 × 10−3 141
3.4.2 Mixed radio emission contributions
In order to calculate the spectral index at observer angles wherewe have amixing be-
tween the twoemissionmechanisms,weneed toparameterize the ratioof scale factors
of the pure geomagnetic and charge-excess contributions R = AC/AG of the fit to the
spectrum, as was defined in equation (3.6). The fraction of charge-excess emission
versus geomagnetic emission can be expressed by the charge-excess fraction a [68],
defined as:
a ≡ sin α
|EC|
|EG|
, (3.8)
where EC is the charge-excess contribution to the total electric field and EG is the ge-
omagnetic contribution. The geomagnetic angle α is the angle between the shower
propagation direction v and the geomagnetic fieldB. In [68], it was empirically estab-
lished that a is not constant but depends on the zenith angle of the air shower, which
is strongly correlated toDmax because the amount of traversed atmospheric depth in-
creases formore inclined showers. BecauseAC andAG are related to the total electric
field of the two emission contributions, we can use the relation of equation (3.8) to de-
rive the dependencies of the ratioR. The charge-excess fraction a ≈ R ⋅ sin α is plotted
as a function ofDmax in figure 3.14. We can parameterize the dependence onDmax with
a polynomial of the third degree, which is also drawn in figure 3.14. The fit parameters
of are listed in table 3.4.
Nowwehaveall ingredientstofullyparameterizethespectral indexofpulses inthev×B
direction as function of d,Dmax andΦobs using equation (3.6) with ν− = 40MHz and
ν+ = 75MHz. In figure 3.15, the parameterized spectral index for themost “extreme”
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Figure 3.14: Thecharge-excess fractiona ≈ R ⋅sin αwith ratioR = AC/AG as a function
ofDmax, calculated for all observer positionswhere the two emission con-
tributions are perpendicular, for all simulations. The fit is a polynomial of
the third degree, the parameters ofwhich are listed in table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Fit values describing the ratio R = AC/AG using a polynomial fit of form
R ⋅ sin α = r0 + r1Dmax + r2D
2
max + r3D
3
max.
r0 r1 r2 r3
0.439 −7.01 × 10−2 6.78 × 10−3 −2.38 × 10−4
observer angles is compared with the profiles extracted from the simulation set for
two different distances to the shower axis. Wehave usedα = 90° in the parameteriza-
tion to generate the largest amount ofmixing between geomagnetic and charge-excess
emission.
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Figure 3.15: Parameterization of the spectral index of observer angleswithmixed con-
tributions from geomagnetic and charge-excess emission. The hatched
areasmark the rejected regionsdefined in table 3.1. Theerrorbars indicate
one standard deviation of the average values.
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3.5 Parameterization performance
Given a shower arrival direction, core impact location, antenna position and a spectral
indexwe can nowdetermineDmax, and propagate back through an atmosphericmodel
to calculate Xmax. We compare the actual values of Xmax of the Monte Carlo simula-
tionwith the ones determined from the parameterization. In coreas, theUS standard
atmosphere is used, and we also use this atmospheric model to convertDmax into an
atmospheric depth. The distributions of the difference between the true value ofXmax
as produced by theMonte Carlo and the reconstructed value ofXmax calculated with
the parameterization and propagation through the atmospheric model are visible in
figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Difference between the trueMonte Carlo (MC) value ofXmax and the re-
constructed value using the parameterization (model) for all simulations
(a) and two specific distances from the shower axis anddifferent observer
anglesΦobs (b),(c).
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Onlysimulationswithspectral indices forwhichafitof theparameterizationconverges
have been used to generate these distributions, which was the case in 65 631 of the
69 409 simulated antenna stations which were inside the validity region defined in
table 3.1. Acompleteoverviewof theaverageandrmsof thedifferencebetweenthe true
and reconstructed values ofXmax, for every observer angle in the subset of distances to
the shower axis we are interested in, is visible in figure 3.17. For distances closer than
75mto the shower axis and further than 400mthemethod becomes unstable because
of the small number of usable bins that are not affected by either incoherence or the
Cherenkov cone, and therefore towhich equation (3.7) could be reliably fitted.
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Figure 3.17: Average difference between the trueMonteCarlo (MC) value ofXmax and
the reconstructed value (model) from the parameterization for all simula-
tions. The colored bands indicate the rms of the distribution.
3.6 Discussion
Wehave shown in this chapter that ameasurement of the radio pulse and its spectral
index can yield composition-sensitive information. Using the derived parameteriza-
tion, we are able to determineXmax with information fromone radio station down to
a theoretical sensitivity of about 60 g cm−2 in our range of interest between 100mand
350mifwe consider a signal of purely geomagnetic origin. For observer angleswhere
mixing between the emission contributions occurs the sensitivity is similar, except at
180°, where uncertainties aremuch larger. This is due to the lower signal at this angle,
which results in a higher fit uncertainty. Biases of up to 30 g cm−2 are also visible in
figure 3.17. They are also largest for the observer angleswith destructive interference
between the geomagnetic and charge-excess emission contributions.
The reliability and uncertainty of the parameterization based on coreas simulations
are tested by comparing it with a shower simulatedwith zhaires. For this, we simulate
a vertical 1 × 1017 eVproton showerwith both packages. These showers are analyzed
with a higher density of radio stations on the arms of the star pattern, using a separa-
tion of 5m instead of 25m. A comparison between the spectral index b as a function
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of distance to the shower axis d and observer angle as obtained by the twomodels is
shown in figure 3.18. The parameterized spectral indices at the extreme observer an-
gles are also plotted in this figure. The simulations are analyzed at different elevations,
namely at 1564m in the coreas simulation and at 1400m in the zhaires simulation.
Therefore, even though they have a different value forXmax (663.2 g cm
−2 for coreas
and682.1 g cm−2 for zhaires), they have a similar geometrical distance to showermax-
imumDmax (2.07 km for coreas and 2.01 km for zhaires). Both simulation packages
use the sameparameterization of theUS standard atmosphere, but use a slightly differ-
ent refractive index at sea level. The geomagnetic field direction has a 1.3° difference
and coreas uses amagnetic fieldwhich is 5%stronger than the field in zhaires.
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Figure 3.18: Spectral index b as a functionof distance to the shower axis d andobserver
angleΦobs for a vertical 1 × 10
17 eV proton shower simulated by coreas
and zhaires. The parameterizations of the spectral index at observer an-
gleswithmaximumconstructive anddestructive interferencebetweenge-
omagnetic andcharge-excessemissionare indicatedby lines. Thehatched
regionsmark the end of validity of our parameterization.
Thesamegeneral trendinthespectral indexasafunctionofdistanceandobserverangle
in both simulated showers is observed in figure 3.18. Deviations are visible close to the
shower axis, where the zhaires shower produces amuchmorepronouncedCherenkov
effect than the coreas shower. Further from the axis, the coreas shower produces
flatter spectra than obtained by the parameterization, while the zhaires shower pro-
duces steeper spectra. Incoherence effects appear at relatively small distances to the
shower axis in both simulations because of the low energy of the shower.
Amoredetailedcomparison is shownin figure 3.19,whereaverageprofilehistogramsof
the purely geomagnetic and charge-excess components calculated at observer angles
of 90° and 270° are plotted. It is striking that for these particular two simulated show-
ers, the zhaires shower seems to follow the parameterization better than the coreas
shower. From this, we conclude that the deviations between the simulation packages
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are comparable to the fluctuations between different showers produced by coreas,
and based on this comparison there is no reason to assume additional systematic un-
certainties in the simulations due to the particular package that is being used. The sim-
ilarity between the packages is remarkable considering the different environmental
variables such asmagnetic field and refractive indexwhichwere used as input for both
simulations.
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Figure 3.19: Average spectral index of the purely geomagnetic and charge-excess emis-
sion contributions in the two simulated showers. The parameterizations
of the spectral index of both showers based on their respective distances
to showermaximum are displayed as lines, which are almost completely
overlapping. Theerrorbars indicateone standarddeviationof the average
spectral index.
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The detector: The Pierre Auger
Observatory and AERA
T he Pierre Auger Observatory is located in theprovinceofMendoza inArgen-tina. The observatorywas designed to study cosmic rays of the highest energies:
it is sensitive to cosmic ray energies of ∼1018 eV and above [69]. Because of the low
fluxof cosmic rays in this energy range, the site covers a surface areaof about3000 km2,
which enables the measurement of a significant number of cosmic rays in this range.
Among other things, the locationwas selected because of its goodweather conditions
and the altitude of about 1400m above sea level, which at these energies is close to
showermaximum [70].
More than 1600 water Cherenkov detectors form the surface detector (sd), and mea-
sure the charged particles in the air shower as they hit the detectors at ground level.
The surface detectorwas designed to have a duty cycle of almost 100%[71, 72], and its
measurements enable us to reconstruct air shower arrival direction and energy. There
is also considerable ongoing effort to derive composition sensitive parameters from
the sd measurements (see e.g. [73] and [74]). On clear and moonless nights, these
measurements are complemented by the fluorescence detector (fd), which records the
development of air showers. This is used to determine the cosmic ray composition
and perform a calorimetricmeasurement of the air shower from the deposited energy
in the atmosphere. The fluorescence detector consists of a total of 27 fluorescence
telescopes, distributed over four sites surrounding the array. The locations of these
sites can be seen in the overview of figure 4.1. Because it requires darkness and clear
atmospheric conditions, the uptime fraction of the fd is about 13%[75].
Together, the sd and fd constitute a hybrid detector, in which the information of both
detectors is complementary and is used to reconstruct and cross-calibrate the relevant
parameters of the air shower such as the arrival direction and primary energy of the
cosmic ray. An example of an eventwhich ismeasured by both detector systems can be
seen in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Layout of the Pierre Auger Observatory. The black dots indicate the loca-
tions of the surface detectors, and the lines demarcate the boundaries of
the fields of view of the fluorescence telescopes including heat. Aera is
locatedwithin the orange region. The orange circlesmark the locations of
the two laser facilities (see section 4.2). North is up.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the hybrid detector: an event is recorded by both the surface
detector and the fluorescence detector (adapted from [76]).
4.1 The Surface Detector
The 1600 particle detectors of the regular surface detector array sit on a triangular
grid with a spacing of 1500m. The detectors consist of tanks with a reflective inner
liner holding12 twater [77]. Chargedparticles fromthe air shower travel at relativistic
speeds, andwhen they traverse thewater in the tank theywill produceCherenkov light.
This light is collected by three photomultiplier tubes (pmts), which look downward
into the tank. A schematic image of a surface detector station can be seen in figure 4.3.
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Each of the detector stations is self-powered by a solar panel, has a gpsmodule for tim-
ing andcommunicateswith the central data acquisition system(cdas) using awireless
connection.
3.6m
1.2m
solar panel
communications antenna
gps antenna
battery box
pmt pmt (× 2)
Figure 4.3: Schematic drawing of a surface detector station. Three pmts look down
into awater-filled reflective liner, one ofwhich is directly behind the right-
most pmt from this perspective.
The signal strengthwhich ismeasured by the pmts depends on the number of charged
particles traversing the tank and the length of the tracks along which they emit light
(which depends on the inclination of the shower). For convenience, themeasured sig-
nal voltages are converted into vertical equivalentmuons (vems), which are equivalent
to the amount of light thatwould bemeasured coming fromamuon traveling straight
down through the center of the tank. When a surface detector measures a signal of
3VEMinall three pmts it is triggered, and it sends amessage to the cdas. Whenat least
three detectors have triggeredwithin 25 μs and satisfy certain spatial conditions, the
cdas retrieves the information fromall triggereddetectors andanevent is created [78].
Air shower geometry (core impact position and shower arrival direction) and cosmic
ray primary energy can be reconstructed using a combination of a signal time fit to
a curved particle front and fitting a description of the lateral fall-off of the particle
distribution to the measured signal strength. This is done in an iterative process, in
which the timing fit provides the shower axis, core impact time and the curvature of
the particle front, and the signal strength fit provides the core impact location and ul-
timately the shower energy. The signal strength can be parameterized by a function
suchasamodifiedNishimura-Kamata-Greisen(nkg) lateraldistribution function(see
e.g.[79]), which describes the number of charged particles in the shower as a function
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of distance to the shower axis r, and therefore the signal strength Smeasured in vems
by a surface detector station at this location:
S(r) = S(ropt) ⋅ (
r
ropt)
β
(
r + rscale
ropt + rscale)
β+γ
. (4.1)
Here, ropt is the optimumdistance (where signal fluctuations areminimal) and rscale
is a scale parameter with a value of 700m. For the array with a spacing of 1500m, the
optimumdistancewas found to be 1000m[80]. S(1000m), β and γ are fit parameters,
of which S(1000m) is proportional to the primary energy and serves as an energy es-
timator for the surface detector. After a correction for the inclination of the shower,
the proportionality of this estimator can be calibrated by the events that aremeasured
simultaneously by the sd and fd (see e.g. [81]).
In addition to the regular surfacedetector array, 61detectorshavebeenused tocreate a
densergridwitha750mspacing, coveringabout24 km2 in thenorth-westcornerof the
array (see figure 4.1) [82]. This is the sd infill array, whichwas designed to be sensitive
to cosmic rays of lower energies – down to an energy of∼1017 eV – to assist with the
amiga extension of the observatory [67]. As part of amiga, the surface detectors in
this denser grid will be complemented by several buried scintillators to measure the
muon-fraction of the shower, which is a composition-sensitive parameter. Because of
the smaller detector spacing, ropt was found to be 450mfor the fit of equation (4.1) to
the sd infill data [83]. A typical sd infill event including a fit of the lateral distribution
function can be seen in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Event with sd id 29894169 as recorded by the sd infill array. Left: the ge-
ometry of the event on the array, where the size of the circles are propor-
tional to themeasured signal strength and the colors indicate signal time.
The star marks the core impact position and the line the direction of the
shower axis. Right: the lateral distribution of the signal strengthwith a fit
of equation (4.1).
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4.2 The Fluorescence Detector
The charged particles in extensive air showers excite molecules in the atmosphere,
mostlynitrogenandoxygen. When thesemolecules fall back to their groundstate, they
isotropically emit fluorescence light in the uv-band. The number of emitted fluores-
cencephotons is proportional to thenumberof excitedmolecules, and therefore to the
number of charged particles in the air shower along its path through the atmosphere.
Bymeasuring this light the longitudinal shower profile can be determined, including
the depth of showermaximumXmax. It also serves as a calorimetricmeasurement of
theenergydepositedelectromagnetically in theatmosphere,whichaccounts for∼90%
of the primary cosmic ray energy [75].
The emitted fluorescence light is measured by telescopes, which are located at four
elevatedpositionsoverlooking thearray andeachhavea fieldof viewof30°×30°. They
consist of an aperture systemwith corrective optics and a uv filter, and a segmented
mirrorwhich focuses the light onto a camera composed of an array of pmts, as can be
seen in figure 4.5(a). At each of the four fd sites, six standard fd telescopes are housed
inadedicatedbuilding. At theCoihuecositeanadditional three telescopesare installed
whichcanbetiltedupwardsby29°: thehighelevationAuger telescopes (heat)[84]. These
telescopes are designed to be sensitive to air showers down to an energy of 1017 eV,
which is comparable to the lower energy boundof the sd infill array, which it overlooks.
Showerswith lowenergy generally interact earlier in the atmosphere, andbecause they
produce fewer air showerparticles, their fluorescence yield is also less. Therefore, they
developmostly outside the field of view of the standard fd telescopes, but by pointing
the telescopes upward thedevelopment of lowenergy showers can also beprobedwith
high efficiency. A comparison between both telescope types is visible in figure 4.5.
a
b
c
d
e
(a) Standard fd (b)Heat
Figure 4.5: Schematic drawing of the standard fd telescope (a) and heat in in-
clined mode (b). a: shutter; b: aperture system and uv filter; c: camera;
d: electronics; e: segmentedmirror [75, 85].
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The data acquisition of the fd runs completely independent of the data acquisition of
thesurfacedetector, except for triggerswhichare sent to thecdas by the fdwhenanair
shower candidate is detected. In order to reconstruct the shower profile, at least one
sd stationmustbe triggeredby the sameshower asmeasuredby the fd to constrain the
shower axis and core impact time [86]. The signalsmeasured by the telescope pixels
as a function of time can then be projected onto the shower axis, and a longitudinal
shower profile as a function of atmospheric depthX can be reconstructed, as is visible
in the example of figure 4.6. To calculate the energy deposit, the attenuation in the at-
mosphere needs to be known, aswell as the fraction of themeasured light that is emit-
ted as Cherenkov photons by the shower particles instead of fluorescence light [87].
The depth of showermaximum Xmax can be determined by fitting the Gaisser-Hillas
function (equation (2.12)) to the longitudinal profile, which is also shown in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: An example of an event measured by both Coihueco and heat (fd id
1407_11995). Left: the individual pixels of the cameras, where the colors in-
dicate the signal arrival time; right: the reconstructed longitudinal shower
profile of the same shower, with a fit of theGaisser-Hillas function.
To calculate the attenuation of the fluorescence light in the atmosphere, molecular
scattering and scattering off aerosols needs to be considered. Formolecular scattering,
atmospheric profiles of temperature, density and humidity are sufficient to calculate
the scattering coefficients. Localmonthly profiles have been determined in extensive
on-site measurement campaigns, but they can also be obtained from tables that are
produced on a 3-hour basis by theGlobal Data Assimilation System (gdas) [88]. Much
more volatile than the atmospheric molecular profiles is the aerosol content of the
atmosphere above the detector [89]. The aerosol content is monitored by using the
fd telescopes to measure hourly laser shots by two laser facilities near the center of
the array (see figure 4.1), which can be used to calculate the vertical aerosol optical
depth (vaod) [90]. Furthermore, clouds thatmay obscure the shower aremonitored
by several systems [91, 92], and an efficient algorithm rejects lightning events which
might trigger the fd telescopes altogether [93].
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4.3 The Auger Engineering Radio Array
4.3.1 Introduction
The first experiments intended to measure radio emission in the MHz regime at the
Pierre Auger Observatory were rauger [94], the bls-setup and its successor maxima
(see e.g. [95]). raugerwas installed in 2006, and development at the bls site started in
2008. Both setups successfully recorded air shower induced radio emission in coinci-
dencewith the surface detector.
These experiments have been succeededby theAuger EngineeringRadioArray (aera),
at a sitewhich overlapswith the sd infill array and iswithin the field of viewof both the
Coihueco and heat fluorescence detectors. The first stage of this array, aera-i, was
deployed in September 2010, and consists of 24 radio detector stations on a 144mgrid
equippedwith log-periodic dipole antennas (lpdas), whichwere based on themaxima
design [96]. After a few months commissioning, aera-i has been taking data since
March 2011. Its radio detector stations are equipped with either one of two different
types of electronics. One typewas developed jointly by theKarlsruhe Institute of Tech-
nology (kit) and the BergischeUniversitätWuppertal (buw), and focuses on external
triggers providedby the baselineAuger detectors. Theother typewas developedby the
Radboud University (ru) and Nikhef, and focuses on self-triggering on radio pulses.
The distribution of electronics over the antenna stations changedmultiple times until
March 2012, afterwhich 6 antenna stationswere equippedwith ru/Nikhef electronics
and 18with kit/buw electronics, as can be seen in figure 4.7.
An extension to the existing arraywas deployed as aera-ii in early 2013, and has been
taking data since April 2013. aera-ii consists of 95 radio detector stations equipped
with a type of bow tie antenna called theButterfly, whichwas originally developed for
the codalema experiment and adapted for aera [97, 98]. The stationswere deployed
in a semi-regular grid, with 55 stations equipped with kit/buw electronics (mostly
witha250mspacing), and 40stationswithru/Nikhefelectronics (mostlywitha375m
spacing). Apart fromsomesmallerdifferencesdiscussed later in this chapter, themajor
difference between the two types of electronics is still the focus on different trigger
mechanisms. A full overviewof the layout of the antenna array can be seen in figure 4.7.
Five stations in the south-east corner of the array were used to test an experimental
antenna typewhich alsomeasures the vertical electric field component in the period
from7November 2013 to 22November 2014. In the remainder of this thesis, only data
from the aera-ii radio detector (rd) will be used, so we will limit our discussion of
the detector in the rest of this chapter to stations from aera-ii. Wheneverwe discuss
stations in this thesis, we refer to aera-ii antenna stations, unless explicitly stated
otherwise.
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Figure 4.7: Layout of the aera experiment. The colored crosses denote the different
types of stations in the array. The stations equipped with kit/buw elec-
tronics use an external trigger, while the stations equippedwith ru/Nikhef
electronics are self-triggeringon radio (aera-i) andscintillators (aera-ii).
Thecentral radiostation(crs)andtheauxiliaryweatherstation(aera)are
also indicated, as well as the positions of the sd particle tanks in this area
and the nearby power line.
4.3.2 Antenna station design
A schematic drawing of the aera-ii station design is visible in figure 4.8. The Butterfly
physics antenna was designed to be sensitive between 30.0MHz and 80.0MHz, and
measures in twopolarizationdirections. Oneantennaarm is alignedparallel to thegeo-
magnetic field (approximately 3° east of true north), with the other armperpendicular
to it. The stations aredesigned tooperate autonomously, generatingpowerwith a solar
panel attached to the electronics box, which houses the digitizer and a battery. In the
stations equippedwith ru/Nikhef electronics, this box also houses the scintillator(s)
used for triggering. A 5.7GHz commercial wireless communications systemantenna
is installed on top of the physics antenna, which communicateswith one of the central
data acquisition systems (daqs). In addition, a gps receiver is attached to the station
to provide timing.
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communications antenna
and gps receiver
physics antenna
two polarization directions
solar panel
box containing
systemelectronics and battery
(+ scintillators)
Figure 4.8: Station design of aera-ii. The stations with ru/Nikhef electronics are
equippedwith one or two scintillators in the electronics box.
Station electronics
Themeasured signal is amplified by a low-noise amplifier (lna), located close to the
center of the Butterfly physics antenna. The characteristics of the signal entering the
electronics aredeterminedby the interplaybetween the lna and the antenna [96]. The
frequency responses and the group delays are therefore combined in a single response
pattern,whichwill be called theantenna response. It shouldbenoted thatbecauseof the
directional sensitivity of the antenna this is not just dependent on the frequency and
the phase of the signal, but is also a function of direction of the incoming radiation.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of themeasured response of a high-gain channel of kit/buw
station aera 33 and a channel of ru/Nikhef station aera 93.
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After the lna, the signal is fed via coaxial cables to the electronics box and the filter
boards insidethedigitizer,whichfilter thesignalbetween30.0MHzand80.0MHz. The
kit/buw filter/amplifiers contain two low-gain channels and two high-gain channels
to increase the total dynamic range of themeasurements. With respect to the low-gain
channels, the high-gain channels are amplifiedwith an additional 20 dB [99]. The two
filter channels that are used for the radiomeasurements in the ru/Nikhef electronics
use no amplification at all. In figure 4.9, a comparison of the filter characteristics as
measured in the two typesof stationelectronics canbe seen. Thegaindifference result-
ing from the amplification in the kit/buw electronics can clearly be seen. We call the
combination of the frequency-dependent delays introduced by the cables and the am-
plification and dispersion caused by the filter boards the channel response. A schematic
overview of the analog electronics can be seen in figure 4.10.
antenna
pattern
low-noise
amplifier
cable delay filter board ADC
channel responseantenna response
Figure 4.10:Overviewof the logical analog electronics components from the antenna
up to the analog-to-digital converter (adc).
After filtering, the signal is processed by analog-to-digital converters (adcs), four of
which are present in each digitizer. In ru/Nikhef digitizers these are 14 bit adcs, which
digitize the signal at200Msps,while the kit/buw digitizersuse 12bit adcs,which sam-
plewith180Msps. Thedigitizedsignals are furtherhandledby the field-programmable
gate array (fpga) and the central processing unit (cpu) on the digitizer board, which
are able to acquire and format the data anmake trigger decisions.
Two channels in the ru/Nikhef digitizers are used to read out the signals from the an-
tenna, while for the other two channels the filters are bypassed and are used to pro-
cess signals from the scintillators. All aera-ii stationswith ru/Nikhef electronics are
equippedwith two small plastic scintillators, except for the five experimental stations
with vertically polarized antennas, which only have one. The scintillators measure
(45.7 × 17.2 × 2.4) cm3, with one of them positioned on top of the battery and one
below it (in case there is only one, it is positioned below the battery). The scintillators
measure the charged particles in the air shower and are used for triggering, as will be
discussed in the next section.
The kit/buw digitizers split the signals coming from the two antenna directions into
high-gain and low-gain channels, which then take up all four channels of the digitizer.
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These digitizers also contain a ring buffer to store data for up to 7.4 swhile the station
waits for the daq to send external triggermessages [100]. The ru/Nikhef electronics
does not accept external triggers from the sd or fd and does not have such extensive
data storage.
4.3.3 Trigger and data acquisition
Because of the fundamental differences between the trigger strategies of the two types
of electronics, both experimental setups are connected to their own respective daqs,
which are described below. In the remainder of this thesis, wewill use the term experi-
mental setup to refer to either one of these systems.
Scintillator-triggered setup (RU/Nikhef)
The stations equippedwith ru/Nikhef digitizers have the capability to self-trigger on
any of the four connected channels. In its simplest form, a self-trigger can be just a
signal crossing a threshold. The scintillator channels are shielded frommost outside
influences, so the signal is very clean and there is no need for a refined trigger scheme,
and a single threshold is used. During the commissioning phase of aera-ii this thresh-
oldwas set at 150 adc counts below the dynamically established baseline of the signal
feed.
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Figure 4.11: Radio traces and scintillator traces of the same station of the same event.
The bottom scintillator detected a charged particle and triggered the local
station, which recorded a radio pulse at roughly the same time.
For the signal coming from the radio antenna this is different. The signals areweak and
inherentlynoisy, andcanbecontaminatedbypulsedradio frequency interference(rfi)
that isunrelated to the radio signal fromair showers. For aera-i, anelaborate trigger al-
gorithmwasdevelopedtorejectman-madenoisepulseswithspecificcharacteristics. It
uses amulti-step process to reject pulseswithmultiple secondary threshold-crossings,
a feature common inbroadpulseswhichare typical forman-made transientnoise [101].
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This algorithmhas been retained in the aera-ii stations. An example of all four chan-
nels recorded by a station triggered by the scintillator below the battery is shown in
figure 4.11. A radio pulse was recorded within a few tens of ns of the particle hitting
the scintillator, and can therefore be considered to be air shower induced with high
certainty.
If the fpga and cpu decide there is a trigger on station level, the data is temporarily
stored and a time stampedmessage is sent to the daq at the crs. If three ormore time
stamps received by the daq fall within a coincidencewindowof 3 μs, the daq requests
the data fromall triggered stations and builds an event. Initially, only scintillator trig-
gerswere used in the aera-ii daq, but since September 2013 also triggers on the radio
signal are included. This has the advantage that stations that produce no scintillator
triggerbecauseof thesmall cross-sectionof thescintillatormodulecanstillbe included
in the event if theymeasure a radio pulse. In this case, aminimumof two stations trig-
gered by scintillator is required for an event, but the total number of triggered stations
stillhastobeat least three. Aschematicoverviewofthedaqofthescintillator-triggered
setup is drawn in in figure 4.12.
digitizer
GPS
scintillator DAQ
CRS
antenna station
analog chain (× 2)
(× 2)
wireless link
wireless link
antenna station
Figure 4.12: Data acquisition of the scintillator-triggered setup (equipped with
ru/Nikhef digitizers). Twoofmany antenna stations are displayed.
After the daq has created an event, it is written to disk and saved for off-line analysis.
Initially, the length of all recorded time traces was 1024 samples (5120 ns), but this
was increased to 2048 samples (10 240 ns) after 2 October 2014 to better be able to
estimate the properties of narrowband noise (see section 6.3). In addition to the self-
triggeredevents, thedaq requestsread-outsofall activestationsonceevery10 s. These
events can for instance be used to study detector performance or the noise situation
(see section 5.2) and are called periodically triggered data.
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Externally triggered setup (KIT/BUW)
The daq of the externally triggered setup is located atCoihueco and receivesmessages
with time stamps and station lists of sd events directly from the cdas. Usually, they
arrive within a few seconds of the impact time of the shower. All sd events of which
the nearest surface detector station is within 5 km of any of the aera stations in the
externally triggered setup are selected by the daq. Using the trigger time stampof this
nearest sd station, it is possible to perform a very rough approximation of the position
in the ring buffer of a radio pulse that might be produced in the event. This approxi-
mation is then used in a trigger message from the daq that requests a read-out of all
active stations equippedwith kit/buw electronics. In addition to sd triggers, triggers
from the fd detectors Coihueco and heat are also accepted by the daq. A schematic
overview of the daq of the externally triggered stations is visible in figure 4.13.
digitizer
GPS
DAQ
Coihueco
CDAS
antenna station
analog chain (× 4) wireless link
triggers
wireless link
antenna station
Figure 4.13: Dataacquisitionof theexternally triggered setup (equippedwithkit/buw
digitizers). Twoofmany antenna stations are displayed.
Theexactpositionofa radiopulse in theringbufferdependsstronglyonshowergeome-
try,which is unknownwithoutperforming adirectional reconstruction. Therefore, the
time traces that arewritten todisk are chosen tobevery long to increase theprobability
that the pulse is contained by them: 10 240 samples (56 888.9 ns). In addition to exter-
nal triggers, the digitizers developed by kit/buw also have self-triggering capabilities,
but this data is currently not considered for physics analysis. The daq of the externally
triggered setup alsoused to store periodically triggereddata every10 s, but to conserve
power this has been decreased to once every 100 s as ofMarch 2014.
4.3.4 Electric field reconstruction
Off-line analysis
After the data recorded by the radio stations is stored to disk by the daq, it has to be an-
alyzed off-line andmergedwith coinciding sd and fd events. This can be done on-site,
such as at theCoihueco daq, or at one of the home research institutes. A tool thatwas
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specifically created for analyzing data from the Auger Observatory is theOffline soft-
ware framework [102], which contains analysis modules for sd and fd, and has been
extendedwith functionality for data from the radio detectors [103].
TheOffline framework is written inC++. Itmakes a clear distinction between detector
description and event data structures. The detector description dealswith all properties
related to the hardware in the field, such as the position of a particular detector station
or the quantization levels of an adc. The event data structure on the other hand holds
all the data concerning a specific event, such as adc traces or a reconstructed shower
axis. Analysismodules are used to access the two interfaces, and canmodify the event
data structure, such as clipping time traces or filtering frequency bands. An analysis
pipeline, for example to reconstruct the shower axis of an event, usually consists of
a chain of modules which each perform specific analysis tasks. The modules can be
configured by xml files, and detector properties are either stored in xml tables or in
Mysql databases.
In order to perform a physics analysis like the one outlined in chapter 3, we need to re-
construct the three-dimensional electric field at the antenna positions from the time
traces in adc-counts from the two channels as recorded by the radio detector stations.
Byusing thequantization levels of the adcswecan revert to theoriginal signal voltages,
which were fed into the adcs. We can then correct for the response of the cables and
filters by applying the inverse of the channel response functions that weremeasured
for all radio stations in the field. This is done in the frequency domain, and examples of
these response functions can be seen in figure 4.9. Disregarding electronic noise, the
voltages after applying the inverse channel response are the two components of the
signal voltage at the readout terminals of the lna. Fromthis,we are able to reconstruct
the full three-dimensional electric field if we know the arrival direction of the pulse
and the directional sensitivity of the antennas. Before, after and in between these re-
construction steps, we can place selection cuts or perform calibration and correction
operations. Thesewill be discussed in depth in chapter 5.
Electric field reconstruction
Theantenna responsepattern represents themappingof the electric fieldE to themea-
sured voltagesU1,2 at the readout terminals of both antenna arms, and is denoted by
the vector effective length (vel)H1,2 of each antenna arm:
U1,2 = E ⋅H1,2. (4.2)
Becausewemeasurewith only two antennas, we have one free parameter toomany to
solve this equation. We can, however, use the fact that the electric field parallel to the
direction ofmovement of the shower (v) is negligible [104], reducing equation (4.2) to
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a two-dimensional problem. The electric field can be projected onto two components
orthogonal to the shower axis: eθ and eϕ, as is illustrated in figure 4.14.
east
north
zenith
v
ϕ
θ
eθ
eϕ
E
Figure 4.14: Coordinate system inwhich the electric field vectorE is projected orthog-
onal to the shower axis v along unit vectors eθ and eϕ.
We can rewrite equation (4.2) in this representation andwrite out the dot product:
U1(ν) = H1,θ(ν, θ,ϕ)Eθ(ν) + H1,ϕ(ν, θ,ϕ)Eϕ(ν) (4.3)
U2(ν) = H2,θ(ν, θ,ϕ)Eθ(ν) + H2,ϕ(ν, θ,ϕ)Eϕ(ν), (4.4)
where we evaluate the signal voltages, electric fields and the vel in the frequency do-
main. With these two equations, we can solve the two components of the electric field
vector, given that the arrival direction of the pulse is known, and there is a complete
description of the vel of both antenna arms as a function of arrival direction and fre-
quency. The arrival direction can be obtained fromadirectional reconstruction using
the radio signal arrival times, or from the directional reconstruction of the coinciding
sd event. The vel can be produced by using computer simulations of the antenna char-
acteristics from a detailed description of the antenna. It is also possible to measure
the vel by usingwell-defined incoming electric fields, such as coming fromcalibrated
emitters for a variety of directions and frequencies.
It is important to note that equations (4.3) and (4.4) can only give an exact solution of
the full electric field in complete absence of noise. In the real world, a variety of noise
contributions contaminate the signal, and while the air shower induced field may be
contained in two components orthogonal to the shower axis, the noise is randomly
polarized and can come fromany direction. When either the signal strength is too low
compared to the noise level, or the signal ismostly contained in either one of the two
channels (for example, an inclined shower arrivingparallel tooneof theantennaarms),
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this will lead to significant mixing and amplification of noise into the reconstructed
electric fieldwhen equations (4.3) and (4.4) are applied.
We can illustrate this by a toyMonte Carlo, where we can look at howwell certain pa-
rameters can be recovered from the radio signal as a function of arrival direction un-
der the influence of noise. We will use one simulated shower from the set described
in section 3.3. From this shower, we have selected 50 traces in three dimensions con-
taining pulses with spectral indices breal ranging from−1.5 × 10
−2 to 0.0, whichwere
calculated on the v × B component. Wewill randomly draw from this set. Wewill also
assign a randomarrival direction to these traces, and addGaussianwhite noisewith a
signal-to-noise ratio SNRbetween 1 and 50 as defined by:
SNR =
n
∑
i
|xsignal,i|
|xnoise,i|
, (4.5)
where |xsignal,i| is the magnitude of the signal amplitude spectrum of frequency bin i,
and |xnoise,i| is themagnitude of frequency bin i of the generated noise spectrum. After
the addition of noise, we can apply the simulated antenna response pattern, which de-
scribes the vel of the Butterfly antenna, and then apply the inverse antenna response
on the two signal voltages to get a three-dimensional electric field again, in both cases
using the samearrival directions. Wecan then recover thev×B componentof the field,
calculate the pulse amplitude and fit the spectral index. We define the original pulse
amplitudeAreal before applying the antenna pattern as:
Areal =
n
∑
i
|xsignal,i|. (4.6)
Themeasured pulse amplitudeAmeasured after the addition of noise and going back and
forth through the simulated antenna response pattern can be calculatedwhenwe cor-
rect for the noise:
Ameasured =
n
∑
i
√x
2
signal,i − x
2
noise,i . (4.7)
After doing this five million times we can look at the average difference between the
originalandmeasuredvaluesof thepulseamplitudeandthespectral indexasa function
of arrival direction, as can be seen in figure 4.15.
It is obvious that the average deviations in themeasuredparameters becomevery large
(compare for examplewith the values in figure 3.15 for the spectral index) at zenith an-
gles above 60°. This ismostly caused by events that are arrivingmore or less parallel to
one of the antenna arms at high zenith angles, where one of the armswill have its sig-
nal completely drowned by noise, which in turnwill be blownupwhen calculating the
vertical component of the electric field. The specific shape of the pattern that is visible
above θ = 60° is the result of the interplay between the antenna response pattern and
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Figure 4.15: Average difference between the real andmeasured values of the pulse am-
plitude(a)andthespectral index(b)asafunctionofarrivaldirectionwhen
the antenna response pattern is applied in the described toyMonteCarlo.
The pulse amplitude is displayed as a relative deviation.
themagnetic field vectorB that was used to determine the component of the electric
field ofwhich the spectral index is calculated.
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Data sets and event selection
I n this chapterwewill discuss howweobtain a high quality data set from the datawritten todiskby the twodataacquisitionsystemsonwhichwecanperformphysics
analyses.
Westart off bydiscussing the sourcesof radio frequency interference (rfi) influencing
ourmeasurements, as this is crucial if wewant tomake sense of the recorded signals.
Next, wewill outline amethod tomonitor data quality, remove dysfunctional stations
fromthedata set and flagperiodswith thunderstormconditions. After this,we are able
to go through data selection procedures for the scintillator-triggered and externally
triggered setups to extract air shower induced radio pulses.
The data set that is used for the physics analysis in this thesis runs from 10May 2013 to
19November 2014 in the case of the scintillator-triggered setup. The data set thatwas
used from the externally triggered setup runs from 22 April 2013 to 13 April 2015. The
bounds of these data sets are set by the commissioning dates of the two experimental
setups on the one hand, and the available volume of periodically triggered data (which
is only sporadically transferred by hard drive to the home institutes) on the other.
5.1 Radio frequency interference at AERA
In addition to air shower induced radio pulses, the antenna stations constantly record
a combination of ambient noise picked up by the antennas and electronic noise intro-
duced by the system electronics. The ambient noisemostly consists of radio sources
in the sky. The galactic center is the most important source in our frequency range
and can be used for calibration purposes (see chapter 6). These contributions are su-
perimposed byman-made radio frequency interference, whichwe can subdivide into
narrowband and broadband rfi.
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5.1.1 Narrowband RFI
Several sourcesofnarrowbandnoisenegatively influence thedata recordedat theaera
site. Narrowband rfi can be identified as high-powered sources in a small spectral
region, usually peaking at a single frequency, as can be seen in the frequency spectra of
figure 5.1. Depending on the location of the source, it might show up in either one or
both of the channels.
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Figure 5.1:Narrowband rfi visible in both channels of station aera 64 in an externally
triggered event fromAugust 2014.
The strongest source of narrowband rfi at the aera site is the aera beacon [105]. Con-
ceived as a timing calibration source, it continuously emits sine waves with the fre-
quencies listed in table 5.1. Its antenna is located at the Coihueco fd building, and is
thereforemostly visible in thenorth-southchannel, although thisdependson theexact
station location relative to the beacon.
Table 5.1: List of aera beacon frequencies as of 14 August 2012.
Beacon frequency [MHz] 58.887 61.523 68.555 71.191
The nature and origin of most other sources of narrowband rfi is unknown. Some
have a very narrow frequency range, while others are somewhat broader. An important
exampleof the latter is the transmitter at∼67MHz in theeast-west channel,whichcor-
responds to channel 4 of the lower vhf television broadcast band. This is a frequency
modulated signal, centered around a carrier frequency of 67.25MHz [106]. Although
the beacon and the ∼67MHz transmitter are almost always present in the recorded
data, several other sources are of amore transient nature and related to human activity.
In order not to bias our analysis of the frequency spectrumof air shower induced radio
pulses, the contribution of narrowband rfi to the pulse needs to be suppressed, aswill
be explained in detail in section 6.3.
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5.1.2 Broadband RFI
Broadband pulses that mimic air shower induced radio pulses are another source of
contamination to our data. In radio self-triggermode, the station level trigger rate of
aera-i was in the order of 200Hz, while the coincidence rate with sd was only about
one per day [61]. This means that, regardless of the trigger mechanism, broadband
pulses are commonplace at aera and the probability ofmisidentifying noise pulses as
air shower pulses is high. By using very short coincidence windows and careful com-
parison with reconstructed arrival directions from sd, we try to limit the number of
misidentified air shower induced pulses, aswill be shown in section 5.4.
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Figure 5.2: Reconstructed sources of pulsed noise of aera-i self-triggered data from
29August 2012 to 10September 2012. Thepower line ismarkedby adashed
line. Because of the limited spatial distribution of the stations and timing
uncertainties, the sources are reconstructed in tracks fanning out from the
array.
To investigate the nature of sources of broadband pulseswe can perform a directional
reconstruction of events which were self-triggered on the radio signal. This is done
based on the pulse time, assuming a spherical radiowave front centered at the source
(see e.g. [104]). In figure 5.2, the reconstructed sources from 12 days of aera-i self-
triggered data are plotted, after selecting only events of which a planewave arrival di-
rection reconstructionpoints towards thehorizon. A fewpylonsof thepower linewere
identified in the field tobe sparkingwithahand-heldoscilloscopeandanantenna. This
is probably because of defective isolators, and their locations are drawn in figure 5.2 as
well, showing an obvious correlationwith frequently reconstructed directions. In ad-
dition to the power line, several transformers in the neighboring village of El Sosneado
are suspected to be sources of broadband pulses.
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5.2 Station performance monitoring
5.2.1 Method
Tomonitor the performance of the aera antenna stationswe use the periodically trig-
gered data, which is created every 10 or 100 seconds (see section 4.3.3). The uptime
of the stations is determined by themere presence of the stations in this data stream,
while the quality of the datawhich the stations record is inferred from its noise level. A
convenient quantity bywhich tomonitor the noise level of the stations is the rootmean
square (rms) of the amplitude of the time trace recorded by the stations, defined as:
xrms = √
1
n
n
∑
i=1
(xi − ̄x)2, (5.1)
where xi is the amplitude in adc counts of sample i, andn thenumberof samples inone
trace. The value is corrected for the average amplitude of the trace ̄x. If we assume that
all antennas have roughly the same gain, abnormal behavior of a stationwillmanifest
itself as a deviation of the rms from themean rms of all stations. Weuse this behavior
to reject badly performing stations.
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Figure 5.3: Time traces of the north-south antenna channel from event 744026 from
run 537 of the scintillator-triggered setup recorded on 29November 2013.
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In figure 5.3, the time traces of several stationswithin one periodically triggered event
are shown. The trace of aera 136 is typical for traces recorded by correctly functioning
stations, whereas aera 151 has strong pulses and aera 88 is quiet by comparison. The
source of the pulsing behavior is not exactly known, butmight result froma failure in
the grounding of the electronics. The quiet traces are likely caused by a broken fuse
on the filter board. The differences between these stations are also reflected in the
rms, as can be seen in figure 5.4. On top of the quasi-daily galactic variation and the
occasional (man-made) noise burst a clear enhancement is visible for aera 151 caused
by the pulses, while the rms of aera 88 is nearly a flat line.
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Figure 5.4: The rms averaged in 100 bins per day of the time trace in the north-south
polarization channel, as a function of time for four stations from run 537.
aera 110 and aera 136 are behaving normally.
To reduce the effects of short term bursts of noise and the galactic variation we first
calculate theaverageandspreadofxrms for 100binsaday. Wethencalculateaweighted
average fromthesevalues forperiodsof twodays, ⟨xrms⟩. Episodesofpulsedman-made
noise result in a large spread, sowe can negate their effects if weweigh every contribu-
tionwith the inverse of the spread in that bin. The time evolution of this average for all
stations from the scintillator-triggered setup in a period of littlemore than amonth is
visible in figure 5.5. It isclear that thecorrectly functioningstationsaregroupedaround
a certainmean value, which changes over time because of variations in the background
noise. Dysfunctional stations are easily identified as outliers to this distribution. A
colored bandmarks the region of 6 standard deviations above and below themode of
the distribution of stations per time bin. Stationswithin this regionwill be considered
normal, while the rest will be rejectedwith a time resolution of two days. Exceptions
are possible because of specific noise conditions and changes to the specific ensemble
of active stations at any instance of time.
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Figure 5.5: The rmsof the time trace of every station of the scintillator-triggered setup
averaged over a period of two days as a function of time in run 537. The
shaded bands indicate 6 standard deviations above and below the mode
of the distribution per time bin.
As is visible in figure 5.5, the noise levels recorded by the two antenna arms as well as
their spread are quite different. This is caused by a combination of the asymmetry of
the antenna sensitivity pattern, and the location of the galaxy and other noise sources
relative to the antenna. Both antenna arms should therefore be treated separately in
this analysis. The distance froma specific antenna station toman-made noise sources
also has a strong influence on the noise level recorded by a station. Therefore, we try
to limit the influence of some knownnarrowband sources by setting the amplitudes in
their frequency bands to zero in both antenna arms before calculating ⟨xrms⟩. These
frequency bands are listed in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Filtered frequency bands containing strong narrowband noise, such as the
aera beacon.
Filter lower bounds [MHz] 57.7 60.5 66.5 70.0
Filter upper bounds [MHz] 59.5 62.0 69.0 72.0
5.2.2 Results
After determining the rejected periods for all available periodically triggered data, we
can look at the fractional uptime and the rejected periods per station. The fractional
uptime is defined as the fraction of periodically triggered events in which a station is
present in one full day. A station can be absent from a periodically triggered event be-
cause it is non-responsive or because it is busy processing a trigger, but it can also be
completely shut down. For two example stations, the uptime as a function of time is
plotted in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: The fractional uptime as a function of time in the complete data set for two
example stations of the scintillator-triggered setup, with colored regions
marking the rejected periods as determined by the rms of the time trace.
Because of the different filter-amplifiers in the two experimental setups we need to
treat the data from the scintillator-triggered setup separately from the externally trig-
gered data set when determining the distribution of ⟨xrms⟩. An overview of the total
fractional uptime and rejected periods for all stations as a function of time for the com-
plete available data set of each of the setups is plotted in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Total fractional uptime and rejection as a functionof time for all stations in
the scintillator-triggered (top) and theexternally triggered (bottom) setups.
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In figure 5.8, the fractional uptime and the rejected periods are listed for each station.
The data produced by stations in periods inwhich they are rejectedwill not be used in
any calibrationmethod or physics analysis described in the rest of this thesis.
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Figure 5.8: Total fractional uptime and rejection of each station in the available data
set of both experimental setups. The orange bars indicate the fraction of
time inwhich the stationswere rejected.
Every now and then the self-triggered stations go through short episodes where they
store saturated signals at 50MHz, with durations of the order of one hour. These pe-
riods are also easily distinguishable by their rms, andwill be flagged separatelywith a
time resolution of 100 s. In addition to the rejected stations based on the rms of the
trace, some experimental stationswill be removed from the analysis. Asmentioned in
section 4.3.1, five stationswere outfittedwith an experimental antennawhich is sensi-
tive to the vertical electric field component for a period of time. Due to complications
inmodelingandunderstanding theantenna responsepattern, these stationcannot reli-
ablybeused in aphysics analysis. Theaffected stations are aera 85, aera 145, aera 146,
aera 152 and aera 157.
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5.3 Weather monitoring
Ambient electric fields have an influence on the radio emission fromair showers [107,
108]. The strength of the ambient electric field is related to local weather conditions,
and changes considerably during thunderstorms. To prevent the inclusion of events
where the ambient electric field might have enhanced the air shower induced pulse
we need to flag the periods where the field deviates from its nominal value. This can
be done by looking at the electric fields as measured by electric field mills located in
weatherstationswhichareplacedwithinthearray[109]. Oneweatherstation is located
on the roof of the crs, and since 29 July 2014 an additional weather station has been
operational in the antenna field about 1400mduewest from the crs (see themap in
figure 4.7). Wewill refer to the formeras thecrsweatherstation, andtothe latteras the
aeraweatherstation. Thehalf-hourmeanof themeasuredelectric fieldasa functionof
timeduring twoperiods isplotted in figure 5.9. Aperiodwithclearweather isplotted in
figure 5.9(a), inwhich only small oscillationswere recorded. In figure 5.9(b), a period
with daily thunderstorms is plotted, with enormous variations compared to the clear
periodwere recorded by bothweather stations.
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Figure 5.9: Themean electric field in bins of 30 minutes as a function of time in two
periods asmeasured by the twoweather stations. The hatched regions are
periods flagged as thunderstorms.
To distinguish clear weather conditions from enhanced fields we can place limits on
themean electric field ⟨E⟩ and its rmsErms, calculated for periods of 30minutes [68].
The distributions of themean value and rms of the electric field for the period from20
April 2013 to 16May 2015 (and thus covering our entire data taking period) are plotted
in figure 5.10. Fromthesedistributions it is possible toestimate the limitswithinwhich
the electric field conditions can still be considered normal. Just like in [68], we set the
limits to−150Vm−1≤ ⟨E⟩ ≤50Vm−1 andErms ≤30Vm
−1. Outsideof these regions,
the half-hour binswill be flagged as thunderstormperiods.
From29 July 2014 onward, when the aeraweather station became active, wewill flag
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Figure 5.10: Distributions of the mean value and the rms of the electric field as mea-
sured by the twoweather stations from20April 2013 to 16May 2015. The
cutswhich separate clear from thunderstorm conditions aremarkedwith
dashed lines.
binsas thunderstormperiodswhenevereitheroneweatherstationsrecordsconditions
outside of the aforementioned limits. In the entire data taking period from 20 April
2013 to 16May 2015, therewas a total down fraction of theweather stations of 14.9%.
In these periods the electric field is not known. In the same period, 5.4%of the time
has been flagged as thunderstorm periods, and air shower induced radio pulses from
these periodswill not be used. Whenever events forwhich noweather information is
available are used in this thesis, such as in the physics analysis of chapter 7, this will be
mentioned explicitly.
5.4 Event selection
Inordertoperformacosmicrayphysicsanalysisonourdatasetweneedtoselectevents
that contain air shower induced radio pulses. Even though the antenna stations trigger
on air showers bymeans of scintillators or the surface detector,many traces recorded
by the radio stations will contain no air shower induced pulses above the noise level.
This is because the lateral signal power distribution falls off steeply for eventswith low
zenith angles (see e.g. [110]), resulting in a small radio “footprint” in comparison to the
particle front, which impacts the earth’s surface. In addition, the radiomeasurements
are highly sensitive to pulsed broadband noise, which contaminates our events and
needs to be rejected.
Becausewe have two data sets created by two experimental setups using different trig-
germechanisms, we also need twodifferent strategies for event selection. In both ap-
proaches, wewill require that the radio event is in coincidencewith an event recorded
bythesurfacedetector fromwhichparameterssuchasthecore impact location, shower
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axis and primary energy can be reconstructed. All operations performed on the data
in the selection procedure, such as the filtering of narrowband noise, only affect the
data for the duration of the selection procedure. For any higher level analysis later in
this thesis wewill revert to the original raw recorded data, towhichwewill applymore
elaborate calibration and filtering techniques, whichwill be described in chapter 6.
5.4.1 Scintillator-triggered setup
Theeventstriggeredbythescintillators firsthavetobecomparedto sd eventstofindco-
incidences. In contrast to the radio self-trigger from aera-i, the scintillator event trig-
ger rate is low–only about0.05Hz. Because the scintillator-triggered radio traceshave
fixedpre-triggerwindows, theradioeventtimestampcreatedbythedaq isstronglycor-
relatedwith the impact time of the shower. The radio time stamps are comparedwith
the sd core impact time as reconstructed by the cdas v5r2 software package [111]. The
raw event trigger rate of sd is about 0.2Hz, but the rate of events ofwhich the shower
geometry can be reconstructed is about one tenth of this. In figure 5.11, the difference
between the radio time stamp and the reconstructed sd core impact timewithin awin-
dow of 100 μs is plotted for a data set covering 16 days. Because of the low event rate,
all coincidences are contained within a few μs, and there is almost no background of
uncorrelated eventswithin the 100 μs timewindow in this particular set. Accordingly,
we select all radio events that are coincidentwith sd core impact timewithin±10 μs.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of scintillator-triggered events in coincidencewith sdwithin
a100 μswindow in theperiod from25 July 2013 to 11August 2013. The total
number of scintillator-triggered events in this periodwas 90 120.
Becauseof thedifferencebetween the radio and theparticle footprint size, the selected
events stillmostly contain radio traceswith just noise and no air shower induced radio
pulses. Toselectstationswithpulseswefirstneedtodeterminea signalwindow inwhich
to look for them. Because the scintillator trigger is located at∼2325 ns relative to the
start point of the recorded traces, we select awindow from 2000 ns to 2500 ns for the
scintillator triggered stations. The distribution of the position of the radio pulsemaxi-
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mumandscintillatorminimumcalculatedrelative to the tracestart time inthiswindow
for one and a half year of data is displayed in figure 5.12(a). For the scintillator traces,
the absolute minimumwas taken. For the radio traces, we have first converted elec-
tric field components to the shower reference frame using the reconstructed shower
axis from sd (see also section 3.3.3). We have then determined the maximum of the
Hilbert envelope of the electric field component parallel to the v×B vector, because this
is wherewe expectmost signal. TheHilbert envelope is a transform to remove the os-
cillations in the signal, and therefore provides a better estimation of the actual time of
pulsemaximumof the recorded signal. A detailed description of theHilbert envelope
can be found in [68].
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Figure 5.12: Position of the radio pulsemaxima and scintillatorminima relative to the
trace start time, for scintillator-triggered stations (a) and radio-triggered
stations (b). The histograms appear shifted because the radio signal was
corrected for cable delays and the scintillator signals were not, which
makes the signal shift forward. The histograms contain all radio events
coincidentwith sd from 16May 2013 to 28 September 2014.
From figure 5.12 it is clear that only a small fraction of the traces contains an air shower
induced radio pulse, and they seem to be contained in a small time interval relative to
the size of the signalwindow. Because of the shape of the radio shower front and differ-
ences in the arrival times of the radio pulse and the particles striking the scintillators,
theremight be radiopulseshidden in thenoisebackground. These couldbe interesting
events froman analysis point of view (for example, because they have a large distance
to the shower axis), so we try to include these events by leaving the signal window at
500 ns. It shouldbenotedthatwedonotcorrect forcabledelays in thescintillatorchan-
nels, which iswhy the particles appear to arrive later than the radio signal. In the actual
air shower, theparticleswill usually arrive at the stationbefore the radio signal because
of the refractive index of air. This does however depend on the exact shower geometry
and thedistributionof theparticles in the shower front,whichbecomes thicker at large
distances from the shower axis.
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Asmall fractionofthestations inthedatasetaretriggeredbytheradiosignalonly, ascan
be seen in figure 5.12(b). The radio pulsemaxima are shifted forward because the radio
signals are corrected for cable delays, and the scintillator traces are not, which shifts
the apparent trigger position. We see that some of the radio-triggered stations have
a scintillatorminimum∼50 ns later than the radio pulsemaximum, exactlywherewe
mightexpect it on thebasisof thedistributionof thescintillator trigger in figure 5.12(a).
It turnsout that theseare failedscintillator triggers. Bydemandingathresholdcrossing
of 150 adc units below themean of the scintillator trace, we can reproduce the trigger
logic and recover these stations as if theywere scintillator-triggered (see section 4.3.3).
This accounts for 146 triggered stations in the data set used to produce figure 5.12. The
remainder of the radio triggered stationswill be discarded for further analysis because
they are probably mostly isolated noise pulses. By using the scintillator trigger as an
indicator for an impacting air shower at the location of the stationwedonot need a full
radio shower reconstruction to determine if a pulse is originating from an air shower.
This allows for single-station radio events.
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Figure 5.13: Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of maximum pulse time (left) of all
scintillator-triggered stations and the radio-triggered stationswith a scin-
tillator peak below threshold, with histograms of SNRpeak in two specific
time intervals (right). The dashed linemarks the SNRpeak = 7.0 cut.
Toselectactualpulses inthesignalwindowwecanusethesignal-to-noiseratioSNRpeak
as a discriminator. Wewill define this as themaximumvalue of theHilbert envelope of
the electric field component parallel to the v × B vector ̂Ev×B divided by the rootmean
square of the noise rmsnoise, calculated in a different region of the electric field trace of
the v × B component:
SNRpeak =
max ̂Ev×B
rmsnoise
. (5.2)
ThedistributionofSNRpeak asa functionof timeofpulsemaximumfor theconjunct set
of all scintillator triggered stations and the radio triggered stationswith a scintillator
pulse is plotted in figure 5.13. The signal region from the scintillator trigger can clearly
be recognized in this plot, as can a small secondary peakwhich results from shifted ra-
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dio triggeredpulses. In thesame figure, thedistributionsofSNRpeak in time intervals in
the signal region and amore quiet region are compared. On the basis of these distribu-
tionswe estimate that a cut of SNRpeak = 7.0 removesmost of the noise from the data
set. This does, however, not completely rid us of noise pulseswhichmimic air shower
induced pulses, but thesewill be dealt with in section 5.4.3.
5.4.2 Externally triggered setup
Byconstruction, every externally triggeredeventhas a surfacedetector counterpart, so
the off-line coincidence search for these events is rather trivial. As alreadymentioned
in the previous section, about nine tenths of these events have to be discarded because
the geometry of the sd event cannot be reconstructed. Externally triggered events con-
tain read-outsof all active stations fromtheexperimental setup. Becauseof the limited
radio footprint size, the vastmajority of the recorded traces in the eventwill therefore
contain no air shower induced pulses above the noise level. When there is such a pulse,
the time atwhich it occurswithin the recorded tracedependson shower geometry, and
is therefore very uncertain (see section 4.3.3). As a result, the time window in which
we need to search for pulses is large, which increases the probability of pulsed noise
to contaminate the trace. In figure 5.14, the location of themaximumof the time trace
is plotted of all stationswithin a set of 55 externally triggered events. Above the back-
groundof stationswithnomeasurable radiopulse, anexcess is visible inawindowfrom
26 μs to33 μs,whichwill beour signalwindow. It is clear that thiswindowstill contains
a considerable number of backgroundnoise pulses. Tomake the distinction between
noise and air shower induced pulseswewill need to reconstruct the shower direction
from the timing of the radio pulses and compare this with a directional reconstruction
from the surface detector.
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Figure 5.14: Location of themaximumof the time trace in all stations for 55 externally
triggeredevents. Theedgesof thesignalwindoware indicatedwithdashed
lines.
Beforewe are able to perform a reliable directional reconstructionwe first need to de-
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terminecriteriabywhich toselect stationswithstrongenoughpulses. Without this cut,
stations inwhich the signal of the samemagnitude as the ambient noise level will neg-
atively influence the reconstruction quality. For historic reasons, we use a quadratic
definition of the signal-to-noise ratio as ameasure of the pulse strength:
SNRquad =
(max ̂Emag)
2
rms2noise
, (5.3)
where ̂Emag is themaximumvalue of theHilbert envelope of themagnitude of the elec-
tric field projected on the horizontal plane, and rmsnoise the root mean square of the
noise calculated in a different region of the same electric field trace. Because a projec-
tionof theelectric field isused, thenumericalvaluesofSNRquad aredifficult tocompare
with SNRpeak used in the context of the scintillator-triggered data. Themaximum of
the time trace is calculated in the signal window defined above, and the noise rms is
calculated in a separatewindow consisting of the first 25 μs of the trace. To derive the
strength of the cut on SNRquad weneed to create a very pure data set by selecting only
events in which we have used strong pulses (SNRquad > 20.0) in the reconstruction
anddemandeda small opening angleΩSD between the reconstructed radio shower axis
and the shower axis determined by sd of 7.0°. The events in this pure data set contain
three ormore stationswith SNRquad above 20.0, theminimumnumber forwhich a di-
rectional reconstruction of the air shower can successfully be performed. They also
contain all other active stations in the arraywhich have a lower signal strength, and ac-
cordinglywere not used. We thenperforma series of directional radio reconstructions
on this data set, wherewe change the lower limit of SNRquad, and investigate the influ-
ence of the limit on the reconstruction quality. This is quantified by the time residuals
of thepulse timeof the individual stationswith respect to the reconstructed radiowave
front. Thedirectional reconstructionof the radiodata isperformedusing thepeak time
of theHilbert envelope and assuming a plane radiowave front.
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Figure 5.15: Timeresidualsofaplanewave fit to 55events fromtheexternally triggered
data set from 1April 2014 to 11 April 2014.
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Twodistributions of the time residuals of the pure data set derived fromdata recorded
between1April 2014and11April 2014aredisplayed in figure 5.15. AhighSNR-cut results
in a distributionwith aGaussian shape (caused by timing uncertainties and deviations
fromtheplanewave front)withvery fewoutliers. Whena lowerSNR-cut is applied, the
distributionhasmany residuals deviating from theGaussian,which is caused by uncor-
relatednoisepulseswrongly identifiedas signal pulses andmis-reconstructed showers.
At the same time, the distribution gets broader becausemore signal stations that are
typically further away from the axis and thus deviatemore from the plane shower front
are included. We quantify this behavior by fitting aGaussian to this distribution, and
lookat the fractionof stationswith residualsoutside three standarddeviationsσ of this
fit. The resulting fractions are plotted in figure 5.16. The bulk of stations with signals
unassociated to theair showerare rejectedaboveSNRquad = 9.0. Between9.0and15.5,
fluctuations in the fractionof residualswithin3σ areobserved,which are causedby sta-
tionswith higher unassociated signals that are rejected one by one from the events. At
SNRquad > 15.5 the fraction appears to stabilize, sowe choose this as our SNR-cut.
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Figure 5.16: Fraction of stations with time residuals outside of 3σ of a Gaussian fit
through the distribution of time residual distributions.
With this SNR-cut, we perform a full directional reconstruction of all externally trig-
gereddata to select events and stationswith air shower induced radiopulses, forwhich
weneed at least three stationswith a signal. We include aera-i stations and saturated
aera-ii stations inorder to increase theprobability toachieveagooddirectional recon-
struction, but thesewill not be used in any further analysis. The analog response and
the antenna gain is evaluated, using the direction from the sd reconstruction. To lower
thenoise level and increase the signal-to-noise ratio,we filternarrowbandnoisebefore
wecalculate thepeaksignal. Wetherefore reject the frequencybands fromtable 5.2 and
adda filter ranging from30.0MHzto40.0MHz, setting the amplitudes in all frequency
bins in these ranges to zero. When the distribution of the distance from the station to
the sd shower axis of all signal stations in an event contains gaps ofmore then 1000m,
the stations farther from the sd shower axis than this gapwill also be rejected. This is
mostly to reject events in which the shower core is removed far from the radio array,
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and therefore produce nomeasurable air shower induced radio signals, butmight con-
tain noise pulses. As a final stepwe reject stations thatmeasure pulse trains, as these
are usually a good indicator of noise contamination in the trace. These are rejected by
scanning the entire trace outside the signal region on additional pulses that have an
amplitude above the SNR-cut.
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of the opening angleΩSD between the reconstructed shower
axis from radio data and the axis determined by sd, calculated on all exter-
nally triggered events with three or more signal stations. Left: overview
which shows the rising distribution at high opening angles which can be
expected fromuncorrelated events; right: close-up of the regionwith low
opening angles. The dashed line indicates the opening angle cut of 7.0°.
Using these reconstructed events we now attempt to establish a cut on the opening
angleΩSD between the direction reconstructed by a plane wave fit to the radio data
and thedirection reconstructedbyusing sd data. The resultingdistributionof opening
angles is plotted in figure 5.17. At small opening angles, we expect that only air shower
induced radio pulses were used in the reconstruction, while at high opening angles
noise pulses are fitted. Based on the distribution, wewill place the opening angle cut
onΩSD<7.0°.
5.4.3 Additional selection criteria
Pulse window
We have now reduced the data of both experimental setups to a data set containing
eventswith likely air shower induced radio pulses. Beforewe can extract these pulses
for physics analysis, we need to determine the time window that contains the radio
pulse. In figure 5.18, the average Hilbert envelope ⟨ ̂Ev×B⟩ of the v × B component of
theelectric fieldrelativetothemaximumvalueof theHilbertenvelopeat tpeak isplotted
for both data sets. The average contains all stations and events that pass the selection
procedure outlined in this section, with SNRpeak > 7.0. The average pulse shapesmea-
sured by the two different experimental setups align remarkably well, apart from the
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bias tohigher signals for theexternally triggeredsetup,which is causedbyour selection
method. Based on this average pulse, we decide that a pulsewindowof 400 ns around
the peak valuewill be sufficient to contain the features of the pulse, whileminimizing
the amount of noise in thewindow.
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Figure 5.18: Average Hilbert envelope of the pulse of all selected stations in the com-
plete data set relative to the time of pulsemaximum, tpeak.
Polarization cut
An extra selection criterion we can apply to both data sets is one based on the polar-
ization angle ϕp, or to bemore precise the angle of the total electric field vector with
the v × B-axis in the shower reference frame, as can be seen in figure 5.19. We can com-
pare themeasured polarization angleϕp,measured with the expected polarization angle
ϕp, expected based on the position of the station relative to the reconstructed shower ge-
ometry from sd. This selection criterion has the advantage that we will not only be
able to discriminate between air shower induced pulses and noise pulses, which are
randomly polarized, but can also discard events that have amis-reconstructed sd ge-
ometry.
The direction of the total electric field vector depends on the relative amounts of geo-
magnetic and charge-excess emission in an event. This can be expressed by using the
geomagnetic angleα andequation (3.8). Ifweconsider theshower reference frame, the
two principal components of the electric field Ev×B and Ev×(v×B) can be decomposed
intoEG andEC at the position of the antenna (see also figure 5.19):
−Ev×B = EG + EC ⋅ cosΦobs, (5.4)
−Ev×(v×B) = EC ⋅ sinΦobs, (5.5)
whereΦobs is the observer angle which describes the position of the antenna relative
to the v × B-axis, aswas introduced in section 3.2. Using equations (3.8), (5.4) and (5.5)
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Figure 5.19: Definitionof all usedvector componentsof the electric field in the shower
referenceframe. TheobserverangleΦobs is theanglewiththev×B-axisde-
fined by the antenna position, while the polarization angleϕp is the angle
between the total electric field vector and thev×B-axis. The total electric
field is the sumof the field resulting from the geomagnetic emission (EG)
and the field resulting from the charge-excess emission (EC). The direc-
tion ofmovement of the shower v is perpendicular to the figure plane and
pointing inwards. Note that the relative amount of charge-excess emis-
sion is exaggerated.
it is now straightforward to express the expected polarization angle:
ϕp, expected = arctan(
Ev×(v×B)
Ev×B )
= arctan
(
sinΦobs
sin α
a + cosΦobs)
. (5.6)
The average charge-excess fraction a at aerawasmeasured to be 0.14 ± 0.02 [42, 68],
andwewill use this value to calculate the expected polarization.
Following the approach from [68], themeasured polarization angle of the electric field
is calculated using the Stokes parameters. In the shower reference frame, the relevant
Stokes parametersQ andU are defined as [112]:
Q =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
(E2v×B,i + ̂E
2
v×B,i − E
2
v×(v×B),i − ̂E
2
v×(v×B),i), (5.7)
U =
2
n
n
∑
i=1
(E2v×B,iE
2
v×(v×B),i + ̂E
2
v×B,i − ̂E
2
v×(v×B),i), (5.8)
where we sum over n time bins in the electric field traces Ev×B and Ev×(v×B) and their
Hilbert transforms ̂Ev×B and ̂Ev×(v×B). In the presence of a noise background, the Q
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parametermust be corrected to prevent biases:
Q ≈
1
n
n
∑
i=1
(E2v×B,i − B
2
v×B + ̂E
2
v×B − B̂
2
v×B
− E2v×(v×B) + B
2
v×(v×B) − ̂E
2
v×(v×B) + ̂B
2
v×(v×B)), (5.9)
whereB2j is the average value ofB
2
j calculated in a timewindowoutside the signal win-
dowof the j component of the electric field trace, of which B̂j is theHilbert transform.
It is nowpossible to calculate themeasured polarization angle:
ϕp,measured =
1
2
arctan
(
U
Q)
. (5.10)
Wedefine a selection criterion based on the polarization offset β, describing the differ-
ence between the expected andmeasured polarization angles:
β = |ϕp, expected − ϕp,measured|. (5.11)
To determine the value of the cut on β, we calculate the expected andmeasured polar-
izations for a set of events. The distributions of β for all events in the combined data
set fromboth experimental setups passing our selectionwith zenith angle θ < 60° are
plotted in figure 5.20 for two different SNR-cuts. These events have all been fully cali-
brated and cleaned (see chapter 6). Based on these distributions, we set the cut on the
polarization offset β at 25°.
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Figure 5.20: Distribution of the difference between the expected andmeasured polar-
ization angle β for two different SNR-cuts. It contains all events that pass
the selection criteria described in this chapterwith θ < 60°. The distribu-
tion in (b) clearly shows the two underlying distributions on which we
based our selection criterion. The dashed line indicates the selection cut
of 25°.
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Zenith angle cut
Wewill only consider eventswith a zenith angle θ lower than 60°. The reason for this
is twofold. Firstly, the three-dimensional electric field reconstruction from themea-
surement with two antenna arms becomes uncertain above this angle because of the
mixingofnoise, aswasdemonstratedinsection 4.3.4. Thiswill introduceartificialnoise
and biases in reconstructed parameters such as the pulse power and the spectral index
(see figure 4.15). Additionally, the sd reconstruction of events of the infill array also
becomesuncertain at high zenith angles, whichmight result in amis-reconstructionof
the shower geometry and energy.
5.4.4 Summary of radio data selection
In this chapter we have described amethod to reject dysfunctional stations from the
data set, and outlined two approaches to reduce the data into sets that are usable for
physics analysis. We can now get thismachinery towork on our full available data set.
An overviewof how the eventswere selected from the complete scintillator-triggered
data set is listed in table 5.3. The final set contains radio events that are in coincidence
with sd events, and have a shower geometry that can be reconstructed using the sd in-
formation,with a zenith angle reconstructedby the sd that is less than60°. It shouldbe
noted that the complete data set also includesmany experimental runs, and therefore
contains a huge total number of events.
Table 5.3: Selected aera-ii events from the scintillator-triggered setup
full data set 27 323 100
sd coincidence 38 525
sd reconstruction and θSD < 60° 30 274
Asimilaroverview, but then for the full externally triggereddata set, is listed in table 5.4.
Unlike the scintillator-triggered events, these have been compared to sd parameters
immediately to determine if they contain air shower induced radio pulses. We went
froma complete data set, which by construction is in coincidencewith sd events, to a
smallersetofwhichthe sd showergeometrycouldbereconstructed. After this,wehave
selected events forwhich the radiowave plane could be reconstructed, which requires
at least three stations to fulfill the SNRcriterion determined in section 5.4.2. The radio
geometry from these events could then be compared to the shower geometry from sd
to determine the opening angleΩSD.
Fromhere, we can reduce both data sets further. The scintillator-triggered events still
contain stations thatdonotpassourquality criteria in the sense that they are flaggedas
dysfunctional or thathave radio-triggerswithout scintillatorpeak. Inaddition, thevast
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Table 5.4: Selected aera-ii events from the externally triggered setup
full data set 10 756 134
sd reconstruction 865 701
n(SNRquad > 15.5) ≥ 3 9472
ΩSD < 7.0° 1818
majority of the scintillator-triggered data set still consists of stationswithout a radio
pulse above the noise level. In table 5.5, these reductions are listed as total number of
candidate stations for each step. Wehave alsomade additional selections based on the
sd zenith angle (redundant for the scintillator-triggereddata), signal-to-noiseSNRpeak
(redundant for the externally triggered data) and the polarization offset β.
Table 5.5: aera-ii candidate events and stations after the initial selection
scintillator-triggered externally triggered
events stations events stations
initial selection 30 247 122 412 1818 5375
pass quality criteria 23 847 91 906 – " – – " –
θSD < 60° – " – – " – 1215 4660
SNRpeak > 7.0 2862 3507 – " – – " –
β < 25° 2429 2904 1114 3816
The selection procedure has resulted in a total data set of 3543 selected events con-
taining 6796 signal stations that can be used for physics analysis. The selection of the
scintillator-triggered data has producedmostly single station events, while the selec-
tion of the externally triggered data has produced mostly events with three stations.
This is also reflected in the ratio of stations of events selected from both experimen-
tal setups. The distribution of the arrival direction of all signal stations is plotted in
figure 5.21, where a clear excess from the south is visible. This excess is expected be-
cause for these showers, the arrival direction is perpendicular to the geomagnetic field
and therefore the magnitude of the Ev×B vector is the largest. Of the selected signal
stations, 552 out of 6796 are recorded during thunderstorm conditions, and for 935
signal stations there is noweather station data available. It is interesting to note that
of the events that fall outside the polarization cut β < 25°, a much higher fraction is
recordedduring thunderstormconditions: 384out of a total of 1447 stations. This is in
linewith the expectation that enhanced electric fields not only change the strength of
the air shower induced radio pulse, but also influence the polarization signature (see
e.g. [108]).
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Figure 5.21: Distribution of the arrival direction of all signal stations. The large dot
indicates the direction of themagnetic field vectorB. Azimuth ϕ = 0° is
due east.
5.4.5 Selection of fluorescence data
In order to compare parameters extracted from the radio signal, such as the spectral
index,with thedevelopmentof the air shower, it is important to create a subset of radio
events that is in coincidence with fd measurements. To ensure a qualitatively good
reconstruction of shower maximum from the fluorescence measurement we adopt
several quality cuts from [76]:
– Depth of showermaximumXmaxmust be observed by at least one of the fd tele-
scopes.
– TheuncertaintyofXmax determinedbythefitof theGaisser-Hillas functionmust
be less than 40.0 g cm−2.
– Theminimumviewing angleαminmust be larger than20.0° to limit the contribu-
tion to the profile of Cherenkov light produced in the shower (see e.g. [113]).
Inaddition to thesequality cuts, fiducial cuts are applied to theevents topreventbiases
in the Xmax distribution in [76]. These do not concern us because we want to study
event-by-event correlations between the radio pulse and fdmeasurements.
One other important quality cut we have disregarded so far is the cut on the vertical
aerosol optical depth (vaod). According to [76], this should be less than0.1whenmea-
sured from the ground to 3 km, and events without an aerosol measurement should
be completely rejected. The database containing vaodmeasurements is however only
irregularly updated, and at the timeofwriting only contained data until the endof 2013.
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Applying the strict quality cuts would therefore disqualify almost our entire data set
for physics analysis.
To investigate the effects of the usage of the vaod database on the shower profile re-
construction, we look at the reconstructed value of Xmax in the set for which we do
have a filled vaod database at our disposal. These are produced by the standard heat-
Coihueco reconstruction ofOffline. We reconstruct the shower profile one timewith
theMie scattering calculatedwith the vaod value from the database applied,Xmax, db,
andonetimeusinganaverageaerosolmodel,Xmax,model. In figure 5.22, thedistribution
of the differences between the two reconstructed values of Xmax is plotted. The plot
contains all fd events that are coincidentwith scintillator-triggered radio events from
runs 513 (June 2013), 519 (August 2013) and 526 (October 2013), and survive the three
fd selection criteria listed above. No selection cuts on the radio events were applied.
The resulting distribution has an rms of 6.17 g cm−2, which is smaller than the typical
uncertainty of Xmax per event. This might be a selection effect, because the showers
measured by aera are all relatively close to the fd telescopes. We conclude that in
the case of aera the absence of aerosol measurements does not influence the recon-
structionofXmax significantly, andwecanalso includeevents forwhichonlyanaverage
aerosolmodel is available in our analysis.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison between reconstructedXmax valueswhere the aerosolmea-
surement databasewas used, andwhere an averagemodelwas used. The
width of the distribution is smaller than the typical uncertainty of Xmax
per event.
An overviewof the number of fd coincidenceswith the signal stations selected in the
previous section is listed in table 5.6. The fraction of the total of selected scintillator-
triggered stations that is coincident with fd of 7.6% is not far from the maximum
achievable uptime of the fd of 13%. The fraction of the total of selected externally
triggered stationswith fd is already quite a bit lower. This is probably due to the power
savingmeasuresemployedby theexternally triggeredstations,whichshuts themdown
during periods of the night in Argentinianwinter, which coincideswith the darkest pe-
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riods of the year and therefore also the periods inwhichmost fd events are recorded.
When we apply the fd quality cuts about half of the scintillator-triggered coincident
stations survive. When applied to the externally triggered stations however, we see the
number of stations reduced to about one fifth. This is because the externally triggered
setup is located too close to the fd building to efficientlymeasure air showers which
haveXmax within the field of viewof the telescopes. In the remainder of this thesis, we
will refer to thecombineddataset frombothexperimental radiosetupswithcoincident
fdmeasurements of showermaximum after applying the fd selection criteria as the
rd-fd data set.
Table 5.6:Number of stations coincidentwith fd in the selected data set and the frac-
tion relative to the total number of selected signal stations, disregarding
weather conditions. The selected set is obtained after applying the three
fd selection criteria.
all fd fraction selected fd fraction
scintillator trigger 223 7.6% 111 3.8%
external trigger 186 4.9% 35 0.9%
total 409 146
None of the 146 selected stations in the rd-fd data set are flagged as thunderstorm
events by the procedure outlined in section 5.3. This was to be expected because the
fd utilizes its own lightning rejection algorithm. A significant number of 34 stations in
the rd-fd data setwere triggered in periodswhen theweather stationwas down. Since
externally triggered events are disproportionally represented in this number,we chose
to retain these events in the followinganalysis inordernot to furtherdecrease thenum-
ber ofmulti-station events. We assume that the lightning rejection of the fd and the
selection cutmade on the difference between the expected andmeasured polarization
of the electric field are sufficient to prevent significant contamination of the data set
by events recorded during thunderstorm conditions.
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Calibration and cleaning of AERA data
A s outlined in section 4.3.4, somehardware components of the radio detectorstations are measured individually in the lab to be able to correct for their re-
sponse. This includes the lnas, the filter-amplifiers and the cables. The antenna, how-
ever,hasasingleuniversallyappliedresponsepattern,whichdoesnot take intoaccount
variations between the stations. These need to be calibrated with the detector in the
field using the radio background or using test emitters. Attempts at a calibrationwith
test emitters have beenmade, but so far have not led to a reliablemeasurement of the
antenna response pattern. In this chapter, wewill present two calibration techniques
based on the galactic radio background: a relative calibration to correct for variations
between stations, and an absolute calibration to correct for deviations in the simulated
antenna gain pattern. Finally, we will introduce amethod for cleaning the data by re-
moving narrowband rfi in the time domain.
6.1 Relative amplitude calibration of AERA-II stations
In [61], amethodhasbeendeveloped toperforma frequency-dependent relative ampli-
tude calibration for aera-i stations by using the background emission from the galaxy.
This calibration can be used to correct the gains of the individual stations as a function
of frequency, but the group delays are outside of its scope, as wewould need a pulsed
calibration source for this.
We perform the same calibration for the aera-ii data set. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned study on aera-i data, we also investigate the time evolution of the calibration
constants and improve on the calibration by introducing and testing an interpolation
method. The calibrationwas also adapted for integration in theOffline software frame-
work.
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6.1.1 Method: calculation of calibration constants
Weassume that all stations are exposed to the same frequency-dependent radio emis-
sion from the galaxy at any given instance of time. The galactic background has a vari-
ation with a period of 23.934 h, which can be expressed in terms of local sidereal time
(lst). We can use the periodically triggered data to study the average frequency spec-
trameasured by the stations as a function of lst.
By comparing the spectra of an individual station iwith the average of all stations as a
function of lst it is possible to determine frequency-dependent calibration constants
ci,ν . For this,wecan simplydivide the amplitudeAi(ν, tk)of a single stationat frequency
ν and lst tk by the average amplitude of all stations ̄A(ν, tk), and then take the average
of all lst bins k:
ci,ν =
1
m
m
∑
k=1
Ai(ν, tk)
̄A(ν, tk)
, (6.1)
wherem is the total number of lst bins. The resulting calibration constants indicate
the relative frequency-dependent gain offsets of the stations, and the inverse of them
can be applied to the spectra to correct them. Because of differences in exposure to
the galaxy, the asymmetry of the antenna sensitivity and influence ofman-made noise
sources, thismust be done for both antenna channels independently. Examples of the
measured average frequency spectra as a function of lst are visible in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Dynamic average frequency spectrumas a function of lst in both antenna
channels, for the scintillator-triggered setup in the period from20 Septem-
ber 2013 to 22October 2013 (run 526). The spectrawere averaged over peri-
ods of 10minutes in lst. Note that the variations in the spectra are domi-
nated by narrowband noise sources.
It is difficult to distinguish the galactic variation in the plots because of various noise
contributions to the signal. As was demonstrated in section 5.1, the noise sources are
typically nearby. Because their intensity falls off with the distance to the source, their
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contribution is different at each station. Therefore, they introduce biases in the cali-
bration and need to be excluded.
6.1.2 Exclusion of broadband RFI
We can exclude high broadband activity by rejecting traces with an average spectral
density above a certain threshold. Wedefine the average spectral density ⟨S⟩ as:
⟨S⟩ =
1
n√
n
∑
j=1
A2j , (6.2)
whereAj is the amplitude of frequency bin j, and n the total number of frequency bins.
The average spectral density as a function of lst for both antenna channels is plotted
in the histograms of figure 6.2. The galactic variation is clearly visible in the baseline
average, with broadband pulses sticking out above it.
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Figure 6.2: Average spectral density of all stations as a function of lst, for data from
the scintillator-triggered setup of the period from 6 September 2013 to
13 September 2013. Thedensity limitof0.01Vismarkedwithadashed line.
Insteadof adynamicmaximumdependingon theaverageof ⟨S⟩asa functionof lst –as
wasdone in [61] –wewill use a fixed limit of0.01V. This is computationallymuchmore
efficient with comparable discrimination power, but it has a possible lst-dependent
bias.
6.1.3 Exclusion of narrowband RFI
Narrowband rfi can easily be recognized as horizontal lines in the dynamic frequency
spectra of figure 6.1. They are either spanning the entire lst-range, or aremore tempo-
ral and related to periods with human activity. The former is the case for continuous
radio transmitters and the aera beacon, while the latter are short-termbursts,mostly
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in the lower frequency range. The frequency bands of these emitters need to bemanu-
ally flagged and removed from the calibration data. They can be identified in the long-
term average spectra as peaks on top of an otherwise smooth noise floor, as is visible in
figure 6.3. This figure also illustrates the frequency bands that are set to zero.
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Figure 6.3:Measurednoise spectra in thenorth-southandeast-west antennachannels
averaged over all stations in the scintillator-triggered setup and all times
in the period from 20 September 2013 to 22October 2013 (the calibration
data set). The hatched areas indicate rejected frequency bands.
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Figure 6.4: Dynamic average frequency spectrum as a function of lst of both antenna
channels, for theperiod from20September2013 to22October2013. Broad-
band and narrowband rfiwere removed. The periodic galactic imprint is
clearly visible.
Because of the dense forest of emitters in the region between 30.0MHz and 41.0MHz,
wewill reject this region in its entirety. Whereas [61] had identical rejected frequency
bands in both channels, wehavemade the bands channel-specific in order tomaximize
thenumberofusable frequencybins. When the frequencieswithnarrowbandnoise are
removed fromthespectra, theperiodic signalof thegalaxyasa functionof lstbecomes
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muchmore pronounced, as is visible in the cleaned dynamic spectra of figure 6.4.
6.1.4 Interpolation
Thismethod of rfi rejection leaves gaps in the frequency-dependent calibration con-
stants, which renders the data in these parts of the spectrumunusable for further anal-
ysis. To solve this, we choose to interpolate these gaps. Large features in the frequency-
dependent gain patterns which deviatemore than 1% from themean usually extend
over many frequency bins. Therefore, the patterns are assumed to be more or less
smooth, and we can attempt to fill up the gaps left by the narrowband emitters with
a linear interpolation. In figure 6.5, the frequency-dependent gain patterns for four
channels are plotted, including the linear interpolation of the gaps.
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Figure 6.5: Calibration constants as a function of frequency, with in dotted lines the
interpolated gaps. Four channels havebeen selected fromthedata set from
20 September 2013 to 22October 2013.
Because of the constant presence ofmost of the narrowband noise disturbances in the
full data set, it is impossible tovalidate thismethodonexisting gaps left bynarrowband
transmitters. We can, however, remove chunks of an arbitrary size from the relatively
wide noise-free band from 41.0MHz to 54.5MHz in the north-south polarization arm
(see figure 6.3(a)) and interpolate these gaps. The clean frequency band has awidth of
65 bins, and we will use a sliding window of a certain number of bins over this entire
frequency range in which wewill interpolate. We can then compare the interpolated
constants ci,ν,inter of these artificial gapswith the original calibration constants ci,ν,real.
Inthe leftpanelof figure 6.6, thedistributionofthedifferenceci,ν,real−ci,ν,inter isplotted
for a gap size of 10 bins (≈2.0MHz), sliding over the cleanband in all active stations in
the data set of the scintillator-triggered setup of 20 September 2013 to 22October 2013.
The standard deviation of this distribution is 2.55%with respect to the average, which
is comparable with the precision of the calibrationmethod itself, as will be shown in
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the next section. The standard deviations of the distributions of the differences for
interpolated gaps of up to 30 bins are plotted in the right panel of figure 6.6. As long as
the gap does not become too big, the linear interpolation has an accuracy that is still
well below the typical initial distributionof offsets between stations before calibration,
aswewill also see in the next section.
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Figure 6.6: Difference between interpolated calibration constants and the real calibra-
tion constants. Left: distribution of absolute differences between the real
and interpolated calibration constants for a gap size of 10 bins; right: stan-
dard deviation of the distribution as a function of gap size.
6.1.5 Application to AERA-II data
In order to see if the calibration constants calculatedwithin one period of aera-ii data
can be applied to all other periods, we can look at the time-evolution of the frequency-
dependent calibration constants. This has been done for all data taken with the scin-
tillator-triggered setup betweenMay 2013 until September 2014, with calibration con-
stants calculated for every 10-day period. The calibration constants of two typical sta-
tions are displayed in figure 6.7.
Themain frequency-dependent features in both channels appear to remain constant
over thewhole period of data taking. Variations in the intensity of the features can be
observed, but these aremost likely due to changes in the underlying average as the col-
lection of active stations constantly changes over time. Therefore, we conclude that
it is possible to apply the calibration constants calculated within one period of time
to the entire data setwith good results. A remarkable feature of station aera 44 is the
increased amplitude around 43MHz in the full plotted period. This enhancement is
most likelybecauseofdefectivehardware, andsimilar featurescanbeobserved insome
other stations. Wewill continue to calibrate stationswith significant enhancements in
theiraveragespectra,but ignorethemwhencalculatingtheaveragespectralamplitudes
̄A(ν, tk) to prevent biases. For the scintillator-triggered setup the stations that are ex-
cluded from the average are: aera 44, aera 85, aera 100, aera 101, aera 102, aera 113
and aera 124.
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Figure 6.7: Frequency-dependent calibration constants as a function of time in bins
of 10 days. The empty periods in the time domain are periods in which
the stationwas not active or flagged as bad (according to the criteria from
section 5.2).
Wenowneed to specify a period thatwe can use as a calibration data set. A periodwith
a large number of active stations will help preventing biases in the average spectrum
as function of lst, and it will alsomake the calculated calibration constants applicable
tomost of the stations. According to section 5.2, the period from20 September 2013 to
22October 2013 (run 525/526) has the highest number of active stations of the data set
of thescintillator-triggeredsetup, sowewilluse it tocalculate thecalibrationconstants
and apply themto the rest of thedata. Ifwe first correct thedata for the responseof the
analog chain aswasmeasured in the lab,we get thedistributions for ci,ν that areplotted
in figure 6.8. The conjunct distribution of the north-south and east-west channels has
a standard deviation σ of 5.66%.
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Figure 6.8: Calibration constants for all stations in both antenna channels of the
scintillator-triggered setup from 20 September 2013 to 22 October 2013,
the calibration data set.
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Wevalidate themethod and the calibration constants by applying them to a validation
dataset inanotherperiod,namelyfrom2June2014to6July2014(run 550). Theaverage
noise spectra of this period, togetherwith the flagged frequency bands, are plotted in
figure 6.9. Thenoisecircumstances in thisvalidationdatasetareslightlydifferent from
thecalibrationdata set,whichenablesus togain some insight in theperformanceof the
interpolated calibration constants. In total there are 15 interpolated frequency bins
(out of a total of 256 bins) in the north-south antenna channel and 24 interpolated
frequency bins in the east-west antenna channel that can be probed in the validation
data set.
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Figure 6.9:Measurednoise spectra in the north-south and east-aest antenna channels
averaged over all stations of the scintillator-triggered setup and all times
in the period from2 June 2014 to 6 July 2014 (the validation data set). The
hatched areas indicate rejected frequency bands.
First, we have calculated the calibration constants for the validation data set, so we
knowwhat the initial distribution of the offsets between the stationswas. This distri-
bution is displayed in figure 6.10(a), and has a standard deviation of 5.21%. After this,
we have applied the calibration constants of the calibration data set to the validation
data set, and again calculated the calibration constants. Thiswas donewith andwith-
out interpolation of the gaps left by the narrowband transmitters, and the resulting
distribution is visible in figure 6.10(b).
After applying the calibration, the standarddeviationof thedistributionhas reduced to
2.37%. When the interpolation is applied, the total number of bins naturally increases,
and the standard deviation of 2.34% is verymuch comparablewith the uninterpolated
calibration. From this, we conclude that the galactic calibration reduces the spread of
the offsets between stations by more than a factor of 2. The interpolation of gaps in
the frequency-dependent calibration constants does not seem to negatively influence
the calibration performance, and comeswith the big advantage that the full frequency
spectrum is available for further analysis.
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Figure 6.10: Improvement of the offsets between stations in the validation data set
when the calibration constants are applied.
Wecanapply thesameanalysis tocalibrate thestationsof theexternally triggeredsetup.
For thiswehave selectedacalibrationdata set running from1 July 2014 to 1August 2014.
Just like for the scintillator-triggered setup, several stations with enhanced spectral
regionswere ignoredwhen calculating the average spectral amplitudes ̄A(ν, tk) to pre-
ventbiases, namelyaera 42,aera 45,aera 57,aera 61,aera 64,aera 66andaera 108.
Theresultingcalibrationconstants ci,ν areplotted in figure 6.11. Thedistribution isvery
similar to that from the scintillator-triggered setup in figure 6.8. There are a fewmore
frequency bins with high offsets, which are probably due to contamination from nar-
rowband sources, which are less distant to the stations from the externally triggered
setup and therefore have a stronger influence on the variation between stations. The
frequency bins with a calibration constant below∼0.8 are caused by a single station
(aera 41), which has a relatively low gain in a broad range of the frequency spectrum.
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Figure 6.11: Calibration constants for all stations in both antenna channels of the ex-
ternally triggered setup from 1 July 2014 to 1 August 2014.
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6.1.6 Integration into the software framework
Twomodules have been created to integrate the relative galactic calibration in theOf-
fline framework: the RdChannelGalacticConstantsGenerator, which can be used
to calculate the calibration constants from any given data set, and the RdChannelGa-
lacticBackgroundCalibrator,which ismadetoapplycalibrationconstants todata
within an analysis pipeline. Configurable options include a list of stations that need to
be excludedwhen calculating the average ̄A(ν, tk), andwhich average spectral density
thresholdtouseforbroadbandnoisefiltering. Whenapplyingthecalibrationconstants,
a linear interpolation to fill gaps in the calibration constants left by narrowband filter-
ing can be performed.
6.2 Absolute calibration of AERA-II stations
6.2.1 Motivation
Thevector effective length (vel) as a functionof frequency, electric field field polariza-
tion and arrival direction that forms the antenna pattern is calculatedwith computer
simulationsof theantennacharacteristics (seesection 4.3.4). Toverify thesesimulated
antenna patterns, dedicatedmeasurements in the field can be performedwith the help
of radio emitters attached to balloons, cranes or octocopters (see [104] and [98] for
details concerning calibrationmeasurement campaigns of aera antennas). From [98],
we know that the simulated vel of the Butterfly antenna differs significantly from the
vel inferred from the calibrationmeasurements, as can be seen in figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Calibration measurement of the vel using an octocopter and the simu-
lated vel at two different zenith angles for the east-west antenna arm
(modified from [98]). The filled areas indicate systematic uncertainties.
Within the bandwidth of aera, significant enhancements of the vel (H) are visible
around 60MHz in both arrival directions that weremeasured. This also has obvious
ramifications for the spectra taken fromair shower induced radio pulses. In figure 6.13,
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two measured amplitude spectra of the reconstructed electric field at different ob-
server angles are plotted, in which the simulated antenna pattern has been applied.
The differenceswith the simulated spectra of figure 3.9 are that instead of decreasing
exponential spectra, we now have spectra that peak around 60MHz. This can be ex-
plained by the same deviations of the simulated antenna pattern thatwere also visible
in the calibrationmeasurements. If wewant to performaphysics analysis based on the
spectrum of air shower induced pulses, we need to compensate for these deviations.
Unfortunately, there has been no calibrationmeasurement of the antenna pattern cov-
ering the complete parameter space at the time ofwriting of this thesis.
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Figure 6.13:Measured amplitude spectra of the electric field, whichwas calculated us-
ing the simulated antenna pattern.
There is, however, an indirect method to validate and calibrate the antenna pattern.
This is possible by using the radio background of the sky, aswas already demonstrated
in [104]. We can propagate amodel of the full radio sky through the simulated antenna
pattern, and compare this with the average spectra recorded by the stations. Likewith
the relative calibration using the backgroundnoise, we can only use it to probe the gain
offsets of the antennamodel and not the phase information.
6.2.2 Method
As a model for the radio background we use the output of the lfmap program [114],
which interpolatesmeasurements of the full radio sky at several frequencies to create
maps of the radio sky in antenna temperatureTa at any particular frequency. An exam-
ple of the radio sky at 60MHzproduced by themodel is visible in figure 6.14.
TheantennatemperaturecanbeconvertedtoskybrightnessBν(Ta)–or radiatedpower
perunit frequency–byusing theRayleigh-Jeansapproximationofablackbodyradiator:
Bν(Ta) =
dP
dν
=
2kB
c2
ν2Ta, (6.3)
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Figure 6.14: The radio sky at 60MHz in antenna temperatureTa, produced by lfmap.
The equatorial coordinate system is used, with right ascensionα and dec-
lination δ.
in which kB is the Boltzmann constant and c the speed of light. The sky brightness is
in units ofWm−2 sr−1 Hz−1. If wewant to propagate this radiated power through the
simulated antenna pattern, we have to calculate the totalmagnitude of the vel of each
antennaarm i (seealso section 4.3.4). Because the radiation fromthe radiobackground
sky ismostly unpolarized, we use:
||Hi|| = √|Hi,θ|
2 + |Hi,ϕ|2. (6.4)
This can be done for all frequencies. An example of the magnitude of the vel of the
simulated antenna patterns of both antenna arms is visible in figure 6.15, which is cal-
culated at a frequency of 60MHz.
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Figure 6.15:Magnitudeof the vel ||H|| at60MHz in thehorizontal coordinate system
for both antenna arms. The asymmetry in themagnitude between the two
polarizationarms is clearly visible, and isprobably causedby themodeling
of the electronics box.
We canmap the antenna pattern, which is defined in the horizontal coordinate system
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(see e.g. figure 4.14) for observers at the Pierre Auger Observatory, to the equatorial
coordinate system in which the radio sky is modeled. This mapping is a function of
local sidereal time at the observer position. Once the antenna pattern ismapped to the
equatorial coordinate systemwe calculate the spectral intensity IΩ,ν :
IΩ,ν(α, δ) = Bν(α, δ)||Hi,ν(α, δ)||
2, (6.5)
of which the unit is W sr−1 Hz−1. Figure 6.16 shows the spectral intensity at 60MHz
and lst = 17 h for both antenna arms. These can be interpreted as the intensitywith
which the antenna arms observe features in the radio sky.
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Figure 6.16: Spectral intensity IΩ,ν at 60MHz for both antenna arms at lst = 17 h.
Fromhere,wecan integrateover thesky toget the receivedpowerPν perunit frequency
(see [104] for a derivation of the prefactor):
Pν =
1
2
Z0
ZL ∫Ω
IΩ,ν(α, δ)dΩ, (6.6)
whereZ0 is the impedanceof free spaceof120πΩ andZL is the load impedanceof50Ω.
Becauseweuseamapwithdiscretebinning it is convenient to rewrite this as a sumover
the right ascensionα and the declination β:
Pν =
1
2
Z0
ZL
∑
α
∑
δ
IΩ,ν(α, δ) cos δΔδΔα. (6.7)
Fromelectric powerwe can easily convert to the voltageUν whichwould bemeasured
per unit frequency:
Uν = √PνZL. (6.8)
6.2.3 Results
Wehave created temperaturemapsof the radio skywith a step size of1MHz, and calcu-
lated for each frequency the amplitude spectrumas it would bemeasured through the
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simulated antenna patterns for steps in lst of one hour. An example of an amplitude
spectrum at lst = 17 h is plotted in figure 6.17(a). These spectra can be compared
with actualmeasurements of the radio sky, and for this we use the average amplitude
spectra as a function of lst created for the relative amplitude calibration. We calibrate
each experimental setup of aera separately, so after the calibration procedure the ex-
perimental setups will also be cross-calibrated via the radio sky, a step we have omit-
ted so far. For the scintillator-triggered setupwe use the validation data set defined in
section 6.1.5, which ran from2 June 2014 to 6 July 2014, and for the externally triggered
data set we use data from 1 July 2014 to 1 August 2014. Both sets have been corrected
for the effects of the analog chain, and the gaps left by the removal of the narrowband
noise are linearly interpolated so the spectra aremore or less smooth. This data is also
binned in lst in bins of one hour. As a comparison, themeasured amplitude spectrum
at lst = 17 h from the scintillator-triggered setup is shown in figure 6.17(b).
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Figure 6.17: Comparisonbetween thepropagated amplitude spectrumof the radio sky
model and themeasured spectrum for both antenna arms at lst = 17 h.
Apart from the difference in the shape of the spectrum there is also a significant gain
offset between the two amplitude spectra. The origin of this gain offset is not known,
but since the offset is present in the data from both experimental setups it could be
caused by an underestimation of the amplification in the lnas. To compensate for
this gain offsetwe assume there is a constant scale parameterC0 between the average
amplitude produced by themodel, ⟨Umodel⟩, and the contribution of the radio sky to
the average amplitude received by the antennas ⟨Ureceived⟩:
⟨Umodel⟩ = ⟨Ureceived⟩ ⋅ C0. (6.9)
We also assume that the measured amplitudeUmeasured is a superposition of the am-
plitude received from the radio skyUreceived and the electronic noise of the detector
systemUnoise:
U2measured = U
2
received + U
2
noise. (6.10)
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Fromequations (6.9) and (6.10) it follows thatwe can relate the constant scale param-
eter and average noise amplitude to themeasured andmodeled radio sky amplitudes
as:
⟨Umeasured⟩
2 =
⟨Umodel⟩
2
C20
+ ⟨Unoise⟩
2 . (6.11)
Thismeans that the scale parameterC0 and the average noise amplitudeUnoise follow
from a linear fit ofU2measured versusU
2
noise of both antenna arms for all frequency and
lst bins, as is plotted in figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.18: Linear fit to all data points of both experimental setups to derive the con-
stant scale parameter C0 to describe the gain offset between the model
and themeasurement, and the average noise amplitude ⟨Unoise⟩. The fan-
ning pattern of the data points around the fit is caused by the frequency-
dependent offsets between themodel and themeasurement.
Becausewewant to calibrate bothmeasured antenna channels to the radio skymodel,
and we assume that the observed gain offset affects both channels equally, the same
average scale parameter has to apply to both channels. The noise contribution to both
measured channels, however, might be different. Therefore, we will first perform a
combined fit to determineC0, given by the slope, and then perform two independent
fits of the channelswith the slope fixed to determine the average noise amplitudes. We
do this for both experimental setups separately because the gain offsets aswell as the
electronics noise could have their origins in the different hardware that is used. The
resultingvaluesare listed intable 6.1. Theuncertaintyof thenoiseamplitude intheeast-
west antenna channel,⟨Unoise, EW⟩, ismuch higher than that of the noise amplitude in
the north-south channel,⟨Unoise, NS⟩. This is because the deviations of the simulated
antennamodel for the east-west arm aremuch larger than for the north-south arm, as
we shall see later on.
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Table 6.1: Fit results to determine the constant scaling parameter and noise ampli-
tudes.
scintillator-triggered externally triggered
C0 1.591 ± 0.005 1.625 ± 0.006
⟨Unoise, NS⟩ [mV] 44.2 ± 0.2 42.5 ± 0.3
⟨Unoise, EW⟩ [mV] 38 ± 19 41 ± 20
Wecanapply the scaleparameter and thenoiseamplitudes to themeasuredamplitudes
usingequations (6.9)and(6.10) to recoverUreceived, thecontributionof the radiosky to
themeasurements in each frequency bin. In figure 6.19, the average amplitude of both
themodel and the received radio sky over the whole frequency range as a function of
lst is plotted for both antenna arms of the scintillator-triggered setup. Themodel and
themeasurement follow each other remarkably well, whichmeans that even though
theremight be differences in the sensitivity as a function of frequency, the directional
sensitivity is describedwell by the simulated antenna pattern.
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Figure 6.19: Spectral amplitude averaged over all frequencies of both the radio sky
model propagated through the antenna pattern and the radio sky as re-
ceived by the scintillator-triggered setup as a function of lst after a cor-
rection for the constant gain offset and the electronic noise. The shaded
areas indicate the standard errors of the average values.
It is also possible to look at the deviations in the simulated antenna pattern as a func-
tion of frequency. For this, we have divided theUreceived spectra by theUmodel spectra
in each lst bin, and then averaged each 1MHz spectrumbin over all lst bins. The re-
sulting average deviations in both experimental setups are plotted in figure 6.20. If the
simulatedantennapatternwouldhaveperfectlydescribed theactual antennaresponse,
the ratiowould be unity over thewhole frequency range. The response pattern of the
sorth-south antenna arm is reasonably well described by the antenna simulations, at
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least until∼72MHz. However, the response pattern of the east-west antenna armhas
a large enhancement in the 55MHz– 70MHz range, whichmight have the same origin
as the enhancements that are visible in the calibrationmeasurements (figure 6.12) and
the air shower spectra (figure 6.13). The global features are similar in both experimen-
tal setups, and the variation between the deviationsmight be the result of differences
between themeasured and actual frequency response of the analog chains of the two
experimental setups.
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Figure 6.20: Average deviations of the received radio sky in both experimental setups
with respect to themodeled radio skywith the incorporation of the sim-
ulated antenna response pattern. Themeasured radio sky has been cor-
rected by the constant gain offsetC0 and by an estimate of the electronic
noise to recover the received signal. The shaded areas indicate one stan-
dard deviation.
The average deviations can be interpreted as calibration constants that need to be in-
versely applied to the data before the electric field is reconstructedwith the simulated
antenna response pattern. Because they were calculated withmeasured spectra that
havebeencorrected for theanalogchainbetweenthedigitizerandtheoutput terminals
of the lna, the constants are applied to all stations with Butterfly antennas. The cali-
bration constants are integrated in theOffline framework by simplymultiplying them
with the relative calibration constants calculated in the previous section. This way,
the absolute and relative calibration can both be applied by the RdChannelGalactic-
BackgroundCalibrator.
6.3 Suppression of narrowband RFI in the time domain
As previouslymentioned in section 5.1.1, several sources of narrowband rfi influence
the data recorded at aera. Removing the contribution of these noise sources from the
data is an important task, especially in physics analyseswhere the frequency spectrum
is concerned. Several different techniques have been developed in the past to remove
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the influences of these sources from the data. Most of them utilize the frequency do-
main. One of the simplest methods is to set all frequency bins which are influenced
by narrowband transmitters to zero. Thiswill naturally remove all information of this
frequency bin, including physically relevant information. Themedian filter is a similar
method, but this sets the amplitude of the affected frequency bin to the average of the
surrounding frequency bins. Although this recovers to a certain extent the amplitude
of the frequencybin, thephaseof the frequencybinwill remainunchangedandasmuch
affected by the narrowband transmitter as before. In addition, both of thesemethods
do not address the problem of spectral leakage, which occurs when the frequency of
the narrowband transmitter is not exactly in the center of a frequency bin in a discrete
Fourier transform, as is illustrated in figure 6.21. This makes it very hard to precisely
remove the influence of narrowbandnoise using the frequency domain, asmany bins
surrounding the transmitter frequencymight be affected.
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Figure 6.21: Exampleofspectral leakageatasamplingfrequencyof8Hz. Thesinewave
at the top has a frequency exactly in the center of a frequency bin, while
the bottom sinewave has a frequencywhich is off-center to the frequency
bin. The bottom frequency shows excessive leakage.
Aswasfirstdemonstrated in[61], theproblemofthephase informationandthespectral
leakage can be tackled by suppressing rfi in the time domain instead.
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6.3.1 Method
The contribution of rfi with a constant frequency ν to the time trace has the form of
pure sinewaves:
f (t) = A ⋅ sin(2πνt + ϕ), (6.12)
with A as amplitude and ϕ the phase of the wave. We can fit these sine waves to the
time traces, and then subtract them. In order to do so we have to know approximate
frequencies of the narrowband sources, aswell as an estimation of their amplitude.
6.3.2 Dynamic RFI identification and parameter estimation
Although the beacon frequencies are exactly known, there is also other narrowband
rfi which we will try to suppress using this method. To find start values for the fit
we dynamically identify narrowband noise using the frequency spectrum. In the fre-
quency spectrum, the amplitudes of ordinary instrumental noise approximately follow
aRayleigh distribution, which has the following probability density function:
f (x) =
x
σ2
exp
(
−x2
2σ2 )
, (6.13)
where σ is the scale parameter, equal to the mode of the distribution. Any frequency
binswhich deviate significantly from this distribution are probably affected by narrow-
bandnoise, as is illustrated in figure 6.22,where the amplitudes in two frequencybands
are plotted. One of the bands is clean of known rfi, while in the other two beacon fre-
quencies are located. The bins located at the beacon frequencies clearly deviate from
theRayleigh distribution. Because the average amplitude of the frequency spectrum is
not constant over thewhole frequency range (see for instance the slope of the spectra
in figure 6.3), the Rayleigh distribution is only a good approximation of the true shape
within small spectral bands of a fewMHz.
By estimating the shape of the distribution we can determine an amplitude thresh-
old abovewhich bins are likely to be influenced by narrowband transmission. For the
Rayleighdistribution, the scale parameterσ is estimatedusing itsmaximum likelihood:
σ ≈
√
1
2N
N
∑
i=1
x2i , (6.14)
in whichN is the total number of samples xi . The estimation corresponds almost ex-
actly to thepeakof thedistribution in the clean frequencybandof figure 6.22(a). In the
contaminated band of figure 6.22(b) it is however slightly overestimated. Using the
scale parameterwe calculate the cumulative distribution functionF(x) to set a thresh-
old at a certain fraction:
F(x) = 1 − exp
(
−x2
2σ2 )
. (6.15)
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Figure 6.22: Rayleigh distribution of the amplitudes in the frequency spectrum in two
spectral bands,with theassociated scaleparameter estimations andnoise
thresholds. The distributions contains the north-south channel of all ac-
tive stations from 100periodically triggered events from 17October 2014
(run 556).
Tomake the probability of a bin crossing the threshold similar for any number of sam-
pled frequencybins,wedetermine this fractionasa functionof the totalnumberofbins
N:
F(x) < D
1
N , (6.16)
where we have determined D = 0.90 as a good discriminator. The resulting thresh-
olds are indicated in figure 6.22. In figure 6.22(a) all the noise is contained, while in
figure 6.22(b) a significant amount of bins affected by the beacon cross the threshold.
We select all frequencybinswhichhave amplitudes that cross the threshold as possible
narrowband source frequencies. This is done using a slidingwindowof 100 bins in the
frequency spectrum to negate the effect of the changing noise level over the full fre-
quency range. If several bins in a row are selected, we only use the binwith the highest
amplitude. This is because they are probably all caused by the same transmitter, which
is eitherwider than a single frequency or has significant spectral leakage. As start value
for the frequency ν of the fit we use the center of the selected frequency bin, and as
rangewe take the size of one complete frequency bin around it. The amplitudeA of the
sine wave is estimated from the amplitude in the frequency spectrumM. Depending
on the amount of spectral leakage the amplitude of the sinewave is:
2M
N
≤ A ≤
πM
N
, (6.17)
whereN is the total number of frequency bins. As start value for the amplitudewe use
theminimum amplitude, and as upper limit the amplitude resulting frommaximum
spectral leakage. We take themodal noise levelσ/N as the lower limit for the amplitude.
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After performing the fit, only sinewaveswith a fitted amplitude higher than the thresh-
old are subtracted from the time trace. The phaseϕ of the sinewave is also estimated
from the Fourier transform, butwill be unbounded in the fit.
6.3.3 Results
A comparison between average spectrawith andwithout subtraction of the fitted sine
waves is displayed in figure 6.23. Because the beacon is located almost exactly duewest
from the array, the four beacon frequencies aremostly visible in the north-south chan-
nel. They are clearly reduced to below the standard deviation of the noise. Other nar-
rowband emitters are also strongly reduced in both channels, but not all to the same
level as the beacon. This ismost likely because they are not as narrow in frequency as
the beacon, so only themain component is removed, such as the carrier frequency in
the case of an fm transmitter.
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(a)North-south, before sinewave fit.
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(b)North-south, after sinewave subtraction.
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(c)East-west, before sinewave fit.
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(d)East-west, after sinewave subtraction.
Figure 6.23: Average spectra with and without subtraction of fitted sine waves. The
shaded bands indicate one standard deviation of the average values, and
the average noise threshold is shown as a dashed line. All active sta-
tions fromthescintillator-triggeredsetup from 100periodically triggered
events from 17October 2014 (run 556)were used.
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6.3.4 Integration into the software framework
A module to apply the rfi-suppression in the time domain has been created for the
Offline framework: the RdChannelSineWaveSuppressor. Themodule dynamically
identifies narrowband rfi in the frequency domain and fits sinewaves in the time do-
main using the Minuitminimization program [115]. Configurable options of themod-
ule includethesizeof theslidingwindowinwhichthemodeof theRayleighdistribution
is estimated and the value forD to calculate the noise threshold.
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Results: Measuring shower development
with AERA
I n this chapter we will analyze the spectral index of radio pulses and estimatefrom them the depth of showermaximumXmax. First, wewill determine the spec-
tral index from the pulse spectrumand estimate its uncertainties. Wewill then recon-
structXmax using the parameterization of the spectral index derived in chapter 3, and
compare it to measurements of Xmax made by the fluorescence detector. After this
cross-check, wewill calculate the average depth of showermaximumas a function of
cosmic ray energy, fromwhichwe can infer cosmic ray composition.
7.1 The spectral index in AERA data
7.1.1 Extraction of the pulse spectrum
Beforewe are able to study the radio pulse spectrum,wemust reconstruct the electric
field of the events that have survived all of the selection steps discussed in chapter 5.
Whileweperformthereconstruction,weapply thecalibrationandcleaningprocedures
as described in chapter 6. An overview of all the steps we take to reconstruct the full
three-dimensional electric field fromtherawadc tracesof theselectedevents is shown
in figure 7.1. This figure also serves as a roadmap for the analysis described in this chap-
ter, going from the electric field all the way to the estimation of the depth of shower
maximumXmax.
The next step is to rotate the electric field from theCartesian coordinate system to the
coordinate system in the shower reference frame along the v, v × B and v × (v × B)
directions, similar to our simulation study of chapter 3. For this, we need the direction
of the geomagnetic fieldB at the aera site at the timeof the event. Severalmodels exist
to calculate the geomagnetic field as a function of position around the globe and time.
We use the igrf-12 model [116] to calculate the field at the aera site. The direction
of the calculated field as a function of time is plotted in figure 7.2. The uncertainty of
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selected adc traces (chapter 5)
adc to voltage
rfi cleaning (chapter 6)
incorporate channel response
calibration (chapter 6)
electric field reconstructionsd infill reconstruction
rotation to (v, v × B, v × (v × B)) igrf-12
noise correction
spectral index fit
estimation ofDmax
parameterization
(chapter 3)
atmospheremodel estimation ofXmax
Figure 7.1: Reconstruction chain from selected radio traces to the estimation of depth
of showermaximumXmax. The analysis steps from the electric field recon-
struction onward are described in this chapter. The shower geometry from
sd isusedas input toreconstruct thethree-dimensionalelectric field, rotate
the field in the shower reference frame and estimate the position of shower
maximumwhen applying the parameterization of the spectral index.
the orientation of the magnetic field as quoted from the model guidelines is negligi-
ble compared to the uncertainties in the shower geometry, as we shall see in the next
section.
After the coordinate transformationwe determine the pulse time in the v × B compo-
nent of the electric field, and extract the signal pulse in awindowof 400 ns around the
peak value of theHilbert envelope, aswas discussed in section 5.4.3. We then calculate
the amplitude spectrumof all three components of the electric field in thiswindowby
performingadiscreteFourier transform. Fromthesamerotatedtimetraces,weextract
asmany noise traces aswe canwith the same 400 ns length outside the signal window.
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Figure 7.2:Geomagnetic field orientation as a function of time at the aera site as ap-
proximated by the igrf-12model. Uncertainties are 0.008° for the zenith
angle (inclination) and 0.016° for the azimuth (declination).
Weuse these to calculate average noise spectra in all three components. The resulting
spectrawill have frequency binswith awidth of 2.5MHz.
A limited noise correction can be performed on the individual frequency bins of the
spectrumusing the average noise spectrum, as was demonstrated in [61]. Because of
the random phase of the noise contribution to each frequency bin of the signal spec-
trum, it is difficult to estimate the true signal amplitude at a certain frequency. Fol-
lowing the prescription in [61], an estimation of the signal amplitude can bemade by
assuming a vectorial sumof the signal andnoise contributions and integrating over the
expected phase difference between the true signal and the noise backgroundϕ. Using
the amplitudes of the signal spectrum Sm and the noise spectrum Sn, we can calculate
a corrected signal Scor:
|Scor(ν)| =
1
2π ∫
2π
0
√Sm(ν)2 − (Sn(ν) sinϕ)2 dϕ, (7.1)
where ν is the central frequency in the spectrumbin. The amplitudes of the frequency
bins in the average noise spectrum will furthermore be used as uncertainties of the
signal spectrum, whichwill serve toweigh the data points whenwe perform the fit of
the spectral index. An example of a calibrated signal spectrumwith uncertainties and
associated average noise spectrumcan be seen in figure 7.3.
7.1.2 The spectral index and its uncertainties
Todetermine the spectral index bof the pulsewe fit equation (3.2) to the corrected am-
plitudespectra in therange from41MHzto79MHz. This is thecleanrange inwhichwe
have been able to calibrate our stations, andwhich is reasonably free fromnarrowband
noise sources.
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Figure 7.3: Example of calibrated signal spectra (solid markers) with average noise
spectra (openmarkers) of the two components of the reconstructed elec-
tric field. Theuncertainties of the signal spectrumamplitudes are obtained
from the average noise spectrum, and the uncertainties of the noise spec-
tra are obtained from the rms of the average noise amplitudes. The cor-
rected signal amplitudes Scor are drawn in brown, and a fit of equation (3.2)
is shown as a dashed line.
Noise background
The level of the noise background will have an influence on the frequency spectrum
of the measured electric field. This results directly from the fact that the measured
spectrum is a superposition of noise and signal. As an example, it is easy to imagine a
high poweredwhite noise spectrum, whichwill result in a flattening of themeasured
spectrumwhen it is addedtoasignal, andthusbringing thespectral indexcloser tozero.
Additionally, noise is further amplifiedwhenwe calculate the three-dimensional elec-
tric field from the twomeasured polarizations. This is an intrinsic property of the field
recovery method, as was demonstrated in section 4.3.4. To estimate the effect of the
noise backgroundwe first quantify the amountof noise bymeansof the signal-to-noise
ratio, wherewewill use the integrated definition of equation (4.5), and use the average
noise spectrum to calculate the noise level. This definition ismore independent of the
pulse shape than the SNRdefinitions that rely on the peak amplitude of the pulse. The
distribution of the SNRof all selected events is displayed in figure 7.4.
In section 4.3.4, we used a toyMonte Carlomodel to show that the uncertainty of the
spectral index is reasonably constant as a function of arrival direction, as long as the
zenith angle θ is smaller than 60°. Weuse the samemodel here to determine the influ-
ence of the noise level on the spectral index, and to estimate the effects on the uncer-
tainty. We again compare the real spectral index breal before the addition ofGaussian
white noise and the applicationof the antennamodelwith the spectral indexmeasured
afterwards, bmeasured. This time, we express the difference as a function of the SNR,
determined after the electric field reconstruction. The average value and standard de-
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of the SNR as defined by equation (4.5) of all selected events,
disregardingweather conditions.
viation of the difference breal − bmeasured calculated using 5 million pulses generated
with randomarrival directions of θ < 60° are displayed in figure 7.5. The calculated av-
erage differences as a function of SNRwill be used to correct the fitted spectral indices
of the data. The obtained standard deviationswill be used to assign an uncertainty to
the spectral index based on the SNR.
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Figure 7.5: Average difference between the real spectral index breal and themeasured
spectral index bmeasured after the addition of Gaussian white noise and ap-
plication of the antennamodel as a function of SNR. The shaded band indi-
catesonestandarddeviationoftheaverage in(a). Aclose-upofthestandard
deviation is provided in (b).
SD reconstruction uncertainty
Theuncertaintyof the reconstructed shower arrival directionandcore impact location
have a direct influence on the knowledge of the station distance to the shower axis d.
Aswe know fromchapter 3, this is one of themain dependencies of the parameterized
spectral index. With the covariancematrix cov(i, j) of the core location reconstruction
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provided by the sd lateral distribution fit we can propagate the uncertainty of the core
impact location to the uncertainty of the distance to the shower axis σd,core:
σ2d,core =
1
d2 [
d21 ⋅ cov(d1, d1) + d
2
2 ⋅ cov(d2, d2) + 2d1d2 ⋅ cov(d1, d2)] , (7.2)
where d1 and d2 are two vector components perpendicular to the direction of move-
mentof the showerv that define the vector fromthe stationposition to the shower axis
with length d, in such away that d2 = d21 + d
2
2 . The distribution of the uncertainties of
the distance to the shower axis of all selected events is plotted in figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: The uncertainty of the distance from the station to the shower axis for all
selected events, calculated once by using only the core uncertainty with
equation (7.2), and once as the quadratic addition of the core and axis un-
certainties via equation (7.4).
The reconstructed arrival direction of the shower also has an uncertainty, but this is
not explicitly included in the standard sd reconstruction because it is usually small
compared to the core uncertainty. UsingGaussian error propagation, we can estimate
the influenceof theuncertainty of the shower axisσθ on theuncertainty of thedistance
froma radio station to the shower axis:
σd,axis ≈
|dv|σθ
cos2 θ
, (7.3)
whereθ is the zenith angleof the shower anddv thedistance along the shower axis from
the core impact point to thepointwhere aplane shower frontwould intersect the radio
station position, as is illustrated in figure 7.7. The upper limit on the uncertainty of the
shower axis direction is 2° [117]. Given that the typical distance to the shower axis d in
ourdata set is150m,and themost commonzenithangleθ is45°, thiswould result inan
uncertainty of less than about 10mof the distance to the shower axis, which is indeed
small compared to the uncertainties propagated from the core location. Although the
uncertainty of the reconstructed sd axis and core impact location are not independent,
we canmake a conservative estimation of the total uncertainty of the distance to the
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shower axis σd by adding themquadratically as:
σd = √σ
2
d,core + σ
2
d,axis. (7.4)
The resulting distribution of the total uncertainty of the station distance to the shower
axis is also plotted in figure 7.6, wherewe have used the upper limit of σθ = 2°.
v
d
core
zenith
θ
Xmax
Dmax
dv
Figure 7.7: Reconstructed shower geometry and relative position of the radio station.
The distance to the shower axis d is the shortest distance from the station
position to the shower axis v, running perpendicular to it. The distance
from this intersection toXmax isDmax, and the distance from the intersec-
tion to the shower core is dv.
The uncertainty of the shower arrival direction (i.e. the direction the v vector is point-
ing) also has an influence on thewaywe perform the coordinate transformation to the
showerreference frame. Anerroneousaxisdirectionmight result in themixingofother
components into the v × B component, in which we are interested. The potential in-
fluence of this mixing on the spectral index is determined by the relative strength of
the emission in the v × B and the v × (v × B) components of the field and their spectral
indices. If we follow equations (3.8), (5.4) and (5.5), we find that the relative strength
of the emission is a function of geomagnetic angle α and the observer angleΦobs with
uncertainty σΦ.
The uncertainty of the observer angle, given byΦobs = arctan(d2/d1), is propagated
from the uncertainty of the two vector components perpendicular to the shower axis,
aswas done in equation (7.2):
σ2Φ = (
1 +
(
d2
d1)
2
)
−2
[
d22
d41
cov(d1, d1) +
1
d21
cov(d2, d2) −
d2
d31
cov(d1, d2)]
, (7.5)
where the covariancematrix is again provided by the sd lateral distribution fit. Wene-
glect the influence of the uncertainty of the shower axis here, because even in ourmost
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conservative estimation it only has a small effect. The distribution of the uncertainty
of the observer angle in our selected data set is displayed in figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: Uncertaintyof theobserverangle in theselecteddata set, as calculatedwith
equation (7.5). Left: average uncertainty as a function of distance to the
shower axis d (shaded bands indicate one standard deviation), right: total
distribution.
We can now go back to our toy Monte Carlo, and modify it in such a way that it can
simulate contamination of the v × B component by the v × (v × B) component, and
estimate the uncertainty of the spectral index as a function of α,Φobs and σΦ. This is
done by randomly drawing pulses from a set of 200 events simulated atΦobs = 90°
and 100m ≤ d ≤ 400m in the non-discrete simulation set described in section 3.3.2.
Because of this selection of the observer angle, each pulse contains a geomagnetic and
charge-excess component that are perpendicular and can be separated. This ensures
thatwemix pulseswith realistic values for the spectral indices in the two electric field
contributions. We then assign a random arrival direction with zenith angle θ < 60°
anda randomobserver angleΦobs. Wealso select a randomuncertainty of theobserver
angle σΦ between 0° and 10°, because this is the likely value in our region of interest of
100m ≤ d ≤ 400m, as can be seen in figure 7.8.
The next step is to compose the v × B and v × (v × B) components and their relative
powerwith the selected geomagnetic and charge-excess pulses as theywould bemea-
sured by an observer, based on the arrival direction, the associated geomagnetic angle
and observer angle using equations (3.8), (5.4) and (5.5). The pulse is then propagated
through the simulated antennamodel to get the two-component voltage, afterwhich a
randomvariation is added to the shower axis direction using a two-dimensional Gaus-
sianwith σ = 2°. Likewise, a random variation is added to the observer angle using a
Gaussianwith awidth of σΦ. After this, we apply the inverse of the antennamodel to re-
cover the three-dimensional field again, andwe calculate the spectral index of the field
in the v × B component of the field, bmeasured, whichwe can comparewith the spectral
index of the original pulse, breal.
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In similar fashion towhatwe did for the noise level, we now estimate the uncertainty
of the spectral index as a function of the three parameters by using the standard devia-
tion of the average difference between bmeasured and breal. Twoprojections of the final
distribution after generating 100 million pulses with the Monte Carlo are displayed
in figure 7.9. The deviations are the largest at observer angleswhere the two emission
contributions are perpendicular. This is because at these angles the relative power of
the pulse in the v × (v × B) component is the largest, andwill therefore influence the
v × B component themostwhen there ismixing. Using the same logic, we deduce that
for small geomagnetic angles the relative power in the v × (v × B) is the largest, and
will therefore also produce a large uncertainty. This can also beobserved in the plots of
figure 7.9. The uncertainty of the observer angle hardly has any influence on the spec-
tral index for the rangewe have selected. Wewill therefore assign uncertainties to the
spectral indices resulting fromuncertainties in the sd reconstructiononlyasa function
ofα andΦobs, and derive these from theMonteCarlo.
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Figure 7.9: Projections of the standard deviations of the average difference between
real andmeasured spectral indices produced by our toyMonte Carlo as a
result ofmixing between the two electric field components. Left: observer
angleΦobs versus its uncertainty σΦ; right: observer angle versus geomag-
netic angleα.
The contributions to theuncertainty fromthenoisebackgroundand the sd reconstruc-
tion are assumed to be independent, so the total uncertainty of the spectral index b is
calculated by the quadratic addition of the two.
7.2 Dependence of the spectral index on showerdevelopment
In this section, we use the rd-fd data set described in section 5.4.5 to test the parame-
terizationof thespectral indexasa functionof showerdevelopment–whichwederived
in chapter 3. First, we examine the general dependencies of themeasured spectral in-
dex. In particular, we investigate its relationwith the distance to the shower axis d and
the geometrical distance to showermaximumDmax. We thenuse the parameterization
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of thedependenciesof the spectral index to reconstruct thedepthof showermaximum
on an event-by-event basis and compare thesewith fdmeasurements. Finally, we use
the measurements of the depth of shower maximum in a subset of the selected data
set fromchapter 5 to calculate the average depth of showermaximumas a function of
energy.
7.2.1 Measurements of the spectral index
The spectral indices of all events in the rd-fd data set are plotted in figure 7.10. The
data is divided into six bins of distance to shower axis d of 50m each. The geometri-
cal distance from the station to showermaximumDmax and its uncertainty are derived
from the atmospheric depth of showermaximum as reconstructed from the fdmea-
surements using average monthly atmospheric density profiles. In each plot, the pa-
rameterization of the spectral index of a purely geomagnetic signal at the center of the
distance bin as a function ofDmax is indicated by a solid line. The parameterizations of
the spectral index at the edges of the distance bin for extreme values of the observer
angle (Φobs = 180° at the lower edge andΦobs = 0° at the upper edge) aremarked by
dashed lines to indicate the full range of the parameterized spectral index. Consider-
able spreadcanbeobserved in themeasured indices, but themajorityof thedatapoints
are in agreementwith the region defined by the parameterizationwithin one standard
deviation.
Average profile histogramsof the four distance bins inwhichwehave a large number of
events are visible in figure 7.11. The average spectral index is calculated in bins of 1 km
ofDmax. The averagemeasured spectral index is compatiblewith theparameterization,
indicated again by solid and dashed lines, especiallywhen there is a significant number
ofmeasured values in a bin. Because of the constructive interference of geomagnetic
and charge-excess emission atΦobs = 0°, signalsmeasured at this observer angle are
more likely to exceed the SNR-cut. Therefore, themeasurements in this plot are biased
towards this observer angle, which results in a lower average spectral index.
7.2.2 Event-by-event reconstruction of shower maximum
Unfortunately, the number of events in the rd-fd data set is not sufficient to performa
fulldata-drivenanalysisalongthe linesof thesimulationstudyofchapter 3 toderive the
dependencies of the spectral index. Instead, we rely on the parameterization derived
from simulations for the extraction of information on the depth of showermaximum
from the radio signal.
Inordertofindthebest fittingvalueofthegeometricaldistancefromtheshowercoreto
showermaximumDmax, core, weminimize the following function for events consisting
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Figure 7.10: Dependence of themeasured spectral index b on the distance to shower
maximum Dmax as determined by the fd for different bins of the dis-
tance to the shower axis d. The lines indicate the predicted spectral index
based on the parameterization at the bin center (solid) and the bin edges
(dashed). Regions inwhich the parameterization is not valid as calculated
for the center of the bin are indicatedwith hatches.
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Figure 7.11: Average spectral index in bins of 1 kmofDmax for several bins of distance
to shower axis d. The error bars indicate one standard deviation of the
average in each bin. The data points without error bars contain only one
measurement and the uncertainty could not be estimated. The lines and
hatched regions have the samemeaning as in figure 7.10.
of a total of n stationswith ameasurement of the spectral index:
χ2 =
n
∑
i=0
(
bmodel,i(Dmax,i(Dmax, core)) − bmeasured,i
σb,i )
2
, (7.6)
where bmeasured,i and σb,i are themeasured spectral index at station i and its assigned
uncertainty. Fromequation (3.6) and the parameterized dependencies in chapter 3we
calculate the parameterized spectral index bmodel,i as a function of the distance from
the station to shower maximum Dmax,i and find the best fitting value. The distances
of each station to showermaximumwithin an event are coupled via the shower geom-
etry and the only free parameter of the fit: the geometrical distance measured from
the shower core to showermaximumDmax, core. We derive the distance to the shower
axis and observer angle for each station from the sd infill reconstruction of the shower
geometry.
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To calculate a first estimate of the distance to showermaximumweonly use the zenith
angle of each shower and the averageXmax value of 700 g cm
−2, whichwe convert to a
geometricaldistanceusingthemonthlyaverageatmosphericdensityprofiles. Asfitting
range we use the full valid range of the parameterization, which is between 0 km and
14 km.
Stations forwhich the lower uncertainty limit bmeasured,i − σb,i is larger than themaxi-
mumvalue of the parameterized spectral index at its distance from the shower axis d
for any value ofDmax andΦobs will be rejected from the fit. An iterative fit procedure
makes sure stations are excludedwhen their fit result ofDmax places themoutside the
region of validity of the parameterization as defined by table 3.1. The fit is redone until
all remaining stations arewithin the valid regionoruntil there arenomore stations left,
when the fit is considered tohave failed. Fitswill also be rejectedwhen they donot con-
verge and the parameters are set to the fit range boundaries, whichmay happenwhen
for instance themeasured spectrumhas a strong positive index. Afterwards, the fitted
value ofDmax is converted to an atmospheric depth using themonthly density profiles
to get the depth of showermaximumXmax. Two examples of eventswith just a single
station that has survived the selection criteriawithin the valid range of the parameter-
ization are plotted in figure 7.12. The plots contain themeasured spectral index with
its uncertainty, and the value predicted by the parameterizationwhen the distance to
showermaximum from the fdmeasurement,Dmax, FD, is used.
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Figure 7.12: Two examples of events containing one station that survived the selec-
tion procedure. The measured spectral index is plotted in black, and is
compared with the parameterized spectral index as calculated from the
value ofXmax measured by fd (with the colored bands indicating the un-
certainty) and the best fit of the parameterization to themeasured index
(rd). These were calculated using the observer angle as measured from
sd over awide range of distance to the shower axis d to show their depen-
dence. The regions of d in which the parameterization is invalid for the
fitted value ofDmax, RD, measured from the shower core impact location,
aremarkedwith hatches.
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These plots demonstrate that a reconstruction of showermaximumusing a single sta-
tion is possible, but due to the large uncertainty of the measurement of the spectral
index the uncertainty of the depth of showermaximum is accordingly large. This un-
certainty is decreased if we perform the fit for eventswithmore than just one station.
Two examples of eventswhere equation (7.6) isminimized for n ≥ 2 stations are plot-
ted in figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13: Two examples of events containingmultiple stations that survived the se-
lection procedure. For each station, the spectral index as predicted from
theparameterizationusing the fdmeasurement ofXmax and the best fit of
the combined rd event are drawn.
7.2.3 Comparison with fluorescence measurements
Of the 146 selected signal stations in the rd-fd data set, 94 stations can successfully
be used to reconstructXmax with the parameterization of the spectral index. The failed
reconstructions not only include single station events which fall outside the valid re-
gionof theparameterizationor forwhich the fit doesnot converge, but alsoeventswith
multiple stations inwhich stations are removed during the iterative fitting procedure.
A total of 18 eventswithmore than one signal station have a successful reconstruction
of showermaximumusing the parameterization of the spectral index. A comparison
between the distance to showermaximumDmax, RD as it is reconstructed from the fit
of the parameterization of the spectral index and the value derived from the fdmea-
surement,Dmax, FD, is plotted in figure 7.14. Bothgeometrical distanceswerecalculated
relative to the shower core impact location.
ThePearson correlation coefficient (r) is calculated for the full data set, aswell as for the
subset of eventswithmore than one signal station that could be used for the fit. As ex-
pected, theuncertaintiesof the fittedvaluesofDmax, RD aresmaller for themulti-station
events. The correlation coefficient is also considerably higher for the multi-station
subset. Becauseof the strong correlationbetween the zenith angle and the geometrical
distance to showermaximum, it is better to compare the reconstructed values of depth
of showermaximum, as is done in figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.14:Geometrical distance of the shower core to showermaximum (Dmax) as
measured by fd and from a fit of the parameterization of the spectral in-
dex (rd). A distinction ismade between all events and events forwhich a
combined fit ofmultiple signal stations (n ≥ 2) is performed.
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Figure 7.15: Comparison betweenXmax measured by the fd and the best fit of the pa-
rameterization of the spectral index (rd). The shaded bandmarks the the-
oreticaluncertaintyof theparameterizationof71 g cm−2 for single station
events. The plot contains the same events as figure 7.14, with again the dis-
tinction between events with single stations and events for which a com-
bined fit could be performed.
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The distributions of the difference between the reconstruction from the fdmeasure-
ment and the fit of the parameterization of the spectral index to determine the depth
of showermaximumare plotted in figure 7.16. From the rms of these distributionswe
can estimate the precision of ourmethod compared to fd. For all events, the vastma-
jority containing just one radio signal, the position ofXmax can be determined with a
precision of 2.6 km relative to the fdmeasurement, which corresponds for this ensem-
ble of events to an atmospheric depth of 168 g cm−2. This is reduced to a resolution of
Xmax of 138 g cm
−2 if only eventswithmore than one signal station are included. This
resolution is considerably lower than the theoretical limit of 71 g cm−2 for single sta-
tions determined in chapter 3, but this was determinedwithout the addition of noise
andwith a fully determined three-dimensional electric field.
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Figure 7.16: Distributions of the difference between the fdmeasurement and the fit
of the parameterization of the spectral index (rd), for the geometrical dis-
tance to showermaximumDmax (left) and atmospheric depth of shower
maximumXmax (right).
To test the reconstructionmethod and the estimation of the uncertaintieswe create a
pull distributionof our results. ThepullΔXmax of each reconstructed event is calculated
using:
ΔXmax =
Xmax, RD − Xmax, FD
√σ
2
Xmax, RD
+ σ2Xmax, FD
, (7.7)
where σXmax, RD and σXmax, FD are the uncertainties of the fit using the parameterization
of the spectral index and the uncertainty of the fdmeasurement of showermaximum
respectively. Thedistributionof thepullofall events isplotted in figure 7.17, includinga
Gaussian fit of thedistributionof all events including thosewithonlyonesignal station.
According to themean of theGaussian fit, there is a slight bias towards overestimation
of the depth of showermaximumwith the fit of the parameterization of the spectral
index. The standard deviation of theGaussian fit is close to unity, fromwhichwe can
conclude that the uncertainties have been estimated reasonablywell.
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Figure 7.17: Pull distribution of the reconstruction of showermaximum from a fit of
the parameterization in comparison with the value measured by fd. A
Gaussian fit of the distribution of all events is drawn.
7.2.4 Average depth of shower maximum in AERA data
In the previous section we cross-checked the results from the event-by-event recon-
structionofshowermaximumusingtheparameterizationof thespectral indexwiththe
fdmeasurements ofXmax. Nowwewillmove on to calculate the depth of showermax-
imum for our full selected data set, whichwas described in chapter 5. Thiswill enable
us to perform ameasurement of the average cosmic ray composition as a function of
energy in the energy range of aera, just aswas described for the baseline Auger data in
section 2.2.3. Theadvantageofusing the full selecteddata set as compared to the rd-fd
data set is thatwe have amuch higher number of events. This is especially relevant for
eventswithmany stations, which provide a reconstruction of showermaximumwith
highprecision. Severalexamplesof these largeeventsaredisplayedinfigure 7.18. When
compared to the events in figures 7.12 and 7.13, the uncertainty ofXmax is considerably
lower.
Selection of high quality data
To investigate the average depth of showermaximumweneed a high-quality and bias-
free subset of the data. In figure 7.19, the average uncertainty of the geometrical dis-
tance to shower maximum (Dmax) as well as the atmospheric depth of shower maxi-
mum(Xmax) is plotted as a functionof the final number of stations used in the fit of the
parameterization of the spectral index, n. All selected eventswere used to create this
plot, excluding events recorded during thunderstorm conditions and events forwhich
the fit of the parameterization is considered a failure based on the criteria specified in
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Figure 7.18: Severalexamplesofeventswithmorethanfivestationsbutnofdmeasure-
ment, with a fit of the parameterization of the spectral index. The hatches
and lines have the samemeaning as in figure 7.12.
section 7.2.2. In the case ofXmax, the uncertainty is asymmetric because of the variable
density in the atmosphere, so the average between the lower and upper uncertainty
bounds is taken. This plot supports the notion that the uncertainty decreases as the
number of stations per event in the reconstruction increases. At n ≥ 4 the uncertainty
on thepositionof showermaximumstabilizes and is less than1 km. Therefore,weonly
use eventswithmore than three stations in our analysis.
The selection criterion on the station number n reduces the data set to 200 events. We
canfurther improvethequalityof thedatasetbytakingthe fitquality intoaccount. This
is quantified by the minimum value of χ2 from equation (7.6) divided by the number
of degrees of freedom, which in our case is n − 1. The distribution of this value for
the 200 remaining events is plotted in figure 7.20, which also includes a fit of a pure χ2
probability density function. To prevent the inclusion of events which have a low fit
quality, we only use events forwhich χ2/(n − 1) < 10.0.
A bias in the average depth of shower maximum is introduced by the zenith angle of
the shower. An inclined showerwill have traversedmore atmosphere, and the average
atmospheric depth of showermaximumwill therefore be biased towards higher values.
At the same time, vertical showerswill have traversed less atmosphere, and the average
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Figure 7.19: Averageuncertaintyof thegeometricaldistancetoshowermaximumDmax
and its atmospheric depth Xmax as a function of the final number of sta-
tions n used in the fit of the parameterization of the spectral index.
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Figure 7.20: Distribution of χ2 of the fit of the parameterization of the spectral index
divided by the number of degrees of freedom, n − 1. A fit of a pure χ2
probability density function is drawnby a solid line. Only data forwhich
χ2/(n − 1) is lower than 10.0will be selected.
will therefore have a bias towards lower depths of showermaximum. This is illustrated
in figure 7.21, where a profile histogramof the average depth of showermaximumas a
function of zenith angle θ is plotted. An increase in the average depth of showermaxi-
mumas a function of zenith angle can be observed in the full range of zenith angles. To
limit the bias, we select only eventswith zenith angles between 28° and 50°.
To study the depth of showermaximumas a function of energywe cluster the events in
10 logarithmic energy bins between 1017 eV and 1019 eV, forwhichwe use the cosmic
ray energy reconstruction of the sd. In each of the bins, the average depth of shower
maximumiscalculated. Onethingweneedto take intoaccount is theefficiencyofaera
in combination with our data selectionmethod as a function of energy, as this might
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Figure 7.21: Average depth of shower maximum Xmax as a function of zenith angle θ.
Thebias is limitedby selecting only eventswith zenith angles between28°
and 50°. The error bars represent the standard error on the average value.
also result in biases. Whenwe consider the energy distribution – also in 10 logarithmic
energy bins – of our selected events in figure 7.22, we notice that it peaks at∼1018 eV.
Thismeans thatbelowthis energy, our samplingof the incomingcosmic rays isnot fully
efficient, andwemeasuremostly upward fluctuations of the real event distribution. In
otherwords,wemeasureonly theshowerswithasignal thatbarelyexceeds theambient
noise level, while a large part of the other showers at these energies produce pulses
which have too lowpower tomake it through our selection criteria.
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Figure 7.22: Distribution of the energy of the data setwehave selected so far. As a com-
parison, thedistributionof theenergyof the initial setofeventswithn ≥ 2
is also plotted.
Apossiblebias in themeasurementof theaveragedepthof showermaximumisdifficult
to investigate in the absence of simulations that incorporate a realistic noise environ-
ment. We can, however, qualitatively study the effect by using the scale parameter A
fromthespectral index fitofequation (3.2),which is relatedtothestrengthof thesignal
pulse. The average value ofA as a function ofDmax in two rings of antennas at different
distanced fromoursimulationstudy isplotted in figure 7.23. Thecharge-excesscompo-
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nent of the radio emission becomesmuch strongerwhen showermaximum is close to
the ground, especially for observers near the shower axis. The strong pulsesmeasured
fromshowerswith lowDmax will dominate the event sets in bins of lowenergies, which
will result in a bias towards higher averageXmax values in these bins. Wewill therefore
not include the energy range below 1017.8 eV in our data set.
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Figure 7.23: The average scale parameter A as a function of Dmax from all showers of
thesimulationstudyofchapter 3. Onlyantennapositionswereusedwhere
the geomagnetic and charge-excess components could be completely sep-
arated.
This last step reduces the data set to a total of 68 events distributed over four energy
bins. An overview of all data selection steps is visible in table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Selected number of events after the application of each selection cut, for the
measurement of the average depth of showermaximum.
n ≥ 4 200
χ2/(n − 1) < 10.0 196
28° < θ < 50° 104
E > 1017.8 eV 68
Ofthe 68selectedevents, 10eventswere recorded inperiodswhentheweather station
was down. We include these events because the chance that a significant number of
them is affected by thunderstorms is small due to our selection cut on the polarization
offset β. The distribution of the depth of shower maximum of the selected events is
plotted in figure 7.24. The distributions of depth of showermaximumXmax in each of
the four energy bins are plotted in figure 7.25.
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Figure 7.24: Distribution of the depth of showermaximumof the final data set.
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Figure 7.25: Distributions of the reconstructed values ofXmax in the four energy bins
that still contain events after all selection steps.
Estimation of systematic uncertainties
Several sourcesof systematic uncertainty of the average valueofXmax canbe identified.
Apossibly important source of systematic uncertainty is the frequencydependent gain
calibration of the antenna. We can estimate the effect on the spectral index by creating
a toyMonteCarlomodel that randomly fluctuates the spectrum according to aGaus-
sian distribution described by the average uncertainties from the calibration (plotted
in figure 6.20(b)) as a function of frequency. The uncertainty is in the order of 5% in
the full frequency range. Weuse theuncertainties fromthecalibrationof theexternally
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triggered setup because the vastmajority of the events in our high quality data set are
from this experimental setup due to our cut on theminimumnumber of stations. For
each of the four energy binswe propagate the average value ofXmax through the atmo-
sphere using the average values of d and θ calculated in the energy bin to get an average
value of the distance to shower maximum. We then use the same average shower ge-
ometry to calculate an average value of the spectral index b in the energy bin. Using
equation (3.2) we convert this spectral index into a spectrumwith arbitrary scale pa-
rameter, whichwemodifywith theMonteCarlo according to the uncertainties of the
calibration and fit the spectral index again. A distribution of the difference δb between
theoriginal spectral index and the indexof themodified spectrumafter generating one
million spectra is plotted in figure 7.26.
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Figure 7.26: Distribution of the difference δb between the original spectral index and
the spectral index of themodified spectrumafter onemillion runs of the
Monte Carlo, calculated for the average spectral index of the energy bin
between 1018.4 eV and 1018.6 eV. AGaussian fit is drawn as a solid line.
We use the standard deviation of a Gaussian fit to this distribution as the systematic
uncertainty of the spectral index resulting from the gain calibration. The uncertainties
of the average spectral index were very similar for all energy bins. Using the average
geometryof the energybin,we thenuse theparameterizationagain andpropagateback
through the atmosphere to recover the uncertainty limits of ⟨Xmax⟩. The systematic
uncertainties resulting fromthegaincalibrationare listed in table 7.2 for all four energy
bins.
Afurtherpotential sourceofsystematicuncertainty is thespectralnoisecorrection. We
estimated the correction for the noise background in section 7.1.2with aMonteCarlo
which assumed a flat noise spectrum. This estimation is only correct if the noise in the
measured data can also be described by a flat spectrum. The distribution of the spec-
tral index of a fit to the spectrumof a 400 ns noise trace from all selected events from
chapter 5 isdisplayed in figure 7.27. Themeanvalueof aGaussian fit to thisdistribution
is−0.05 × 10−2. From thiswe deduce that, even though the galactic noise imprint has
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a distinct spectral shape, this is drowned in randomnoise in individualmeasurements,
which is on averagewell described by a flat spectrum. Themethod of narrowband rfi
suppression – which was described in section 6.3 – was applied to the noise traces to
which the spectral indexwas fitted. Thismeans that thismethod to suppress rfi does
not result in a significant bias in the spectral index either. We conclude therefore that
the severalmethods of noise correction do not contribute substantially to the system-
atic uncertainty of themeasurementof the averagedepthof showermaximum, and the
fluctuations in the noise spectra are small with respect to the statistical uncertainties,
andwe neglect this as a possible source of systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 7.27: Distribution of the spectral index calculated in a 400 ns noise trace for all
selected events. A fit of aGaussian function is drawn as a solid line.
Finally, the parameterizationof the spectral index itself is a source of systematic uncer-
tainty. Only the limitednumberof events in the rd-fd set couldbeused in section 7.2.3
to test theparameterization. It is thereforedifficult todetermine theuncertaintyof the
parameterization from the comparisonwith data. We can instead use the bias inXmax
resulting from the application of the parameterization to the simulations, aswas deter-
mined in section 3.5. Depending on the observer angle and distance to the shower axis,
the bias in the depth of showermaximum is between 10.0 g cm−2 and 20.0 g cm−2 for
reconstructionsusing information fromasingle station, as canbeseen in figure 3.17. As
aconservativeestimate,wewill use20.0 g cm−2 as the systematicuncertainty resulting
from the parameterization of the spectral index.
The two contributions to the systematic uncertainty are independent and are there-
fore added quadratically to obtain the total systematic uncertainty. An overview of all
systematic uncertainties as a function of energy bin is listed in table 7.2.
Average depth of shower maximum
The average value of Xmax as a function of energy is plotted in figure 7.28, where it is
comparedwithmeasurements of showermaximummadeby the fluorescencedetector
(see also figure 2.8). In addition, it is comparedwith the averageXmax as a function of
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Table 7.2:Overview of systematic uncertainties of the average depth of showermaxi-
mumas a function of bin energy in the selected high quality data set.
log
10
[E/eV] 17.9 18.1 18.3 18.5
gain calibration [g cm−2] 4.5 4.2 3.7 3.4
parameterization [g cm−2] 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
total [g cm−2] 20.5 20.4 20.3 20.3
energy produced by three different interaction models for showers with proton and
iron primaries. The statistical uncertainty of the average value can be estimated by
calculating the standard error of the average, and is represented in the plot by the error
bars.
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Figure 7.28: Average depth of shower maximum as function of cosmic ray energy as
measured by aera using the spectral index compared with the fluores-
cence measurements from the Pierre Auger observatory [33]. The error
bars of the aera data points represent the standard error of the average.
The colored band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Predictions of the
depth of showermaximumof iron andprotonprimaries from three differ-
ent interactionmodels are plotted as lines.
The average depth of showermaximumas a function of energy asmeasuredwith aera
using the parameterization of the spectral index of the radio pulse is compatiblewith
themeasurements of the fluorescence detector of the Pierre AugerObservatory. Both
measurements are consistent with a predominantly light cosmic ray composition in
the energy range from 1017.8 eV to 1018.6 eV.
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CHAPTER 8
Discussion and outlook
I n the previous chapter, we used aera data to demonstrate that the spectral in-dex of the radio pulse is sensitive to air shower development. Wehave used a fit of
theparameterizationof thespectral indexderived inchapter 3 to reconstruct thedepth
of showermaximumandcompared the resultswith fdmeasurements. This confirmed
the possibility to perform ameasurement of shower development by using data froma
single radio station, provided that the shower geometry is known.
8.1 Discussion of results
Compared to fdmeasurements, however, the precision of these measurements was
shown tobe low,with a standarddeviationof168 g cm−2. This precisionwas improved
by performing a fit of the parameterization using eventswithmultiple signal stations,
aswas discussed in section 7.2.3. Due to the lownumber of events however, only a very
limited sample ofmulti-station events could be compared to fdmeasurements. By us-
ingmostly eventswith two and three stations,wewere able to improve theprecision to
135 g cm−2. As the average uncertainty of the reconstructed position of showermaxi-
mumplotted in figure 7.19 shows,we canexpect theprecision to reach about60 g cm−2
for eventswith four stations ormore in the current experimental setting.
From the pull distribution of figure 7.17we can deduce that the presented experimen-
talmethod is sound, and that the uncertainties are properly estimated. In addition to
increasing the number ofmeasured signals per event, we should therefore also strive
to decrease themeasurement uncertainties to increase the precision. One important
contribution to themeasurement uncertainties is the uncertainty of the sd shower ge-
ometry. Inparticular theuncertaintyof thecore impact location,which is related to the
station distance to the shower axis, one of the dependencies in the parameterization
of the spectral index. Themedian uncertainty in the distribution of figure 7.6 is 25m, a
distance overwhich the spectral index can change significantly, aswas demonstrated
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in the simulation study and is shown in figure 3.11. Because the radio detectors are dis-
tributed on a denser grid than the sd infill array, using their timing and lateral signal
strength distribution when reconstructing the shower geometry might improve the
precision of the shower core impact locationmeasurement.
More important even is the intrinsic uncertainty introduced by reconstruction of the
three-dimensional electric field fromameasurement in twodimensions in anoisy envi-
ronment. This effectwas demonstrated by a toyMonteCarlo in sections 4.3.4 and 7.1.2.
It will be difficult to overcome this noise contributionwithout adding a third antenna
arm tomeasure all three components of the electric field,whichmeans redesigning the
detector.
By using a subset of 68 events with four ormore signal stations to decrease the influ-
ence of themeasurement uncertainties, wewere able to calculate the average depth of
showermaximum as function of the cosmic ray energy. The average depth of shower
maximum is in agreement withmeasurements from the fd, and is compatible with a
predominantly light composition.
Unfortunately, wewere not able to perform a fully data driven analysis and parameter-
ization of the dependencies of the spectral index of the radio pulse. This would have
produced amethod independent ofmodels, but could alsohavebeenused to verify and
possibly confirm the results acquired from the fullMonteCarlo simulations described
in chapter 3. Wewere, however, severely limited by the small size of the rd-fd coinci-
dentdataset. Thecausesof this smalldatavolumearemanifold. Ontheonehand, there
is the scintillator-triggered setupwhich has a spacing of 375m,which is too sparse to
sample the interesting region of the air shower with high efficiency. This was aggra-
vated because a large fraction of the stations from this experimental setupwas down
at any timewithin our period of data collection, aswas shown in section 5.2.2. On the
other hand, themore densely spaced part of the array, mostly consisting of the exter-
nally triggeredsetup, is locatedtooclosetothefluorescencedetector tocaptureshower
maximumwithin the field of view of the telescopes, as was discussed in section 5.4.5.
This is especially true if theheat telescopes are tilteddownwards,whichwas for exam-
ple the case inNovember 2014. This led to themajority of radio events coincidentwith
a fluorescencemeasurement to be rejected outright based on the fd selection criteria.
8.2 Outlook and recommendations
The parameterization of the spectral index of the radio pulse unveils interesting new
possibilities tostudyair showerproperties throughtheir radioemission. Untilnow, the
frequency content of the radio signal has hardly beenutilized to reconstruct air shower
parameters. Because of its sensitivity to shower geometry, the spectral index can also
be used to reconstruct the shower core and axis in addition to the geometrical distance
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to shower maximum, which was explored in this thesis. Using the spectral index in
this contextwould provide an independentmeasurement of shower geometry, which
is complementary to existing radio techniques using the pulse timing and the lateral
signal power distribution (see also section 2.3.3).
Aswas demonstrated in the study of the lateral distribution of the radio signal power
(see e.g. [64]), the important features in the radio signal of the air shower are located
within the first few hundredmeters from the shower axis. This is no less true for the
spectral index, the features of which flatten off after about 350m, as could be seen in
figure 3.11. Future radioobservatories employing thesemethods should thereforehave
antenna spacings of notmuchmore than 200m to adequately sample this region. To
decrease theuncertaintiesof radiomeasurements ingeneral, efforts shouldbedirected
towardsdesigning andmodeling antennas to accuratelymeasure the electric field in all
three dimensions.
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SUMMARY
W hile reading this summary, youareexposed toa torrentofmicroscopicpar-ticles. This never-ending stream of electrons, neutrinos, muons and many
other particle types is the debris from collisions between cosmic particles and mol-
ecules in the earth’s atmosphere. The cosmic particles are charged atomic nuclei, rang-
ing from light hydrogen nuclei (protons) to heavy iron nuclei. They originate from
faraway astronomical sources, and are what we – for historical reasons – call cosmic
rays.
The cosmic rays that arrive on Earth have an enormous range in energy. There are
eleven orders of magnitude in energy between cosmic rays with the lowest and the
highest energies we can measure. As the energy of the particles goes up, we observe
them less and less frequent. Every square centimeteronEarth is struckmore thanonce
per second by a cosmic ray from the low end of the energy spectrum,while cosmic rays
of the highest energy – about 1020 eV – are so rarewehave towait longer than a century
to be likely tomeasure onewithin one square kilometer.
The existence of these rare highly energetic cosmic particles is shrouded inmystery. It
is not precisely knownhow these particles are accelerated to these huge energies. Be-
cause the charged nuclei are deflected bymagnetic fields of unknownorientation and
strengthduring their journeybetweenthesourceandEarth, it isdifficult to reconstruct
their path andorigin, as is illustrated in figure s1.1. Therefore, the sources and accelera-
tionmechanismsof cosmic rays of the highest energies are as of yet not experimentally
determined. The key to answer these fundamental questions lies in themeasurement
of themass composition of cosmic rays.
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Figure s1.1: The journey of cosmic rays to Earth is shaped by several fundamental and
unanswered questions. Magnetic fields (B⃗) have a stronger influence on
iron nuclei than on protons.
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The key: mass composition
Cosmic rayswith lowmass and charge – like protons – are deflected by a small amount
by the (inter)galacticmagnetic fields. Nuclei with a largermass also have an increased
charge, and aremuchmore influenced bymagnetic fields. It is therefore thought that
if we only consider very highly energetic light cosmic rays, it ismore likely that their ar-
rival direction correspondswith the position of their sources, as is shown in figure s1.1.
Consequently, distinguishing between light and heavy cosmic raysmay lead to better
understanding of their origins. Measuring the rare high-energy cosmic rays and deter-
mining theirmass composition is however no simple undertaking.
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Figure s1.2:Overview of the Pierre Auger Observatory, with particle detectors indi-
cated by gray dots. The air shower is observed by one of the four fluores-
cence telescopes, and is measured by the black particle detectors. The
orange regionmarks the location of aera (based on [76]).
Fortunately, nature lends us a hand. Whenever cosmic particles collide with atmo-
sphericmolecules they produce a cascade of secondary particles: the air shower. In the
case of high-energy cosmic rays, this shower of reaction products can cover a surface
area of tens of square kilometers at ground level. It is therefore possible to create a vast
detector surface sensitive to high-energy cosmic rays with a relatively small number
of sparsely placed particle detectors. This principle is used at the Pierre AugerObser-
vatory in Argentina, wheremore than 1600 particle detectors are deployed in a region
with an area of about 3000 km2 – slightly larger than the country of Luxembourg. An
overview of the observatory is drawn in figure s1.2. It is possible to calculate the en-
ergy and arrival direction of the incoming cosmic ray using the measured number of
particles and their arrival times in the particle detectors.
To determine themass composition of cosmic rays, fluorescence telescopes overlook
theobservatory fromfour locations. Ondarkandcloudlessnights, these telescopesreg-
ister the light emitted through fluorescence by atmospheric nitrogen after it is excited
by charged particles in the air shower. From thesemeasurements, the development of
theair showerasa functionofatmosphericdepthcanbedetermined. Thedevelopment
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of theair shower is related to themass compositionof thecosmic ray. This is becauseof
a difference in interaction cross-section: an air shower initiated by a heavynucleuswill
develop higher in the atmosphere than an air shower initiated by a light nucleus. One
drawback of the fluorescencemethod is that themeasurement conditions are only fa-
vorable about 13%of the time. Therefore, it can only determine themass composition
of a small number of the rare high-energy cosmic rays.
Radio pulses from the air shower
In addition to direct detection of particles in the air shower and the fluorescence light,
cosmicrayscanbedetectedthroughtheirradioemission. Thisemission ismainlycaused
by theLorentz force –which is exerted on the charged particles in the air shower by the
geomagnetic field – that pushes electrons and positrons in opposite directions, as is
visible in figure s1.3. Just like moving electrons in a wire this induces a current. This
current results in radio emission, which ismeasurable by a simple antenna as a pulse
in themegahertz domain – the frequency band of fm radio. In 2013, 95 relatively sim-
ple radio antennas were deployed as the second phase of the Auger Engineering Radio
Array (aera). They are locatedwithin a small region of the Pierre AugerObservatory,
indicated in figure s1.2. With this setup, it is possible tomeasure radio pulses from the
air shower in coincidence with observations from the particle detectors and the fluo-
rescence telescopes.
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Figure s1.3: Influencedby thegeomagnetic field (B), theelectronsandpositronsmove
in opposite directions in the air shower, which travels towards the earth’s
surface along the dashed arrow. This acceleration of charges results in
radio emission.
It is possible to determine the arrival direction of the cosmic ray by considering the ar-
rival timeof the radiosignal atdifferentantennas. Inaddition, thesignal strengthof the
radio pulse can be used to calculate the cosmic ray energy. The last piece of the puzzle
is tomeasure cosmic raymass compositionusing the radio signal, and this has been the
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subject ofmy PhD research. The big advantage of amethod that uses radio signals to
measure themass composition is that it is not dependent on dark nights – in contrast
to the fluorescence technique. With radio signal detection, it is possible to develop a
method that operates almost 100% of the time. I have studied if the pulse length of
the radio signal can be used tomeasure the development depth of the air shower – and
thereby themass composition of the cosmic ray.
Determining mass composition from the pulse length
The length and shape of the radio pulse as it is measured at ground level depends on
the location of the radio emission region in the air showerwith respect to the antenna
position. This is illustrated by the path length difference, which is displayed in figure s1.4.
The path length difference for an air shower that emits radiation close to the ground is
larger than thedifference for an air shower that emits radiationhigh in the atmosphere.
Theheight of the emission region is related to the development depth of the air shower.
Therefore, the length of the radio pulse is a parameter sensitive tomass composition.
A cosmic raywith a lightmass composition – such as a proton –will typically generate
an air shower close to ground level, and therefore produce a long radio pulse. A heav-
ier cosmic ray – such as an iron nucleus – will develop an air shower higher up in the
atmosphere, and themeasured radio pulsewill be shorter.
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Figure s1.4: The length of the radio pulse at ground level as a path length difference:
thedifferencebetween the time it takes for a radio signal to travel fromthe
start of the emission region to the antenna (brown), and the time it takes
for thesignal toreachtheantenna fromtheendof theemissionregionplus
the total time inwhich the air shower emits radiation (yellow). The time
difference for a light cosmic ray is typically larger than for a heavy cosmic
ray.
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As ameasure for the pulse length I used the spectral index of the frequency spectrumof
the pulse. The spectral index describes the decay of the pulse spectrum as a function
of frequency, and can be used as ameasure of the pulse length. A long pulse contains
relativelymore power in lower frequencies than a short pulse. This results in a steeper
spectrum and a lower (more negative) spectral index. Conversely, a short pulse con-
tains relativelymore power in higher frequencies than a long pulse, which results in a
flatter spectrumand a higher spectral index, as is illustrated in figure s1.5.
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Figure s1.5: A short pulse results in a less steep spectrum than a long pulse, and there-
fore has a higher spectral index. The color coding corresponds to the air
showers in figure s1.4.
Thepath lengthdifference–andthereforealso thespectral index–notonlydependson
the depth of air shower development. It also strongly depends on the arrival direction
of the cosmic ray and the distance of the antenna to the air shower. Additionally, the
travel time of the radio signal depends on the local speed of light in the atmosphere,
which is not constant but decreaseswhilemoving closer to ground level. All in all, this
results in a complex combination of different dependencies, whichmakes it difficult
to relate the spectral index directly to the air shower development depth.
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Figure s1.6: Parameterization of the spectral index from the simulation study for an
antenna located at a distance of 175mfrom the air shower
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In order to study these dependencies, I performed a study of computer simulations
of air showers and their radio emission. I examinedmany different arrival directions,
antenna positions and development depths of the air shower, which I compared to the
spectral index. Using this simulation study, it was possible to develop a parameteri-
zation that describes the spectral index as a function of development depth of the air
shower, if the rest of the air shower geometry is completely known. The parameteriza-
tion of the spectral index for one specific antenna distance is plotted in figure s1.6, in
which thedevelopmentdepthof the air shower is expressed in termsofXmax: the atmo-
sphericdepthatwhichthemaximumnumberofparticles intheairshower isreachedbe-
fore it starts to die out,measured from the top of the atmosphere (see also figure s1.4).
Mass composition measurements with AERA
Following the simulation study, I have applied the parameterization of the spectral
index to radiopulsesmeasuredby the aera antenna stations. First, I havemade a selec-
tionof radiopulses that aregenuinelyoriginating fromair showers. The radioantennas
are extremely sensitive to ambient noise, and somenoise sources produce radio pulses
that are difficult to distinguish frompulses from air showers. By accurately comparing
the time structure andpolarizationof thepulseswith information about the air shower
from the Auger particle detectors I have made a pure selection of radio pulses from
air showers. Some radio antenna stations are equipped with small particle detectors
(scintillators), whichmade a useful contribution to this selection process.
Before the selected radio pulses could be used in the analysis, I have calibrated the
frequency-dependent gain of the radio antennas to the background radiation from the
Galaxy. Because of this calibration I have been able tomeasure the spectrumof the ra-
dio pulsewith amuch higher accuracy than in previous studies. I have also refined and
applied amethod to suppress narrowband interference – such as television channels –
fromour data by describing themwith sinewaves in the time domain.
A direct comparison of ourmethodwith themeasurements of the Auger fluorescence
telescopes shows that a lowprecision is achievedwhen only onemeasured radio pulse
from an air shower is used to determine the depth of air shower development. The pre-
cision increaseswhen a combined analysis is performed onmultiple radio pulses from
the same air showermeasured by different radio antennas, as is plotted in figure s1.7.
By applying the parameterization of the spectral index to the complete selected aera
data set, Iwas able todetermine the averagedepthof air shower development as a func-
tion of cosmic ray energy. The results of thesemeasurements are visible in figure s1.8.
The average depth of shower development that Imeasured by using the radio pulses is
in agreementwithmeasurements fromtheAuger fluorescence telescopes. Predictions
of the average development depth fromdifferentmodels for two differentmass com-
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Figure s1.7: Direct comparison betweenmeasurements of the depth of air shower de-
velopment – expressed inXmax – fromthe fluorescence telescopes and the
pulse shape of the radio signal. A 1:1 correlationwould place all points on
the diagonal line. The precision is low, but is increasedwhenmultiple ra-
dio measurements from the same air shower are used, as is indicated by
the higherPearson correlation coefficient (r).
positions of the cosmic rays aredisplayed in theplot as lines. Fromthis, I conclude that
cosmic rays have a predominantly lightmass composition in the energy range inwhich
aera is sensitive.
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Figure s1.8: The average depth of air shower development – expressed in Xmax – as
a function of cosmic ray energy. The results from our analysis with ra-
dio data from aera are in agreement with the measurements from the
Auger fluorescence telescopes. The diagonal lines are the predicted av-
erage depths of shower development based on several models with two
differentmass compositions.
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Where do we go from here?
It follows frommyPhD research that the spectral index of the radio pulse can be used
tomeasure the mass composition of cosmic rays. This opens up new possibilities to
use the radio signal to perform cosmic ray physics. A combined analysis of this tech-
niquewith othermethods to extract cosmic ray parameters from the radio signal will
lead to an even greater applicability of the radio detection of cosmic rays. This is es-
pecially relevant for future large scale applications. Togetherwith the development of
newmethods tomeasure themasscompositionwith theparticledetectorsof thePierre
AugerObservatory, this will enable us to better separate between light and heavy cos-
mic rays in the future. Wewill then be a little bit closer to answering the fundamental
questions about the nature and origin of cosmic rays.
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T ijdens het lezen van de samenvatting van mijn proefschrift word je blootge-steld aaneenstortvloedvanmicroscopischedeeltjes. Dit is eenconstante stroom
vanmuonen, neutrino’s, elektronen en vele andere soorten elementaire deeltjes, die
de restanten vormen van botsingen tussen kosmische deeltjes enmoleculen in de at-
mosfeer van de aarde. De kosmische deeltjes zijn geladen atoomkernen, variërend van
lichtewaterstofkernen(protonen) tot zware ijzerkernen. Zezijn afkomstigvanverweg
gelegen astronomische bronnen, en zijnwatwe – omhistorische redenen – kosmische
stralennoemen.
De energie die de kosmische stralenhebben als ze de aarde bereiken varieert enorm. Er
zittenmaar liefst elf ordes van grootte – dat is een factor van honderdmiljard – tussen
de kosmische stralenmet de laagste en de hoogste energie diewe kunnenmeten. Naar-
mate de energie van de deeltjes omhoog gaat, nemen we ze met steeds minder grote
regelmaat op aardewaar. Elke vierkante centimeter op aardewordt vaker dan eens per
seconde geraakt door een kosmische straalmet een lage energie, terwijl de kosmische
stralen met de hoogst meetbare energie – ongeveer 1020 eV – zo zeldzaam zijn dat je
doorgaansmeer dan een eeuwmoetwachten omer één per vierkante kilometer te kun-
nenmeten.
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Figuur s2.1: De reis van kosmische stralen naar de aarde voert langs enkele onbeant-
woorde fundamentele vraagstukken. Magneetvelden (B⃗) hebben een gro-
tere invloed op ijzerkernen dan op protonen.
Het bestaan van deze zeldzamehoogenergetische deeltjes is omgeven door raadselen.
We weten ten eerste niet precies hoe deze deeltjes versneld kunnen worden tot een
dermate hoge energie. Daarnaastwordende geladendeeltjes afgebogendoormagneet-
velden met onbekende sterkte en oriëntatie in hun reis tussen de bron en de aarde,
waardoor het erg lastig is de herkomst van de deeltjes te achterhalen. Daardoor zijn de
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bronnen en versnellingsmechanismen van de kosmische stralenmet de hoogste ener-
gie vooralsnogniet experimenteel vastgesteld. De sleutel omdeze fundamentele vraag-
stukken op te lossen ligt in hetmeten van demassacompositie van de kosmische stralen.
De sleutel: massacompositie
Lichte kosmische deeltjesmetweinig lading – zoals protonen –worden in kleinemate
afgebogen door magneetvelden tussen en binnen sterrenstelsels. Hoe zwaarder de
atoomkern, hoe groter de lading, en des te sterker is de invloed van demagneetvelden
op deze deeltjes. Door in zoektochten naar bronnen van kosmische straling alleen de
aankomstrichting van zeer hoog energetische lichte deeltjesmee te nemen is hetwaar-
schijnlijker dat de aankomstrichting overeenkomtmet de ligging van de bron, zoals te
zien is in figuur s2.1. Hetmeten van de zeldzamehoogenergetische kosmische straling
en het bepalen van hunmassacompositie is echter geen eenvoudige opgave.
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Figuur s2.2:Overzichtstekening vanhet PierreAugerObservatorium,met dedeeltjes-
detectorenalsgrijzestippen. Dedeeltjeslawinewordtgeziendooréénvan
de vier fluorescentietelescopen, en wordt gemeten door de zwarte deel-
tjesdetectoren. Het oranje gebiedmarkeert aera (gebaseerd op [76]).
Gelukkig helpt de natuur ons hier een handje. Wanneer de kosmische deeltjes botsen
metmoleculen in de atmosfeer produceren ze een cascade van secundaire deeltjes die
we de deeltjeslawine noemen. In het geval van hoogenergetische kosmische straling kan
deze lawine van reactieproducten op grondniveau een oppervlakte bestrijken van en-
kele tientallen vierkante kilometers. Hierdoor is hetmogelijk ommet relatief weinig
deeltjesdetectoren een gigantisch detectoroppervlak gevoelig voor hoogenergetische
kosmische straling te creëren. Van dit principewordt gebruikt gemaakt bij het Pierre
Auger Observatorium in Argentinië, waar meer dan 1600 deeltjesdetectoren zijn ge-
plaatst in een gebiedmet een oppervlakte van ongeveer 3000 km2 – ongeveer zo groot
alsdeprovincieZuid-Holland. Eenoverzichtstekeningvanhetobservatoriumis tezien
in figuur s2.2. Met behulp van het gemeten aantal deeltjes en hun aankomsttijd in de
deeltjesdetectoren is hetmogelijk omdeenergie enaankomstrichting vandeoorspron-
kelijke kosmische straal te berekenen.
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Omdemassacompositie van de kosmische straal te kunnen bepalen staan er op vier lo-
caties rondomhetobservatoriumfluorescentietelescopenopgestelddiegericht zijnop
de atmosfeer boven de deeltjesdetectoren. Deze kunnen op heldere donkere nachten
het fluorescentielichtmeten dat door atmosferisch stikstofwordt uitgezonden nadat
het aangeslagen is door de geladen deeltjes in de lawine. Hierdoor kan de ontwikke-
ling van de deeltjeslawine als functie van atmosferische diepte bepaaldworden. Deze
ontwikkeling is gerelateerd aan demassacompositie van de kosmische straal: vanwege
de grotere botsingsdoorsnede zal de deeltjeslawine geproduceerd door bijvoorbeeld
een ijzerkern gemiddeldhoger inde atmosfeer tot ontwikkeling komendandie van een
proton. Het nadeel van de fluorescentietechniek is dat ermaar ongeveer 13%van de
tijd geschiktemeetomstandigheden zijn, waardoor slechts van een klein aantal van de
tochalzeldzamehoogenergetischekosmischestralendemassacompositiebepaaldkan
worden.
Radiopulsen uit de deeltjeslawine
Behalve via de deeltjes in de lawine of het fluorescentielicht zijn kosmische stralen ook
te detecterenmet behulp van radiostraling. Deze stralingwordt hoofdzakelijk veroor-
zaakt doordat de Lorentzkracht – die door het aardmagneetveld op de geladen deel-
tjes in de deeltjeslawinewordt uitgeoefend – de elektronen en positronen een tegenge-
stelde richtingopdrukt, zoals is afgebeeld in figuur s2.3. Net als bewegende elektronen
in een draad veroorzaakt dit een stroom, die op zijn beurtweer resulteert in radiostra-
ling. Deze straling laat zich met een simpele radioantenne meten als een puls in het
megahertzdomein – vergelijkbaar met fm-radio. Sinds 2013 vormen 95 relatief een-
voudige radioantennes de tweede fase van de Auger Engineering Radio Array (aera),
geplaatst op een klein oppervlak binnen het Pierre AugerObservatorium, zoals is aan-
gegeven in figuur s2.2). Met deze opstelling is hetmogelijk de radiopulsen uit de deel-
tjeslawine temeten in combinatiemetwaarnemingen van de deeltjesdetectoren en de
fluorescentietelescopen.
Met behulp van de aankomsttijd van het radiosignaal bij verschillende antennes is het
mogelijk omde aankomstrichting van de kosmische stralen te bepalen. Daarnaastwe-
ten we sinds kort dat wemet behulp van de signaalsterkte van de puls ook de energie
van de kosmische straal kunnen uitrekenen. Het laatste puzzelstukje is hetmeten van
demassacompositiemet radiostraling, en dit vormde het onderwerp vanmijn promo-
tieonderzoek. Het grote voordeel vancompositiebepalingmet radiostraling is dat deze
niet afhankelijk is van de duisternis – in tegenstelling tot de fluorescentietechniek. We
kunnen zo in principe eenmethode ontwikkelen die bijna 100%van de tijd werkt. Ik
heb onderzocht of de pulslengte van het radiosignaal bruikbaar is alsmaat voor de ont-
wikkelingsdiepte van de deeltjeslawine in de atmosfeer – en dus omdemassacomposi-
tie van de kosmische straal te bepalen.
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Figuur s2.3:Onder invloed van het aardmagneetveld (B) bewegen de elektronen en
positronen in tegengestelde richting in de deeltjeslawine, die langs de ge-
streepte pijl naar het aardoppervlak raast. Dit veroorzaakt emissie van
radiostraling.
Massacompositiebepaling met de pulslengte
De lengte en vorm van de radiopuls zoals we dezemeten op de grond hangt af van de
locatie van het radio-emissiegebied in de deeltjeslawine ten opzichte van de antenne-
positie. Dit kunnen we illustreren met het padlengteverschil, zoals is weergegeven in
figuur s2.4. Het padlengteverschil bij een deeltjeslawine die laag bij de grond radiostra-
ling uitzendt is groter dan het padlengteverschil bij een deeltjeslawine die hoog in de
atmosfeer radiostraling uitzendt. Omdat de hoogte van het emissiegebied gerelateerd
is aan de ontwikkelingsdiepte van de lawine, is de lengte van de radiopuls hierdoor een
compositiegevoelige parameter. Kort samengevat zal een kosmische straal met een
lichtemassacompositie – zoals een proton – laag in de atmosfeer een deeltjeslawine ge-
nererenduseen lange radiopulsopleveren. Eenzwaarderekosmische straal – zoals een
ijzerkern – zal daarentegen eerder in de atmosfeer een lawine ontwikkelen waardoor
een korte radiopuls gemeten zal worden.
In de praktijk is het padlengteverschil niet alleen afhankelijk van de ontwikkelings-
diepte van de deeltjeslawine, maar hangt het ook af van de aankomstrichting van de
kosmische straal en de afstand van de antenne tot de deeltjeslawine. Daar komt nog bij
datde reistijd vanhet radiosignaal afhankelijk is vande lokale lichtsnelheid indeatmos-
feer, die niet constant ismaar afneemtwanneermen zich dichter bij de grond bevindt.
Alles bij elkaar vormt dit een complex samenspel van verschillende afhankelijkheden
die het ingewikkeldmaakt de pulslengte direct te relateren aande ontwikkelingsdiepte
van de deeltjeslawine.
Om deze relaties te onderzoeken heb ik een studie uitgevoerd op computersimula-
ties van deeltjeslawines en hun radiostraling. Hierbij heb ik veel verschillende aan-
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Figuur s2.4: De lengte van de radiopuls op grondniveau als padlengteverschil: het ver-
schil tussen de tijd die een radiosignaal reist van het begin van het emis-
siegebied naar de antenne (bruin), en de tijd die een radiosignaal nodig
heeft om van het eind van het emissiegebied naar de antenne te reizen
plus de totale tijdwaarin de deeltjeslawine radiostraling uitzendt (geel).
Het lengte verschil voor een lichte kosmische straal is typisch groter dan
voor een zware.
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Figuur s2.5: Een korte puls produceert eenminder steil spectrumdan een lange puls,
en heeft daardoor een hogere spectrale index. De kleurcode correspon-
deertmet de deeltjeslawines van figuur s2.4.
komstrichtingen, antenneposities enontwikkelingsdieptes vandedeeltjeslawinebeke-
ken. Deze heb ik vervolgens vergelekenmet de pulslengte, of omprecies te zijn de spec-
trale index van het frequentiespectrumbehorende bij de radiopuls. De spectrale index
beschrijft het verval van het pulsspectrumals functie van frequentie, en is te gebruiken
alsmaat voor de pulslengte. In een lange puls zit naar verhoudingmeer vermogen in
de lage frequenties dan in een korte puls. Dit resulteert in een steiler spectrumen een
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lagere (sterker negatieve) spectrale index. Andersomzit in een korte puls naar verhou-
dingmeer vermogen in de hoge frequenties, wat resulteert in een vlakker spectrumen
een hogere spectrale index, zoals is weergegeven in figuur s2.5. Met behulp van de si-
mulatiestudie heb ik een parametrisering ontwikkeld die de spectrale index beschrijft
als functie van de ontwikkelingsdiepte van de deeltjeslawine, mits de rest van de geo-
metrie van de deeltjeslawine van de kosmische straal volledig bekend is. In figuur s2.6
is de parametrisering van de spectrale indexweergegeven voor één bepaalde antenne-
positie. De ontwikkelingsdiepte drukkenwe uit inXmax: de atmosferische dieptewaar
het maximale aantal deeltjes in de deeltjeslawine wordt bereikt voordat hij uitsterft,
gemeten vanaf de bovenkant van de atmosfeer (zie ook figuur s2.4).
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Figuur s2.6: Parametrisering van de spectrale index uit de simulatiestudie voor het
geval de antenne 175mvande deeltjeslawine af staat.
Massacompositie zoals gemeten door AERA
Deparametrisering van de spectrale index heb ik vervolgens toegepast op radiopulsen
gemetenmet de aera antennestations. Eerst heb ik echter een selectie gemaakt van
gemeten radiopulsen die daadwerkelijk afkomstig zijn van deeltjeslawines. De radio-
antennes zijn erg gevoelig voor omgevingsruis, en sommige ruisbronnen produceren
radiopulsen diemoeilijk te onderscheiden zijn van pulsen uit de deeltjeslawine. Door
nauwkeurig de tijdstructuur en polarisatie van de pulsen te vergelijkenmet informa-
tie uit de Auger deeltjesdetectoren heb ik een zo zuivermogelijke selectie van pulsen
gemaakt. Hierbij heb ik ookhandig gebruik gemaakt van kleine deeltjesdetectoren (sci-
ntillatoren)waarmee een aantal van de radioantennestations uitgerust zijn.
Voordat de geselecteerde radiopulsen gebruikt kondenworden in de analyse heb ik de
frequentiegevoeligheid van de radioantennes gekalibreerd op de achtergrondruis van
de Melkweg. Hierdoor kon ik het spectrum en de spectrale index van de puls nauw-
keuriger bepalen dan bij eerdere studies. Ook heb ik een methode om smalbandige
omgevingsruis – zoals televisiezenders – te onderdrukken door ze te beschrijvenmet
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sinusgolven in het tijdsdomein verder uitgewerkt en toegepast opde gemeten radiosig-
nalen.
Uit een directe vergelijkingmetmetingen van deAuger fluorescentietelescopen blijkt
dat de nauwkeurigheid van de radiomethode niet erg groot iswanneer ermaar één ra-
diopuls uit de deeltjeslawine gebruiktwordt omdeontwikkelingsdiepte te bepalen. De
nauwkeurigheid neemt echter toe als een gecombineerde analyse uitgevoerdwordt op
meerdere radiopulsen afkomstig van dezelfde deeltjeslawine, gemeten door verschil-
lende antennes. Deze vergelijking isweergegeven in figuur s2.7.
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Figuur s2.7: Directevergelijkingtussenmetingenvandeontwikkelingsdieptevandeel-
tjeslawine – uitgedrukt inXmax – van de fluorescentietelescopen enmet
de vorm van de radiopuls. Een 1:1 correlatie zou alle punten op de diago-
nale lijn plaatsen. De nauwkeurigheid is laag, maar neemt toe als meer-
dere radiometingen uit dezelfde deeltjeslawineworden gebruikt, zoals is
aangegeven door de hogerePearson correlatiecoëfficient (r).
Door de parametrisering van de spectrale index toe te passen op de complete geselec-
teerde aera dataset heb ik de gemiddelde ontwikkelingsdiepte van de deeltjeslawine
kunnenmeten als functie van energie van de kosmische straal. De resultaten van deze
meting zijn weergegeven in figuur s2.8. Mijn metingen van de gemiddelde ontwikke-
lingsdiepte met behulp van het radiosignaal zijn in overeenstemming met metingen
van de Auger fluorescentietelescopen. De gemiddelde ontwikkelingsdiepte die ver-
schillende modellen voorspellen voor twee verschillende massacomposities van de
kosmische straal zijn in de plot aangegevenmet lijnen. Aan de hand hiervan is te zien
datwe voornamelijk kosmische stralenmet een lichtemassacompositiemeten in het
energiegebiedwaarin aera gevoelig is.
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Figuur s2.8: Degemiddeldeontwikkelingsdiepte vandedeeltjeslawine –uitgedrukt in
Xmax – als functie van de energie van de kosmische straal. De resultaten
gebaseerdopdeanalysemet radiodatavan aera zijn inovereenstemming
met de fluorescentiemetingen. De diagonale lijnen zijn de verwachte ge-
middelde ontwikkelingsdieptes gebaseerd op enkele modellen met ver-
schillendemassacomposities.
Hoe nu verder?
Uitmijn promotieonderzoek blijkt dat de spectrale index van de radiopuls bruikbaar is
voormassacompositiemetingenvankosmische stralen. Dit betekentdatwebehalvede
signaaltijden-sterkteookhet frequentiespectrumvanderadiopulskunnenaanwenden
omde eigenschappen van kosmische straling te bepalen. Een gecombineerde analyse
van al deze informatie zorgt voor een grotere bruikbaarheid van de radiodetectietech-
niek, wat interessant is met het oog op toekomstige toepassingen op grotere schaal.
Samenmet de ontwikkeling vanmethodes omookmet de deeltjesdetectoren van het
Pierre AugerObservatoriummassacompositiemetingen te verrichten biedt dit demo-
gelijkheid om in de toekomst veel beter onderscheid temaken tussen lichte en zware
kosmische stralen. Hierdoor komt het beantwoorden van de fundamentele vraagstuk-
ken omtrent de oorsprong van hoogenergetische kosmische straling weer een stukje
dichterbij.
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The key to unravel the mysterious origins of high energy 
cosmic rays is to measure their mass composition. Stefan 
Jansen presents in this thesis a new method to determine this 
mass composition. For this, he uses radio detection of the air 
shower, which is initiated by the cosmic ray in the atmosphere.
Using the shape of the radio pulse he determined that cosmic 
rays consist primarily of light particles in the energy range of 
the experiment. This is in agreement with measurements from 
other available instruments at the observatory. The method 
described in this thesis opens up new possibilities for the appli-
cation of radio detection of cosmic rays.
The shape of the measured radio pulse can 
be analyzed in the frequency domain, and is 
related to the mass composition. He applied 
the new method to data from the AERA 
experiment at the Pierre Auger Observatory 
in Argentina.
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